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Horror as 
man dies 
after rush 
hour car 
smash
A YOUNG man has died and 
a woman was left seriously 
injured following a car crash 
near Kingsdown.

Officers were called to a 
report of a collision on Ring-
would Road, close to the A258 
near Deal, at around 8.40am 
last Friday.

The incident involved a dark 
grey/black Renault Megane, 
and a silver Renault Clio.

A man – who is believed to 
be in his 20s – was pronounced 
dead at the scene and a mid-
dle-aged woman was flown to 
a London hospital by air am-
bulance with multiple injuries 
believed to be serious.

Kent Fire and Rescue Serv-

ice crews from Deal’s fire sta-
tion and two ambulances from 
South East Coast Ambulance 
Service attended the scene.

Ringwould Road was closed 
in both directions until 2.20pm 
while officers from the Serious 
Collision Investigation Unit 
carried out investigations at 
the scene of the smash. 

Detectives are now investi-
gating how the crash happened 
and are appealing for witnesses 
to come forward.

Witnesses or anyone with in-
formation who may have seen 
the vehicles before to the col-
lision have been asked to con-
tact the Serious Collision In-
vestigation Unit appeal line on 
01622 798538. The man had 
not been named at the time of 
this e-edition’s deadline. 

marijke.cox@archant.co.uk

By Marijke Cox

CRIME

Allotment owners on alert as thieves target potting sheds
A SPECIAL crime-fighting team has 
been created to crackdown on thieves 
following a spate of allotment thefts.

Allotment Watch has been set up by 
Kent Police and Worth Parish Council 
to make the area a safer place follow-
ing a spate of thefts from allotments in  
the area.

Plot owners in Worth have been  
invited to have their tools security 

marked and to install shed alarms.
PSCO Ian Norton has met with plot 

owners as well as people from the neigh-
bourhood watch.

“Kent Police has been working in 
partnership with Worth Parish Coun-
cil to make Worth a safer place,” said 
PCSO Norton.

“We are pleased with the response so 
far and officers will continue to carry 

out regular patrols in the area and can 
help owners with crime reduction ad-
vice and property marking.”

Allotment Watch distributes advice 
on security and safety and make sure 
elderly or vulnerable people are not tar-
gets for criminals.

A police spokesman said garden 
sheds, outbuildings and garages packed 
with tools offer easy pickings to thieves. 

“Take the right precautions to help 
reduce the risk of having your proper-
ty stolen, and getting it traced and re-
turned to you if it is taken.”

Tips include using padlocks to secure 
sheds and installing shed alarms and se-
curity lights. Police said to record details 
of property and to avoid leaving doors 
and windows open when in the garden. 
See bit.ly/H00j7D to find out more.

HERITAGE

MINERS’ CELEBRATION
HUNDREDS of people turned out for the 
Kent Miners’ Festival in Aylesham, in  
the heart of the coalfields communities.

Favourites included brass band music 
from Snowdown Colliery Welfare Band 

and Betteshanger Brass Band as well 
as live music from choirs, soloists and 
bands, and dance performances.

There was also street entertainment 
(pictured) to keep the crowds smiling.
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CRIME

Officers warn 
of car thieves
POLICE are warning drivers not 
to leave valuables in their cars 
after reports of potential 
thieves in Deal.

Suspected thieves were 
spotted in Hamilton Road and 
Mill Road trying door handles. 
Drivers should check doors are 
locked, take valuables away, 
and park under a street light.

CRIME

Driver banned 
for three years
A DOVER man has been 
banned from driving for more 
than three years after being 
caught drink driving.

Karl Ivan Shopland, 45, of 
Manor Road, drove along the 
A2 in Sittingbourne while more 
than twice over the legal limit. 
He was banned from driving for 
40 months and fined £110. 

WILDLIFE

A SPECIAL weekend event is 
being held at the Sandwich Bay 
Bird Observatory Trust to 
teach people about the 
centre’s work.

There will be talks on the 
importance of ‘ringing’ – a 
technique used to track birds. It 
is on September 15-16. 

Special event 
on bird ringing

Picture: KEVIN MUDGE-WOOD
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CALL 01622 765993
FREE FITTING ONLY AVAILABLE ON TELEPHONE ORDERS

www.segurogaragedoors.co.uk

Isn’t it time for a
New Garage Door?

With the SEGURO SALE, the
decision’s made so much easier

PRICE INCLUDES
Remote Control & keyring handset Manual Override for use in a power cut
Safety laser beam to prevent any possibilty of accidents
White as standard, many other colours available - ask for details
Extremely secure auto-locking system Full 12 month warranty
Price is for any single sized door up to 8ft 6” wide.
Bottom rubber weatherseal Double skinned aluminium with foam insulation

Our top of the range electric ‘remote controlled’ insulated aluminium rolling
garage door - operated by hand held ‘Keyring’ handset is currently reduced

from a RRP of £2250 - to an amazing £699 inc VAT & fitting

NOW JUST £699!
INCLUDING VAT & FREE FITTING

70%
OFF
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Goldfish are dumped
MORE than 50 domestic goldfish have been 
found dumped in a river.

The fish were found in a stream beside the 
Great Stour in Chartham and removed by the 
Environment Agency.

Fisheries officer Steve Smith said: “When 
people clean out their ponds, it is important the 
fish are only put into ornamental ponds and not 
rivers and lakes. Even healthy looking fish can 
carry disease and kill fish in lakes and rivers.”

Games prove big hit
THE British Transplant Games have been hailed 
a huge success after thousands cheered on 
almost 600 athletes in Gillingham.

The event, to be held in Sheffield next year, 
brings together those who have undergone a 
transplant and is designed to highlight the 
benefits of registering as an organ donor. The 
four-day event came to a conclusion last 
Sunday, just in time for the start of the Paralym-
pic Games.

One Direction in town
TEEN heartthrobs One Direction shot a video for 
upcoming single Live While We’re Young in a 
field in the county last weekend.

The X Factor stars, turned chart-toppers, 
were seen jumping on bales of hay and sharing a 
paddling pool with a host of female models.

However, the group’s record label were 
keeping tight-lipped about the exact location of 
the shoot this week.

The boy band have sold a remarkable 12 
million records in the space of a year, after going 
down a storm in the US.

bringing you the latest news ▪ sport ▪ video ▪ jobs ▪ cars and property                       …Just visit the Apple App Store

FOOD

Herman’s growing success causes 
quite a stir in the county’s kitchens
marijke.cox@archant.co.uk

By Marijke Cox

FIRST it was the chain letter, laced with veiled 
threats of menace if the recipient failed to pass it on.

Then it was emails, written in a similar vein, 
but easier to pass on with the click of a button or 
consign to the waste bin. 

Either way, both succeeded in being equally as 
irritating. 

But now the chain letter has evolved… it has 
become edible and, in its new form, a lot less 
threatening. 

Called Herman, this German-born friendship 
cake consists of a sourdough mix, which dates 
back centuries and was previously passed around 
to the sick and needy.

Today, it is passed between friends and is      
currently sweeping the county.

Herman comes with a set of instructions to tell 
you when he is hungry, what he must be fed –      
a mixture including flour and sugar– and how 
often he must be stirred.

This phenomenon is slowly, but surely mak-
ing its way around Kent; with the end result 
proving a tasty incentive to spread the word.

And unlike the traditional chain letter, which 
threatens terrible things to the recipient if they 
fail to pass it on, the worst that could happen is 
Herman could ‘die’. 

The starter mix is made of yeast, flour, sugar 
and milk and the bubbling, smelly concoction 
must be nurtured for 10 days until it is split into 
five. The original ‘carer’ bakes their cake and 
passes the divided mixtures to four friends who 
carry on the process.

Due to the contents of the mix, there is no sell-
by date and it can be passed on continuously. 

The craze is gathering momentum with internet 
forums including Netmums and Mumsnet talking 
about it as well as schools getting involved. 

Children at Rodmersham Primary School 
looked after their own Herman earlier this year 
before splitting him and passing him on to 
friends, and last month youngsters at First Steps 
Nursery baked several Hermans to raise money 

for the Pilgrims Hospices.
Food blogger Toby Adams, from Foodie Frol-

ics, wrote about his own experience with the 
cake mix and Herman’s subsequent “family-
tree” in Kent.

He explained: “We were given Herman by 
some Canadian friends in a small jar simply la-
belled ‘Herman’.

“After the confusion lifted, we worked our way 
through the 10-day schedule and developed an 
almost human relationship with the bubbling 
cake mix.

“After stirring and feeding him for almost two 
weeks we got to the final stage of separating Her-
man up to give to others and baked the rest.

“It was truly delicious. Herman now has a 
small family tree in this area and this continues 
to grow as friends of friends keep passing on the 
Herman goodness.”

Mr Adams said the end result was a “true cul-
mination of the labour of love put into Herman”.

Those who haven’t heard or seen a Herman 
will likely have one in their kitchen soon. 

For a Herman recipe see www.hermantheger-
manfriendshipcake.com – or simply ask friends 
of family.

Our reporter Marijke Cox finds love 
in the form of a pot of Herman goo…

WHEN I first noticed a Herman had   
appeared in my kitchen, I inwardly 

groaned. I had tried to avoid this situation 
by politely declining previous offers. 

But here it was, bubbling at me and 
willing me to stir it.

After two days of virtually ignoring it, I 
started to feel bad about the mixture 
which had somehow managed to, in my 
head, become a real thing – particularly 
since, due to my lack of stirring, it had 
grown and grown until it had virtually 
consumed the tea towel draped over it. 

At this point, ‘it’ changed to a ‘he’.
So I started to nurture the smelly 

mixture and, sadly, would find myself 
enquiring about his condition when I 
wasn’t there: “Have you stirred him? Has 
he been fed?”.

On the ninth day of him sitting on my 
sideboard I ‘fed’ him and split him into five, 
ready to pass him on.

I fed and baked my own portion and, 
true to the accounts of Herman owners 
before me, it was one of the most 
delicious cakes I have eaten. 

I didn’t even feel bad about putting what 
had become a kind of pet into the oven.

Now my colleagues are all breeding 
their own Hermans and by all accounts 
have become just as attached.

‘

‘

TRAGEDY

Cows killed by an ‘exploding tree’
A FARMER is counting the cost after a freak  
bolt of lightning caused a tree to explode,  
killing a herd of cows sheltering from the  
storm beneath it.

The farmer, who did not want to be identified, 
confirmed the cattle were all killed by the act  
of nature at the farm in Shepway.

Speaking to our reporter they said: “It killed 
the lot. It’s very upsetting.”

A source within the agricultural industry 
explained: “About nine cows were killed in  
one go.

“The herd had been sheltering under the tree 
and then it just exploded because it was struck 
by lightning.

“Tree trunks can explode if struck by lightning 
when the sap is exposed to an extreme heat and 
becomes high-pressure steam. It literally makes 
the tree blow up.”

Although tree explosions are rare, it happens 
more if the trunk is in a rotten state.

National Farmers’ Union livestock adviser  
for the south east, James Osman, said:  
“This incident is clearly very upsetting for the 
farmer involved, although it is a freak natural 
occurrence.

“Cattle are known to sometimes shelter  
under trees during bad weather; however, it  
is important to note that situations like these 
are extremely rare.”

Texas A&M University agricultural expert 
Brent McRoberts added: “Unless there is a  
barn nearby, livestock are out in the open during 
thunderstorms, so their chances of being hit  
are greater.”

Some 19 cows also died recently whilst hiding 
under a tree during a heavy storm in Canada, 
and a herd of 16 bullocks were killed under the 
shelter of trees in East Lothian in 2009.

JOINING IN: Herman cake is fun for all the family

 

Broome Park Golf Club
Barham, Nr Canterbury, Kent CT4 6QX.

FREE!!!
3 MONTHS GOLF

MEMBERSHIP
15 Months for the price of 12

(Join in October 2012 and pay
no further fees until January 2014)

5 or 7 Day Categories only
NO JOINING FEES!!

2012 PRICES held for this offer

EASY ACCESS FROM M2/A2 or M20
For further information please contact

Del or Claire on 01227 830728
www.broomepark.co.uk

UPSETTING: Such a tragedy is a rare occurrence
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£65
2 PEOPLE SINGLE

£120
2 PEOPLE RETURN



Our new Online Van Service Advisor is now live
at Sparshatts of Kent Ltd

Offering a fast and convenient way to get a quote or request
a booking for your next Mercedes-Benz Van Service or
repair

www.mercedes-benzvanservicing.co.uk/sparshatts
It’s available 24/7 online, with no hidden charges, the prices are for
fixed price repairs, so its quick and upfront to get a quotes.

Of course you can still call us or drop in to get your quote
or make your booking, just call

0844 396 1122
Ashford : Dartford : Sittingbourne : Tunbridge Wells

Online No obligation
Quote

Convenient First-class
Service

QR
Code
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Hospitals in fire drama
AN investigation has been launched after fires 
were sparked in both the Kent & Canterbury and 
Medway Maritime hospitals this week.

Emergency services responded to fires in 
Gillingham on Wednesday and Canterbury on 
Thursday.

Patients were evacuated and no-one was 
injured.

It is not yet known if both fires are linked and 
an investigation is under way.

City venue shuts down
A POPULAR Canterbury venue run by the team 
behind the successful Lounge on the Farm 
festival has been forced to close after failing to 
come up with £5,000 in overdue rent.

The Farmhouse in Dover Street has been a 
well-known pub, restaurant and live music 
venue in the city for the last four years, but 
admits a difficult summer has forced it out of 
business. Management insist it will have no 
impact at all on the festival.

Follow us on Twitter
MAKE sure you keep up-to-date with all the 
latest, breaking news from across the county, by 
joining the thousands who follow us on Twitter.

We’ll make sure you hear the latest news, 
sport and leisure throughout the week, To 
follow us, simply go to www.twitter.com/
kosmedia and click the ‘follow’ button. 

And don’t forget you can read all our publica-
tions, free, online at www.kentnews.co.uk. 

News  for more pictures and news go to www.kentnews.co.uk

PARALYMPICS

Race track ready for cyclists
LEGENDARY racing circuit Brands Hatch will 
replace its high octane thrills and spills with 
a very different form of high-speed action this 
week as thousands flock to watch the Paralym-
pic road cycling.

In one of the most significant 
international sporting events it 
has held since it last hosted a 
Formula One Grand Prix back 
in 1986, the circuit will 
welcome 225 athletes from 45 
nations over four days of race 
action.

Starting on Wednesday and 
running until Saturday, the 
8km track will host 32 races 
and time trials as athletes compete for gold.

Thousands will line the grandstand within the 
venue, with thousands more expected to line 
streets around the venue as the racers take to 
the open road for part of the races.

Incredibly, among the competitors will be 
former four-wheel race ace Alex Zanardi.

The ex-Formula One racer saw his life forever 
change after a smash during a Champ Car race 
in Germany. The Italian lost both legs as a result 
of the crash in 2001. But he has got to grips with 
a three-wheeled bike powered by his hands and 
will be hoping to win a medal.

The venue has been described by the 

International Cycling Union as the “best paracy-
cling venue of all time” and the British team are 
expected to be contenders for medals after the 
Games in Beijing 2008, which saw a haul of five 

gold and two silvers.
Capacity inside the venue 

has twice been expanded and 
demand for the £10 tickets has 
accelerated after the nation 
was caught up in excitement 
generated by the Olympics.

Roads around the venue will 
be closed while racing takes 
place – a move which has 
angered local traders, left 
fuming they will be inconven-

ienced for such a period. 
A spokesman for Sevenoaks District Council, 

said: “We’re encouraging everyone to come and 
support these inspirational athletes. Spectators 
without tickets can use the free park and shuttle 
service at Wrotham Hill and get a great view of 
the action from the roadside.

“Alternatively, LOCOG have recently released 
an additional 2,500 tickets per day for this event. 
Tickets enable holders to reserve a parking 
space at Brands Hatch and to enter the venue to 
view the start and finish line and podium.”

 Coverage of the Paralympics is being 
shown on Channel 4.

DEVELOPMENT

Brownfield site to be transformed by 
tens of thousands of homes and jobs
marijke.cox@archant.co.uk

By Marijke Cox

AMBITIOUS plans for thou-
sands of new homes in north 
Kent have been given the go-
ahead, delivering up to 60,000 
new jobs and a major boost to 
the area.

An agreement was reached 
by government ministers, Dart-
ford and Gravesham councils, 
Kent County Council and de-
velopers Land Securities this 
week in a historic step forward 
in what has been a project 
plagued with setbacks for more 
than a decade.

The deal involves the devel-
opment of around 22,600 
much-needed homes in the 
area over the next 20 years, 
bringing a brownfield site back 
into use and with it creating up 
to 60,000 jobs. 

The first phase is at Eastern 
Quarry in Ebbsfleet and will de-
liver 1,500 homes as part of 
wider plans for Kent Thame-
side, with a further 3,000 
homes expected to be complete 
by 2030/31.

This is expected to unlock 
the development of 22,600 
homes and around one million 
square metres of commercial 
development across the Kent 
Thameside region.

Builders could be on site as 
early as next summer, with the 
first homes set to be completed 

by December 2013.
Leader of KCC Paul Carter 

said getting the significant de-
velopment under way signals 
the council’s continued drive 
to increase construction activi-
ty in Kent.

“We have real growth ambi-
tions and this site signifies our 
intent to unlock the potential 
of the Thames Gateway,” he 
said. “Where sites are stalled 
we will talk to developers about 
ways of releasing sites in the 
short term.”

Developers Land Securities 
had invested more than £100 
million in developing the East-
ern Quarry site. However, 
plans were delayed amid con-
cerns over the cost and the 
need for further investment in 
transport improvements.

But a £116m homes and 
roads programme was drawn 
up by councils, ministers and 
developers, which has helped 
get the project moving.

The package includes major 
junction improvements at the 
A2 by Ebbsfleet and Bean – 
with work due to start immi-
nently – as well as work on the 
A226 London Road/St Clem-
ents Way junction.

Enhancements will be made 
to Dartford town centre and 
Rathmore Road Link in Graves-
end, and there will be a du-
alling scheme on the A226 
Thames Way in Ebbsfleet.

KCC, Dartford and Grave-
sham councils worked with the 
Department for Transport and 
Highways Agency to agree 
how funding could be un-
locked. It includes a £25m con-
tribution from Land Securities 
through the completion of 
4,500 homes on the site by 
2020, £13m support from the 
Homes and Communities Agen-
cy and a proportion of KCC’s 
New Homes Bonus payments.

Dartford and Gravesham 
councils will also ensure that 
contributions from Land Secu-
rities and other sites are pro-
vided to support the transport 
programme.

Leader of Dartford Borough 
Council, Jeremy Kite, admitted 

FUTURE: 
Around 
22,600 homes 
and 60,000 
jobs will be 
created at 
Ebbsfleet

it had been a “long road”.
“This finally seems to be our 

opportunity to build a great 
community and top quality 
housing for a new generation 
of Dartford families,” he said.

“Housing for children of lo-
cal people is a real responsibili-
ty and Eastern Quarry provides 
a great setting for young people 
to build their lives.”

READY: Paralympian Rachel 
Morris with Lord Coe and  
Brands Hatch’s Jonathan Palmer



A LEADING head teacher has called for a nation-
wide re-sit of the English GCSE exam in the wake 
of the grading scandal.

David Day, principal of the Isle of Sheppey 
Academy, said all pupils should have the oppor-
tunity to take the exam again in a one-off special 
re-sit in October.

He has appealed to the Association of School 
and College Leaders (ASCL), which is compiling 
a dossier of evidence submitted by hundreds of 
schools to hand to exam regulator Ofqual. 

It emerged last week that grade boundaries in 
GCSE English had been raised significantly for 
pupils sitting assessments in June compared with 
those sitting early entry in January and March.

Figures show that pass-rate grade boundaries 
had been raised by as much as 10 per cent.

Government insiders have suggested the move 
was because January boundaries were too low.

Mr Day said: “I have suggested a one-off op-
portunity for a national re-sit in October and 
these results should count towards the pupils’ 
grades and league tables. Special consideration 
should be given to allow this one-off re-sit.”

Around a quarter of schools in the country, 
including the Isle of Sheppey Academy, saw the 
number of pupils awarded A*-C in GCSE English 
drop by five per cent since last year.

Mr Day, who in the past has won praise from 
Ofsted, was brought in to take over the Isle of 

Sheppey Academy last year. He questioned the 
fairness of raising boundaries between January 
and June: “How can you have a standard for 
early entries in January and March 
and then introduce a tougher stand-
ard in June?

“There is a moral obligation for 
something to be done. Teachers say 
they are demoralised, and pupils will 
feel hard done by and face the pros-
pect of a re-sit to try and get the 
standard they need. Some maybe 
didn’t get a place in an A-level place-
ment because they didn’t get the 
grade they needed in English.”

Mr Day said his school saw a one 
per cent improvement in the number 
of pupils achieving five A*-C grades 
including English and maths, push-
ing the rate up to 36 per cent.

But he admitted that had the English mark – 
which saw a five per cent drop – been as expected 
before last week’s scandal, it would have pushed 
the number of children achieving five A*-C 
grades including English and maths above the 
40 per cent national target.

Mr Day said he believed it was down to educa-
tion secretary Michael Gove’s desire to reintro-
duce O-Levels. 

“This has devalued GCSEs,” he said.
ASCL said a number of Kent head teachers 

had contacted the organisation concerned about 
the English results.

Kent branch secretary Ian Bauckham, who is 
head of Bennett Memorial School in Tunbridge 
Wells, said the matter needed investigation.

General secretary Brian Light-
man added: “Exams have not been 
made more rigorous in a way young 
people and teachers can prepare 
for. What appears to have hap-
pened is that, halfway through the 
year, it was decided too many stu-
dents were going to get a C grade in 
English and so the boundaries of 
the exam were pushed up. 

“Standards in schools have not 
changed one iota. It is the grading 
that has changed. 

“It is morally wrong to manipu-
late exam grades in this way – you 
are playing with young people’s fu-
tures.”

A spokesman for exam body Ofqual said that 
grade boundaries “change from exam series to 
exam series”.

They added: “Decisions on grade boundaries 
are made after the assessments have been taken, 
based on all the available evidence. In summer, 
more information was available about perform-
ance across the qualification than in January. 

“Exam boards considered this and made deci-
sions accordingly, to make sure the final qualifi-
cation grades were comparable with last year’s.

“We are confident standards have been main-
tained and that the grades awarded are right.”

Timeless Furniture....

Comfort Inn Ramsgate
Victoria Parade, Ramsgate CT11 8DT 
Tel: 01843 592 345
www.comfortinnramsgate.co.uk

Kids eat free
One FREE childs meal with 
every main adult meal purchased
Monday to Friday 3pm to 6pm. 
Excluding Bank Holidays
Subject to availability. 
Not available with any other offer

Bouncy
Castle
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EDUCATION

DEMAND: David Day

marijke.cox@archant.co.uk

By Marijke Cox

English pupils deserve 
the chance of a re-sit,  
insists academy head

DEVELOPMENT

State-of-the-art 
campus delayed
K COLLEGE has slammed the brakes on 
plans for a multi-million pound campus in 
the centre of Ashford – just weeks after 
confirming it is to shed some 140 jobs.

The college, created through the 
merger of West Kent and South Kent 
colleges in 2010, had planned to rede-
velop its site at Elwick Road, with work 
due to have started earlier this year.

But it confirmed this week that as part 
of a wide-ranging review of its ‘property 
strategy’, plans were being postponed.

Work is now not expected to begin for  
at least two years. And when it does, it 
would appear to be on a smaller scale.

It will come as a huge blow to Ashford, 
which had seen the creation of an 
education hub in the town centre as a vital 
piece in the jigsaw of overhauling the 
heart of the town.

K College says it is undergoing major 
developments of its curriculum offer for 
the new academic year and is completing 
a staff restructure and review of its estate.  

A college spokesperson said it was 
reviewing its financial position in the 
current economic climate “to ensure it is 
able to deliver the most appropriate 
curriculum in the long term” in the five 
towns it serves – Dover, Folkestone, 
Ashford, Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells.

Principal of K College, Bill Fearon, said: 
“A new campus remains a key priority but 
we are now unlikely to be able to under-
take a new build for at least two years.

“We have to budget within financial cuts 
and constraints that were not in place 
when we first embarked on the project.”

K College senior managers are 
reviewing the options of an interim move 
to the centre of Ashford, working with 
Ashford Borough Council.

Mr Fearon continued: “The high cost of 
our campus in Jemmett Road means we 
are looking seriously at other locations. 
There is the opportunity to utilise a range 
of good, cost effective alternative 
accommodation. The support from the 
council is a major benefit.”

All proposals are being reviewed and 
decisions will be made with the approval 
of K College governors, and the Skills 
Funding Agency – this is likely to take 
several months.

News  for more pictures and news go to www.kentnews.co.uk

UNIVERSITIES have recorded 
little change in this year’s 
clearing process, despite the 
looming introduction of the new 
sky-high tuition fees.

From this September, universi-
ties will be allowed to charge up 
to £9,000 every year. All four of 
the county’s universities will be 
charging £8,300 or more.

But this has seemingly had no 

impact on this year’s clearing, a 
process where students who 
receive unexpected grades or 
have no placement are able to 
get a university place.

A spokeswoman for the 
University of Kent, based in 
Canterbury, said the numbers  
had been “very buoyant”. 

“It’s been a positive clearing,” 
she said. “Everybody was wonder-

ing what was going to happen, 
but for us it’s been a good year.”

The University of Greenwich said 
an “unprecedented” amount of 
young people had been accepted 
through clearing at its Medway 
campus, having gained top grades. 

“Our admissions tutors have 
been impressed by the very good 
quality of applications received,”  
a spokesman said. “There has 

been a lot of interest in biomedi-
cal sciences, sports sciences and 
pharmaceutical sciences.”

University for Creative Arts, 
which has campuses in Maid-
stone, Rochester and Canterbury, 
saw hundreds accepted through 
clearing following results.

Figures for Canterbury Christ 
Church University were not 
available.

CLEARING PROVES A SMOOTH PROCESS AS HUNDREDS CLAIM LATE UNIVERSITY PLACES
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HERITAGE

Huge crowds expected at dockyard 
for arrival of the Antiques Roadshow 
chris.britcher@archant.co.uk

By Chris Britcher

TV FAVOURITE the Antiques Roadshow rolls 
into Chatham this week, hoping to emulate the 
remarkable discoveries the BBC experts made 
the last time the show came to Medway.

Chatham’s Historic Dockyard hosts the hugely 
popular filming this Thursday, September 6, 
with presenter Fiona Bruce joining the likes of 
Paul Atterbury, Henry Sandon, Hilary Kay and 
Geoffrey Munn pouring over the collection of 
items brought along by members of the public.

The last time the roadshow was in the area 
was back in 2007 when Rochester Cathedral 
hosted the TV cameras.

Back then, there were a host of notable finds, 
among them Napoleon’s toasting glass worth 
nearly £5,000, a landscape painting by the art-
ist Alfred Munnings, valued at £20,000-30,000, 
and a silver steeple cup dating back to 1619 and 
worth up to £60,000.

Series editor Simon Shaw says: “As a televi-
sion producer, it’s a scary prospect when we turn 
up for a day’s filming and have no knowledge of 
what might turn up. 

“I often look at the queue first thing and say a 
quiet prayer that there really are interesting 
pieces in all those bags. Amazingly we still keep 
finding fascinating pieces – and some of the best 
aren’t necessarily the most valuable.”

The show says it is expecting visitors from 
across the south east to attend the show.

During the shooting of one episode, a couple 

flew in all the way from New Zealand to reveal a 
brooch – only for them to be told its value did not 
match the cost of the air tickets.

Meanwhile, it is not too late for large items to 
be valued.

A spokesman explained: “Last time we were at 
Rochester there was also a mahogany sideboard 
found in a junk shop and worth £2,500 and a 
TV cabinet bought from Harrods in 1936. 

“Both of these would have been brought in on 
the roadshow’s furniture round. 

“Back in the office the team are compiling a 
folder containing letters and emails from people 
in the area with furniture and large items too big 
to carry. Items in the past have included paint-
ings, large pots, bedsteads and even a military 
cannon.  

“In the days before the show, two of the team 
will arrive in the area with the folder and visit as 
many of the people who have contacted the 
show as possible. 

“Some of these people will have their items 
transported to the roadshow by the team and a 
few lucky ones may even end up being filmed on 
the day.”

If you have a large item you would like valued, 
send details and photographs of the objects to: 
Antiques Roadshow, BBC, Whiteladies Road, 
Bristol BS8 2LR, or send an e-mail to  
antiques.roadshow@bbc.co.uk with the infor-
mation.  

ON TV: Fiona Bruce and the Antiques Roadshow 
team will be at Chatham’s dockyard on Thursday

CRASH

Westwood Cross death
AN INVESTIGATION into how a man died after 
a crash in the car park of the Westwood Cross 
shopping complex in Broadstairs has been 
launched by police.

The man, thought to be in his 60s, had been 
unwell before the car he was driving at low 
speed hit a parked vehicle at 9.45am on Monday. 
He was rushed to hospital but died soon after. 

CRIME

Rock thrown at car
MOTORISTS are being warned to be on the look-
out after a rock was hurled at a car in Thames 
Way, Gravesend, leaving the woman behind the 
wheel shaken.

PC Andy Owen said: “I would urge parents to 
speak to their children so they are aware how 
dangerous it is, and the consequences of being 
arrested and dealt with for criminal offences.”

FIRE

Haystack inferno
SIX fire engines and dozens of fire fighters spent 
hours tackling 250 tonnes of baled straw which 
had caught alight in Wainscott last Sunday.

Crews were called to Islingham Farm Road at 
9pm on Sunday to battle the flames and were 
still at the scene dampening down by 9am the 
following morning. 

It is not known what caused the blaze.
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CRIME

OAP kicked in the head 
by thug during attack
AN ELDERLY man was left seriously injured af-
ter a vicious thug pushed him to the ground and 
kicked him in the face in an attempted robbery,

The 70-year-old victim was returning to his 
car in Broadhurst Drive, in Kennington, Ashford, 
at around 8.30pm on Tuesday, August 21, when 
he was approached from behind and a demand 
for money was made.

The pensioner then felt a blow to the back of 
his head and he fell over. He was kicked several 
times in the face and head before the offender 
ran off towards Faversham Road.

He was left with a serious eye injury.
Detective Constable Heather Moore said: “We 

are appealing for any information or witnesses. 
“Maybe they did not see the attempted 

robbery, but perhaps they saw a man running 
away near the junction of Broadhurst Drive and 
Faversham Road.”

Anyone with information should contact DC 
Moore at Kent Police on 101, giving reference 
ZY/23499/12 or Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111.

LEISURE

Golden summer triggers burst of 
interest in county’s sport centres
dean.kilpatrick@archant.co.uk

By Dean Kilpatrick

EUPHORIA over the Olympic Games – and now 
the Paralympic Games – has seen the numbers of 
people using sports facilities across the county rise.

With Team GB storming to success during 
London 2012 – and the Paralympic GB team set 
to emulate its success – there has been a rise in 
those using council-run centres and a big spike 
in those joining gymnastics clubs.

Gymnastics was one of the surprise success 
stories for the British competitors, spearheaded 
by the likes of Louis Smith and Kristian Thomas, 
as well as Beth Tweddle.

The head coach of East Peckham-based Weald 
of Kent Gymnastics Club, Jacky Leman, said: 
“We have seen a massive increase. We’re only a 

small club and I have had 24 new girls and about 
10 new boys joining, which is a huge increase. 
We have had to put on three new classes.

“Typically, we have only had 20 per cent of 
our membership being boys, but ever since the 
Team GB boys got their medals, there has been 
an increase in interest.”

Swimming has also seen an increase in numbers 
with pools across the county seeing an upturn.

Active Life, which runs the council-owned    
facilities in Canterbury, Whitstable and Herne 
Bay, says it has enjoyed the benefits of a glorious 
summer of sport.

Marketing manager Nigel Collins said: “We 
have been much busier this year compared to last 
and the weather and the Olympics have helped.

“We did an open day at our centres for people 
to try out our facilities free of charge and that 
was very popular.

“I would say overall it is very positive and it’s 
got to have had a good effect. It got the country 
inspired and people will vote with their feet.”

But not all areas have seen an upturn.
Leisure contracts manager at Tonbridge & 

Malling Borough Council, Martin Guyton, said: 
“It is too soon to tell whether the Olympics has 
had a lasting effect on visitor numbers to our lei-
sure facilities.

“It is pleasing to see that, following such an 
inspiring sporting event as the Olympics, the 
general trend is upwards, however this could be 
attributable to a number of factors, including the 
recent warm weather and marketing campaigns 
undertaken to promote the facilities, and not just 
the Olympics.”

And, despite the triumphs of our cyclists, dedi-
cated clubs say they have not seen a surge in 
members despite the number of cyclists on our 
roads rocketing.

Hugh Roach, secretary of Gravesend Cyclists’ 
Touring Club, said: “We’ve had no new members 
than a normal summer when the weather im-
proves, so I’m not sure it has filtered through yet. 

“We find that people think about it for a little 
while first and then so many other factors come 
in, like the weather. There’s certainly generally 
a lot more interest in cycling and obviously 
that’ll spin off over time.”

GOLDEN 
GREATS: 
Olympic gold 
medallists 
Jessica Ennis 
and Mo Farah’s 
success at the 
London 2012 
Games has 
inspired more 
people to visit 
sports centres 
and join clubs 
in the county

Pictures: JULIAN ANDREWS/ NOPP

Got a legal problem
but can't get out to

see a Solicitor?

Let me come to you.

Hi, I'm Richard Ratcliffe and I deal with lots
of people's legal problems. Whether you're
buying or selling a house, dealing with an
annoying neighbour or even if it's just a

question of getting your house in order and
making sure that your will is up to date.

This is my job. It's what I do.
Maybe I can help, just give me a ring.

RATCLIFFES Solicitors
Tel: 01795 477505

e-mail: office@ratcliffes.org
www.ratcliffessolicitors.co.uk

22 Park Road, Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 1DR
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BROADSTAIRS

FOOD
FESTIVAL
October 5th -7th 2012

• More than 80 stalls under cover
• Cooking demonstrations.
• Food & drink tastings.
• Licensed refreshments.
• Free entry, open 10-6pm Friday & Saturday. Sunday10-5pm.
• Childrens entertainment.
• Restaurant trail and special festive menus throughout the week. 

Keep up to date with the latest festival news by visiting
www.broadstairsfoodfestival.org.uk

A festival of Kent's finest food
& drink in the picturesque old
world charm of Broadstairs, 
with a 3 day food festival on
Victoria Gardens overlooking
the beach at Viking Bay.
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News

MEMORABILIA

Auctioneers 
prepared for 
sale of rare 
football items
chrissie.daniels@archant.co.uk

By Chrissie Daniels

A HOST of top football memorabilia, including a 
signed programme by legendary Manchester 
United manager Sir Matt Busby and a souvenir 
edition of the Evening Standard celebrating the 
1996 World Cup win, are among a host of items 
going under the hammer this month.

They form part of a collection up for sale at 
Grand Auctions in Folkestone.

Included is a ticket stub for what was once 
dubbed “the match of the century” when Billy 
Wright’s England team of 1953 were given a 
rude awakening by an inspirationl Hungary side 
featuring the likes of Ferenc Puskás.

Hungary’s 6-3 victory forced a radical shake-
up in the way England coached its footballers.

Other tickets include those for the 1956 friend-
ly against Brazil.

Fans can also bid for a 1983 Milk Cup final 
programme signed by Sir Matt Busby, together 
with a menu and seating plan for special guests 
on the day. 

Jonathan Riley, from the auctioneers, said: 
“Sir Matt Busby created the Manchester United 

legend and aura of attacking football. This final 
was one of the few occasions the team achieved 
anything much in the dark days before the ar-
rival of Alex Ferguson.”

The auction will be held on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 19 at 6pm in the Folkestone Enterprise 
Centre, Shearway Business Park. 

GOAL: Ticket stubs to historic games up for sale
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Kitchens and Bedrooms
Kitchens and Bedrooms

One of Kent's best kept secrets… 

Design, Manufacture and Install:
Creating beautiful kitchens and bedrooms, tailored to meet your lifestyle & budget. 

19-25 Blenheim Close, Pysons Road Industrial Estate, Broadstairs, Kent, CT10 2YF

Telephone: 01843 602607 www.umbermaster.co.uk



GARAGE DOORS
BY

Electric REMOTE
CONTROLLED Roller

Shutter Doors
NOW JUST £689
Inclusive Frame, VAT
and FITTED FREE

To benefit from 
this great offer call 

FREEPHONE
0800 980 3960

Girlings Personal Injury Claims Ltd is a 
Canterbury-based company specialising in no-win no-fee,

personal injury and medical negligence claims.

NOTHING TO PAY US AT ANY STAGE

MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE
or HEAD INJURY?
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COMMUNITY

Pledge to buy back fire stations 
for the benefit of communities
chrissie.daniels@archant.co.uk 

By Chrissie Daniels

COMMUNITIES across Kent were dealt 
a devastating blow earlier this year 
when village fire stations were forced to 
close as part of cutbacks.

But now a flurry of parish councils 
are rushing to buy the buildings to use 
them to benefit their towns or villages.

The latest council to make the move 
is Rusthall, near Tunbridge Wells, 
which has plans of turning its station 
into council offices and a youth centre.

Rusthall will join St Margarets, near 
Dover; Brenchley and Matfield council, 
near Tunbridge Wells; Halling, near 
Rochester; and Sturry, near Canter-
bury, all of which have expressed inter-
est in buying their stations.

Kent Fire and Rescue Service (KFRS) 
has offered the unused buildings to the 
councils – if they can raise the funds to 
buy them.

Rusthall Parish Council now has  
six months to find the £100,000 needed 
to purchase the station on Lower  
Green Road.

Parish chairman Jenny Blackburn 
said the chance to buy the station is a 
“once in a lifetime opportunity” but the 
funds will be hard to find.

She said: “We want to have a place in 
the heart of the village, that is visible 
and not in a church hall. 

“We also only have one youth club in 
the village but it is very small and does 
not provide a lot of services for children. 
This is a large village of 6,000 people. 
We really need to be providing more for 
secondary school children, so that they 
have got somewhere to go, to be with 
their friends, in a safe environment.”

The council is hoping a government 
grant will provide the cash, but they 
won’t know until they discuss it further 
in a meeting later this month.

Although the village is supporting 

the youth centre idea, the council is still 
keen to hear from residents on how they 
think the space should be used. 

Across Kent, the parish councils are 
using the Localism Act’s right to bid for 
community assets to secure their vil-
lage’s future.

Ms Blackburn said: “Not a lot of build-
ings are going to become available. It’s 
a great opportunity for communities to 
acquire these buildings.”

Halling council fought long and hard 
to save their station and were devastat-
ed when they heard it would be closed.

Council chair and ex-fireman Daryl 
Palmer said: “The station has been here 
for 107 years, it is a massive part of vil-
lage life. It was real wrench when it was 
closed down.”

The council has plans to use the 
building for council officers and possi-
bly a small museum as well as consider-
ing it for a police or fire safety drop in.

Council clerk Trudi Smith said: “We 
would give it back to the village. It is a 
big part of this area. It is the heart of the 
community.” 

The councils are hoping to secure the 
buildings or they may be sold off and be-
come housing.

KFRS director of service delivery, Ste-
ve Griffiths, said: “We are pleased we 
have been able to work with parish 
councils and communities to develop 
additional facilities. We do have a duty 
to achieve best value and we have taken 
that into account when setting the dis-
posal values.”

FOR SALE: Transforming key fire sites into valuable community facilites is a hit

News  for more pictures and news go to www.kentnews.co.uk

TELEVISION

Hotel Inspector’s return
TV’S self-styled hard-nosed Hotel 
Inspector, Alex Polizzi, was seen 
paying a return trip to the county 
this week as she again locked horns 
with a Margate hotel owner.

And despite admitting Ms Polizzi 
reduced her to tears on screen, the 
owner of the Walpole Bay Hotel 
had nothing but praise for the 
businesswoman, who has devel-
oped a reputation for putting failing 
businesses back on the right track.

Jane Bishop was featured on the 
Hotel Inspector: Revisited, shown 
on Channel 5 this week. 

The 61-year-old said: “Off 
camera, she’s wonderful. But when 
the cameras go on she is a total 
professional, it’s sometimes 
hurtful.”

Tears and showdowns were 
shown on our screens last 
Thursday when the pair conflicted 
about the direction of the hotel and 

the artefacts contained within the 
hotel’s museum. Ms Polizzi had 
originally tried to get Mrs Bishop to 
close the museum to focus on her 
business, but after the first 
programme, hundreds of viewers 
sent in more things to go with the 
Walpole Bay Hotel’s collection.

Mrs Bishop added: “You wouldn’t 
believe the publicity – it’s world-
wide. We’ve had three years of 
publicity and it’s been repeated in 
Europe 20 times.

“We’re not business people and 
we’re not pretending to be. We’re 
living our dream of restoring this 
building. We’ve never had any 
formal training so it was most 
helpful on the business side of 
things, but her concept of the 
overall hotel and mine are  
worlds apart.”

 See the show on Channel 5’s 
catch-up service, Demand5.
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Quality oak flooring from £16.99 +VAT

available from stock

A Great Range of Fencing and Gates
available from stock

WINGHAM TIMBER 
& MOULDINGS LTD

01227 720537
www.winghamtimber.com

WINGHAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GOODNESTONE ROAD, WINGHAM, CANTERBURY, KENT, CT3 1AR
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri: 8–5, Sat: 8.30–12.30

SAWN TIMBER
PLANED TIMBER
HARDWOOD
TREATED TIMBER

SHEET MATERIALS
FENCE PANELS
FENCING GATES
SLEEPERS

QUALITY DECKING
TIMBER MOULDINGS
PAINTS & STAINS
IRONMONGERY

NAILS & FIXINGS
TOOLS
ELECTRICAL
INSULATION

SEALANTS & ADHESIVES
CEMENT
AGGREGATES

Visit our shop for:



Supporting  Addington Street Fayre Ramsgate
9th September

Raising money for Kent Air Ambulance

Supporting  Addington Street Fayre Ramsgate
9th September

Raising money for Kent Air Ambulance

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
OPEN 9AM TO 5PM

HAMELIN COURT, 12 NEWINGTON ROAD, RAMSGATE, KENT CT12 6PP

www.elephantwindows.co.uk
Supporting 

the
Addington

Street
Fayre

The Elephant orangery and conservatory, designed with 
excellence and elegance in mind

MULTI AWARD WINNING
CALL NOW FREE ON:

0800 195 0000

CONSERVATORY SALE NOW ON.....CONSERVATORY SALE NOW ON.....
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HISTORY

Book celebrates bravery of  
our Victoria Cross winners
chrissie.daniels@archant.co.uk

By Chrissie Daniels

TEN brave heroes, awarded the 
highest military accolade, the 
Victoria Cross, have been hon-
oured in a new book.

The book, Ten Brave Men 
and True, is written by Richard 
Snow, and explores the life and 
deaths of the men, who all have 
links to the borough of Tun-
bridge Wells.

Retired Mr Snow has spent 
the past five years painstaking-
ly researching and writing 
their stories to create the fin-
ished product, of which all 
profits will be donated to chari-
ty Help for Heroes.

The book focuses on the lives 
of the men, both before and af-
ter they received their Victoria 
Cross (VC) for bravery or ‘val-
our in the face of the enemy’.

The award was created by 
Queen Victoria and only 1,356 
have been given since 1856.

All ten of the men in the book 
were born, lived, or died in the 
borough of Tunbridge Wells. 

The book is especially poign-
ant as the first ever VC was 
awarded to one of the men fea-
tured – Charles Lucas, who is 
buried in Mereworth, near 
Maidstone.

Rear Admiral Lucas was giv-
en the honour when a shell 
landed on the deck of the boat 
he was on, Hecla, in 1854 dur-
ing the Crimean War.

Mr Snow said: “Everyone 
else panicked but he coolly 
picked it up and threw it over-
board. It went bang as it hit the 
water and he saved the ship.”

Lucas later lived in Culver-
den House, Tunbridge Wells, 

where the old Kent & Sussex 
hospital now stands. 

Mr Snow said Lucas later lost 
his medal on a train to Scotland 
and had to be issued with a rep-
lica one. 

The book is the author’s sec-
ond title, the first, All for Val-
our, focused on the story of 
John Brunt VC, who also fea-
tures in the new publication.

Mr Snow said: “The idea for 
the book came when I was 
shopping in Waitrose in Pad-
dock Wood and saw a pub 
called John Brunt VC.”

To research Captain Brunt, 
Mr Snow interviewed 30 peo-
ple he went to school with who 
described him as a “daredevil”.

Brunt set his sights on the VC 
after he was awarded the Mili-
tary Cross.

He gained the VC for fighting 
off German enemies during the 
Second World War. Brunt sad-
ly died the day after his act of 

bravery, aged just 22, and nev-
er knew he was awarded the 
honour.

The full list of men commem-
orated in the book are: Rear 
Admiral Charles Lucas, Major 
General Matthew Dixon, Lieu-
tenant Colonel William Tem-
ple, Lieutenant John Grant,  
Captain Douglas Belcher,   Rev 
William Addison, Acting Cap-
tain Eric Dougall, Lieutenant 
Colonel William Clark-
Kennedy, Captain Lionel Que-
ripel and Captain John Brunt.

Mr Snow managed to get a 
member of each of their fami-
lies to write a foreword and do-
nate pictures to the book.

Mr Snow, who was fundrais-
ing director for Hospice in the 
Weald before he retired said: 
“The book shows the people be-
hind the VC and is full of local 
links. I have sold lots of copies 
so far, it’s fantastic. 

“The men are absolutely fas-
cinating. They are great, brave 
people with great stories. It is 
unusual to have ten VCs in one 
town. I think it is really quite 
an honour for the borough.”

The author has got his neph-
ew, TV historian Dan Snow, to 
write the foreword. His cousin 
is Channel 4 news presenter 
Jon Snow. 

Mr Snow said: “It is marvel-
lous the money is going to Help 
for Heroes. It is very apt – I just 
wanted to make some money 
for a very worthy charity.”

The costs of getting the book 
on the shelves were met by 
sponsors – Denise Barnes, 
Cripps Harries Hall, Knight 
Frank Estate Agents and Alex 
King, deputy leader of Kent 
County Council.

INSPIRATION: John Brunt

News  for more pictures and news go to www.kentnews.co.uk

AWARDS

Stylist snips his way to awards
A HAIRDRESSER is out to prove he is a cut 
above the rest after being shortlisted for a pres-
tigious title at a national awards ceremony.

Gary Russell, artistic director at 
The Chapel salon in Tunbridge Wells, 
is one of six finalists for the Southern 
Hairdresser of the Year category at 
the British Hairdressing Awards.

Mr Russell, pictured, was short-
listed after submitting a number of 
photos which demonstrated some of 
his work.

The two-time former finalist said 
he was chuffed by his inclusion in the 
final six and it capped a good year for him 
professionally.

He said: “I was delighted when I received my 
letter telling me I had made it to the finals.

“To be recognised by your peers as being one 
of the country’s leading hairdressers and being 
involved in the British Hairdressing Awards is a 

wonderful feeling and a great achievement.”
Mr Russell will find out if he’s done enough to 

claim the prize at a glitzy awards ceremony in 
London on November 26.

Photos of his hair designs, which 
are inspired by the work of designers 
such as Vivienne Westwood and 
Alexander McQueen, will be 
reviewed by leading hairdressers 
and industry journalists.

Publishing director of Hairdress-
ers Journal International, Jayne 
Lewis-Orr, said: “Each year the 
entries in all categories push the 

boundaries and are truly inspirational. British 
hairdressing is perceived throughout the world 
as being the best, and these awards recognise 
and reward creativity and excellence in all 
hairdressing skills.” 

Mr Russell is Kent’s sole representative 
among the nominations.

Mr Snow will be signing cop-
ies of his book, which is availa-
ble in west Kent bookshops, at 
Waterstones in Tunbridge 
Wells on September 1 between 
11am and 3pm.

AWARDED: 
Charles Lucas  
was awarded 
with the first 
ever VC for  
his swift  
action to save 
the lives of 
those on a 
boat struck  
by a shell 
during the 
Crimean War
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ENVIRONMENT

Have your say on the 
path to stretch along 
our famous coastline
marijke.cox@archant.co.uk

By Marijke Cox

A PUBLIC consultation has 
started into plans for Kent’s 
first stretch of unbroken coast-
al trail.

The Ramsgate to Folkestone 
route will form part of the Eng-
lish coastal path – a continu-
ous stretch around the entire 
country’s coastline, aimed at 
providing improved access for 
walkers and boosting tourism.

Once completed, people will 
be able to walk uninterrupted 
around England’s picturesque 
coastline. 

The proposed route for the 
first Kent stretch, a 37-mile 
trail from Ramsgate to Folke-
stone, will run close to the 
towns of Sandwich, Deal and 
Dover and pass through a  
variety of coastal habitats and 
cliff scenery

The following stretch, likely 
to be completed over the next 
five years, will run the remain-
der of the Thanet coastline and 
along the north Kent coast 
through seaside towns such as 
Herne Bay and Whitstable, and 
then on to Swale, Medway and 
the Thames Estuary near 
Gravesend and Dartford. 

Natural England – the Gov-
ernment’s independent advisor 
on the natural environment – 
and Kent County Council have 
met landowners to ‘walk the 
course’ for where the new route 
could go between Ramsgate 
and Folkestone.

A series of drop-in sessions 
are being held this month for 
people to view and discuss 
maps. They will run from noon 

to 5.45pm at Dover library on 
September 18, Deal library on 
September 19 and Ramsgate 
library on September 27. 

The Natural England consul-
tation runs until Friday, No-
vember 9.

KCC cabinet member for cus-
tomer and communities, Cllr 
Mike Hill, said the new national 
trail will help show off the very 
best of Kent’s historic and nat-
ural coastline.

He added: “When complete, 
the route will deliver signifi-
cant social and economic ben-
efits to our coastal communi-
ties and be a great recreational 
resource for the people of Kent. 

“These  consultation events 
are a great opportunity for the 
wider public to have input into 
the proposals, we urge resi-
dents and landowners to have 
their say on this potentially 

great asset to our county.”
Over the next 10 weeks, or-

ganisations, farmers, residents, 
visitors and businesses are be-
ing invited to have their say as 
part of the consultation.

Area manager for Natural 
England, James Seymour, said: 
“It’s important that all respons-
es are taken into account and 
we look forward to hearing 
people’s views.

“We have had discussions 
with landowners and key or-
ganisations along the proposed 
route; their input has been es-
sential and helped shape the 
draft proposals.”

The first stretch of coastal ac-
cess was approved in Wey-
mouth and opened on June 29, 
in time for the Olympic sailing. 

See www.naturalengland.
org.uk for more information 
and to comment.

GO FOR A 
WALK: Deal 
seafront and 
the White 
Cliffs of Dover 
are both a 
part of the 
trail set to  
link up the 
entire coast

GAMBLING

Do you have winning lottery ticket?
THE search is on to find the winner of a £73,263 
National Lottery prize after they failed to claim 
their cash windfall.

It is thought the winner may have gone on 
holiday and forgotten to check their ticket.

The ticket had matched five numbers and the 
bonus ball in the Lotto draw on Saturday, 
August 11.

While organisers are not revealing where 
exactly the ticket was bought, it is known to be 
from the Ashford area.

The winning Lotto numbers on that date were 
1, 5, 14, 18, 34, 44 and the bonus ball was 23. 

The lucky ticket-holder has until Thursday, 
February 7, to claim their prize. If no-one comes 
forward with the winning ticket before the prize 
claim deadline, then the money, plus all the 
interest it has generated, will go to the National 

Lottery Good Causes. 
A National Lottery spokesperson said: “We’re 

desperate to find this mystery ticket-holder and 
unite them with their winnings – this amazing 
prize could really make a huge difference to 
somebody’s life. We’re urging everyone to check 
their old tickets again or look anywhere a 
missing ticket could be hiding.  

“Try checking in the pockets of clothing, in 
wallets, bags and down the back of the sofa – 
someone out there could literally be sitting on a 
fortune. We have the Champagne on ice and our 
fingers crossed that the lucky winner comes 
forward to claim their win.” 

Anyone who believes they have the winning 
ticket for any of the National Lottery draws 
within the 180-day deadline should call the 
National Lottery Line on 0845 910 0000. 

Pictures: P JERREAT/P M
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News

Covering Thanet, Canterbury, Herne Bay, Whitstable, Sandwich, Deal, Folkestone, Dover & Ashford
Westwood Cross, Margate Road, Broadstairs CT10 2PR

Looking for a company you would 
recommend to your friends?

We are family run and have been manufacturing
& serving Kent for 35 years to both the trade

and to the public.
We manufacture on our premises.

• Windows • Doors • Conservatories
• Fascias • Soffits • Garage Doors

Competitive prices FREE estimates

Spring forward this summer with 
Stroud's Energy Efficient windows
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FUNDRAISING

Take a leap of faith with a 
10,000ft skydive for charity
chris.britcher@archant.co.uk

By Chris Britcher

TWIDDLING your thumbs and 
pondering how you could  
make your life a little bit more 
exciting? Then how about 
hurling yourself out of an air-
plane 10,000ft above the Kent 
countryside?

It may not be everyone’s cup 
of tea, but thrillseekers or those 
simply wanting to challenge 
themselves have the chance to 
leap out of their comfort zone 
when a special charity skydive 
takes place next month.

Held as part of a series of sim-
ilar events taking place around 
the UK, Headcorn Aerodrome 
will fly fundraisers into the 
skies on October 28 before let-
ting them jump out, attached 
to their instructor.

Those taking part will find 
themselves tumbling at speeds 
of up to 120mph, before a par-
achute carries them gently 
back to Earth.

It is already proving a big 
success, with a date previously 
arranged for October 7 now 

fully booked.
All those taking part will be 

raising money for the Chil-
dren’s Trust, a national charity 
which provides specialist care 
for children with complex 
health needs.

It also runs the UK’s largest 
residential rehabilitation cen-
tre for acquired brain injury.

A spokesman said: “A depos-
it of £60 is required and we ask 
for a minimum sponsorship 

amount of £450. 
“If you reach the target of 

£450 you will be refunded your 
deposit, making your tandem 
jump from 10,000ft free.

“All equipment will be sup-
plied on the day.”

To register, or to find out 
more, contact Anna Baldwin 
on 01245 422554 or visit 
www.thechildrenstrust.org.
uk/skydive to download a reg-
istration form.

CHALLENGE: Tandem skydivers can support children’s charity
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ALLBITS
Plumbing Supplies

Unit 60, John Wilson Industrial Estate,
Kent, CT5 3QT Whitstable 

Call us now: 01227 281648

ALL Prices Include
VAT at 20%

Opening Hours

Mon-Fri  7.30-5.30

Sat  9.00-4.00

GREAT OFFERS INSTORE...

New ranges now on display – visit our showroom today!

ASPIRE EXPOSED VALVE
RRP £371 - OUR PRICE £238 
5 year guarantee

SIREN CONCEALED
THERMOSTATIC VALVE
RRP £332 - OUR PRICE £210
5 year guarantee

Diamond Deals

MIDAS 200
BAR VALVE
& KIT
RRP £270
OUR PRICE
£180
2 year guarantee

COLT EXPOSED VALVE
RRP £267 - OUR PRICE £170
2 year guarantee

Celebrate with...

DREAM CONCEALED SHOWER 
RRP £423 - OUR PRICE £270
5 year guarantee

MIDAS
PLUS 
RRP £350
OUR PRICE
£225
5 year guarantee



Kent Life September edition On sale now
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SAFETY

‘Baywatch’ steps 
up as RNLI team 
make a splash on 
our busy beaches
marijke.cox@archant.co.uk
By Marijke Cox

IT’S been a summer of extremes, 
from almost non-stop torrential 
rain to a scorching heat wave.

But in true British spirit people 
have packed their bucket and spades 
and continued to hit the beach.

And whether rain or shine, the 
new team of RNLI lifeguards in 
Thanet have been there every day 
to make sure the thousands of 
beachgoers stay safe.

With more people going in the 
water and the recent tragedies in 
other parts of the UK, including    
the deaths of four in a canoeing     
accident in Scotland this week and 
a four-year-old boy who fell in the 
sea in Somerset last month, life-
guards are becoming a vital part of 
the beach scene.

Kent’s highly-trained lifesavers 
have been patrolling 10 of the 
county’s most popular beaches,     
located on the Thanet coastline.

In previous years the service was 
run by Thanet Leisure Force, but 
the lifeboat charity took over in 
May to create a seamless rescue 
service from beach to open sea.

Undergoing intensive training 
before the summer season started, 
including fitness, rescue skills and 
casualty care, every member of the 
team had to prove their worth       
before being taken on and awarded 
their internationally recognised 
lifeguard certificate, which also 
gives them the added responsibility 
of being ambulance co-responders.

This means being called upon to 
respond to emergencies within 400 
metres of their patrol zone to pro-
vide vital assessment and treatment 
before the arrival of paramedics.

Extensive first aid kits, including 
defibrillators, oxygen therapy and 
spinal boards are at every beach 
unit.

“They go through an intense 
training period in casualty care, 
competency, fitness, running, swim-
ming and other vital training,” said 
lifeguard manager Rory Smith.

“They are co-responders to the 
South East Coast Ambulance serv-
ice so if, for example, someone is 
having a heart attack in the beach 
car park they would be first on 
scene to tend to them while the am-
bulance is on its way.

“Having this status offers en-
hanced protection to people in the 
vicinity of our beach patrols.”

Through the summer, the life-
guards have dealt with a variety of 
first aid incidents, from near drown-
ings to heat exhaustion, to cuts, 
bruises and more serious injuries, 
including a dislocated shoulder.

They were also on hand to offer 
advice to beachgoers.

“Ninety-five per cent of lifeguard-
ing work is educating beach users,” 
said Mr Smith.

“The lifeguards offer advice to 
members of the public to stop them 
getting into trouble. We’ve had a 
good response from people. I’ve got a 
really good lifeguarding team here.”

The RNLI charity worked with 
Thanet District Council, which 
pays the lifesavers, to get the new 
lifeguard service in place.

They work closely alongside the 
charity’s lifeboat crews.

The RNLI has been rolling out its 
lifeguarding scheme countrywide 
with 180 beaches now patrolled.

Cabinet member for tourism at 
Thanet council, Iris Johnson, said she 
was pleased with the new service.

“We’re so proud of our beautiful 
beaches and are thrilled that this 
new five-year contract will help to 
enhance lifeguard provision around 
our coast,” she said. 

The lifeguards patrol from 10am-
6pm, seven days a week through 
the summer until September.

HEROINE: RNLI lifeguard Lauren Munson is ready  for action at Margate

READY: Margate lifeguards Liam Fricker and Lauren Munson are trained to tackle any problems faced on the beach

Pictures: PAUL JERREAT



The Denture ClinicThe Denture Clinic

Call today for a FREE initial consultation
31 Roper Close, Canterbury, 01227 764241
110 High Street, Broadstairs, 01843 600789

www.dentureclinicincanterbury.co.uk
www.dentureclinicinbroadstairs.co.uk

Nash Road, Margate, Kent, CT9 4BX
www.salmestonegrange.co.uk

Salmestone Grange

WEDDING FAYRE
Sunday 23rd September 11am - 4pm

Free admission with complimentary tea & coffee

Unique 14th Century Venue available for Weddings,
Carvery Sunday Lunch, Christmas Functions

and other Special Occasions

For more infomation please call 01843 231161
or email salmestonegrange@aol.com

Top prices paid for all 
grades of iron and steel 

Authorised treatment facility 
(Environment Agency approved) 

Certificate of destruction notices issued 
Car collection arranged 

Vehicle dismantler 
Vehicle spares for sale/self-service yard 

Public weighbridge/vehicle parts 
Skips for scrap metal 

End of life vehicles wanted for cash

Richborough Road, Sandwich, Kent CT13 9JEEmail: info@zenmotorfactors.co.uk
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CONTEST

Custard pie contest attracts 
the stars as it returns ‘home’
chris.britcher@archant.co.uk

By Chris Britcher

IT has its roots firmly in the 
county’s history, and has been 
a source of entertainment since 
the days of silent movies.

And now the humble cus-
tard pie is being thrown back 
into the limelight as the county 
once again plays host to the of-
ficial championships.

The World Custard Pie 
Championship has been held in 
Coxheath, near Maidstone, 
since 1967.

Drawing its inspiration from 
the likes of Charlie Chaplin, or-
ganisers are expecting teams 
from around the world to de-
scend on the village, with a 
sprinkling of celebrities taking 
part this year too.

Rory McGrath and Will Mel-
lor will both be participating in 
the contest, joined by camera 
crews from Channel 5, shoot-
ing their exploits for new TV 
show Rory and Will’s Champi-
ons of the World.

An event spokesman said: 
“The championships were orig-

inated by Cllr Mike FitzGerald 
to raise funds for the village 
hall. It continued for many 
years before disbanding and re-
turning in 2007. We’re de-
lighted it’s back in Maidstone 
and proud we’ve inspired simi-
lar events around the world.

“Will and Rory are on the 
hunt for global recognition and 
have set out to be champions of 
the world. They realise this 
cannot be achieved unless they 
can become the World Custard 
Pie champions.

“We are restricting entries 

this year to the first 16 teams.
“Rory and Will will join a 

team so if anyone is interested 
they should get in touch.”

For more details, see www.
worldcustardpiechampionship.
co.uk.

PIE TIME: From left: Cllr Dave 
Naghi, chief pie mixer; Mike Fitz 
Gerald with the trophy; and 
organiser Cllr Brian Mortimer

News

 Each team member 
has five custard pies in 
the first round, seven in 
the semi-final and a 
maximum of ten in the 
final, all of which they 
must hurl at their 
opponents.

 Points are scored for 
accuracy of throw: Hit in 
the face – six points; 
Near miss, shoulder 
height or upwards – 
three points; Body hit – 
one point; Two consecu-
tive misses – minus one.

 Judges can award up 
to five points for amusing 
and original throwing 
techniques.

THE RULES



All other non-ferrous metals purchased for cash 

Unit 11-12 Canterbury Industrial Park, 
Island Road, Hersden, Canterbury, 

Kent CT3 4HQ 
01227 713850

Richborough Road, Sandwich, 
Kent CT13 9JE

01304 617733
(Non-ferrous department)

Prices applicable until Tuesday 4th September 2012 

Bright Wire £4,300 per tonne
New Production Brass Cuttings £3,000 per tonne

Clean Aluminium Wheels £940 per tonne
Household Cable £1,400 per tonne

Lead £900 per tonne

• Uniform prices paid at both depots •
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HERITAGE

Beaney back to its best 
after a £14m overhaul
dean.kilpatrick@archant.co.uk

By Dean Kilpatrick

IT is one of Canterbury’s most 
breathtaking public buildings. 

Yet for the past three years its 
ornate exterior has been cov-
ered up as a massive £14 mil-
lion refurbishment programme 
transformed it. And on Wednes-
day it will be unveiled to the 
public for the first time.

The Beaney, as it is affection-
ately known, has long housed 
the city’s main library in addi-
tion to museum and exhibition 
space in its central position on 
the pedestrianised High Street.

But three years ago its doors 
shut as city officials unleashed 
an extensive renovation on the 
site in order to bring it into the 
21st century, while retaining 
the splendour of a building 
constructed in 1897.

Among the work taking 
place was the replacement of 
woodwork on the exterior that 
had been damaged by the 
death-watch beetle, as well as 
re-carving one of the pair of 
griffins which guard the main 
entrance.

But it is inside where the 
work is most obvious. Ceilings 
have been restored, flooring re-
paired and partitions removed.

It will house a new and ex-
tended library, exhibition gal-
leries, education facilities and a 
programme of events designed 
to appeal to all age groups. Ex-
hibits will include antiques 
from Egypt and ancient Greece, 
along with other Anglo-Saxon 
finds from archaelogical digs.

Along with the completion 

and opening of the new Mar-
lowe Theatre, the city council 
says it underlines a commit-
ment to culture within the city.

Head of culture and enter-
prise, at the city council, Janice 
McGuinness, said: “Culture 
runs through the veins of a city 
like Canterbury and is a key 
part of its identity. Its reputa-
tion was built on heritage but 
it’s now about contemporary 
culture too.

“The Beaney is a perfect 
blend of both, with its striking 
new extension and beautifully 
restored facade and interior of 
the original building.”

The centre will also feature 
art pieces, including work from 
Canterbury’s most famous art-
ist Thomas Sidney Cooper.

The building takes its name 

from its benefactor, Dr James 
George Beaney, who died in 
1891 and left money in his will 
to the city of Canterbury. Pre-
viously known as the Beaney 
Institute, it will now be known 
as the Beaney House of Art and 
Knowledge.

To celebrate the opening, 
visitors can enjoy live music, 
workshops and tours next 
weekend, September 8-9. 

Also taking place is the Wise 
Words Festival, which aims to 
bring communities, authors, 
poets, dancers, and perform-
ance artists together.

The Beaney refurbishment 
project was funded by Canter-
bury City Council and Kent 
County Council and also re-
ceived £7m from the Heritage 
Lottery Fund.

STUNNING: 
The newly 
refurbished 
Beaney House 
of Art and 
Knowledge 
has been 
transformed 
during its time 
under the 
scaffolding

News  for more pictures and news go to www.kentnews.co.uk

CYCLING

Pedalling an unusual line in art
PEDAL power has inspired what council chiefs 
have dubbed “an iconic art installation” on the 
roof above Gravesend’s council offices.

Painted in bright green, the recycled bikes are 
part of a series of works commissioned by Kent 
County Council to celebrate the county hosting 
the Paralympic Games at Brands Hatch.

They have been installed across Kent and will 
be on site until the end of September.

More than 150 people attended a two-day 
workshop held at the Cyclopark in Gravesham in 
July to work with the reCyculture team to 
create art from disused bikes. 

The team also collected a wealth of stories, 
thoughts and ideas about bikes and cycling from 
those who attended, which has been made into 
poems, films, audio tracks and web pages, to 
form the virtual aspect of the installations.

And those above Gravesham Borough 
Council’s Civic Centre have already started 
catching the attention of passers-by.

Tanmanjeet Singh Dhesi, the council’s lead 
member, business and partnerships, said “We 

are very excited to be part of this, especially in 
view of Gravesham’s proximity to Brands Hatch 
and the Paralympic cycling events held there.

“The reCyculture project involves the whole 
community, whether they take part in one of the 
workshops, cycle themselves, or just take in the 
spectacle as they go about their business.”

See www.recyculture.co.uk for more details 
about the project.
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GREEN: Re-cycling bikes above civic centre
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Modern and

F A R L E Y S
Established 1928 - Four Generations of Family Service & Quality

Townley House, 
Chatham Street, Ramsgate, 

Kent CT11 7PR
01843 593069  •  www.farleysfurniture.com

Visit our kitchen showroom at: 5 Wincheap, Canterbury CT1 3TB
01227-379300 - call for opening hours

Farleys Now Have an Acorn Stairlift for Customer Use
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KENT REMEMBERED

SMOKING: The Rochester Sweeps Festival, which parades through the town, dates back 100 years

Festivals keeping alive 
county’s rich folklore
ENGLAND enjoys a rich tradi-
tion of folk festivals and beliefs 
– possibly more than any other 
country.

Many of these can be traced 
back many hundreds, or even 
thousands, of years and often 
their actual origins are shroud-
ed in mystery.

Despite that, many are still 
observed, in one form or anoth-
er, even in the 21st century.

Yesterday’s Country Cus-
toms: A History of Traditional 
English Folklore by Henry 
Buckton delves into the world 
of mummers, tree dressers, 
beaters of the bounds and 
cheese rollers as well as looking 
into festivals and traditional 
games and gatherings.

Published by The History 
Press the work examines some 
of the events and beliefs which 
give Kent its unique place in 
this country’s folklore.

Mr Buckton said: “In some 
ways they are a living sem-
blance of the nation’s history.

“They stem from every phase 
of our antiquity and embody all 
the peoples who have tradition-
ally enriched our culture, from 
the Celts to the Hanoverians.

“They encapsulate into the 
nation’s popular psyche some of 
the greatest moments from our 
past, and celebrate best-loved 
heroes or infamous villains.”

A Jack in the Green – as im-
mortalised in song by Jethro 
Tull – was once a key compo-
nent of May Day parades up 
and down the country.

The Jack itself is described as 

“a large framework structure 
swathed in lush green foliage 
and spring flowers, which is 
sometimes surmounted by an 
elaborate floral crown and then 
worn or carried by a person – 
who is completely hidden by 
the leaves and has their face 
painted green”.

The purpose – as far as any-
one can ascertain – was to    
suggest that a bush or small 
tree had become sentient.

Its origins are unclear and 
although the Jack sounds 
vaguely pagan it may be less 
than 500-years-old and have 
its origins in spring parades by 
milkmaids which often fea-
tured flowers.

Kent has a couple of Jacks 
which make their appearance 
on the first day of May.

In 1976, one was created for 
the Whitstable Folk Festival 
and now it is escorted from the 
Duke of Cumberland pub by a 
procession of dancers as it 
makes its way to the harbour.

A larger event takes place in 

Medway over the May Bank 
Holiday weekend.

The Rochester Sweeps Festi-
val traditionally commemo-
rates the one day each year 
sweeps could spend away from 
brushes, chimneys and soot.

Dating back more than a 
100 years it used to feature a 
parade through the city and 
also included a Jack.

But the passing of the Climb-
ing Boys Act – which regulated 
child labour – meant the whole 
chimney-sweeping business 
changed and the festival went 
into decline. 

The last one was held in 1900 
prior to its revival in 1981.

The Jack itself came back two 
years later with the organisers 
drawing on accounts by 
Charles Dickens, who wit-
nessed the original events.

On May Day morning the 
Jack is ‘woken up’ at dawn by 
dancers and sweeps on the 
slopes of Blue Bell Hill – as is    
recorded in contemporary 19th 
century accounts.

It then takes part in a parade 
on Monday, starting in the 
grounds of Rochester Castle.

Writing the introduction to 
the book Robert McDowall, 
president of The Folklore Soci-
ety, says: “All publications that 
stimulate interest in English 
customs past and present are 
welcome because they stimu-
late the public interest in         
folklore. Yesterday’s Country 
Customs is an important con-
tribution to maintaining the 
general public’s awareness of 
the importance of country cus-
toms to folklore and folklore 
traditions in England.”

nick.ames@archant.co.uk

By Nick Ames

*Wood & Multi Fuel Stoves * Marble, Wood & Stone Fire Surrounds
* Bespoke Fire Surrounds * Gas & Electric Fires * Chimney Lining

* Full Installation Service * Gas Fire & Boiler Servicing

A FAMILY RUN BUSINESS

THE FIREPLACE

Visit Our Showroom
2 Castle Court, Castle Road,

Eurolink Industrial Estate
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 3TD

Tel/Fax: 01795 599234 - www.the-fireplace.net
Opening Times: Monday-Friday 9-4, Saturday 10-4
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OPINION

The more 
people 
who are 
involved, 
the more 
we will  
be able to 
develop 
health 
services

Take a healthy interest in NHS
David Griffiths explains why it’s so important that the community 
gets involved in the running of the county’s new foundation trusts
THERE is no subject more im-
portant to us than health; our 
own, our friends’ and families’ 
and that of our communities. 

And as a nation we are proud 
and protective of the organisa-
tion which helps us to look af-
ter our health, the NHS. The 
fantastic section of the Olym-
pics opening ceremony involv-
ing NHS staff and patients dem-
onstrated that pride very well.

The NHS has moved a long 
way from “doctor knows best”, 
with patients having little say 
in their healthcare. Patients 
are more at the forefront of de-
ciding what is best for them 
and there is also greater choice. 
And it is not just individual pa-
tients having more say in their 
own individual care – local 
people are increasingly having 
more involvement in what 
services are provided and how 
they are delivered.

To drive forward the involve-
ment of communities, the gov-
ernment has directed that all 

NHS trusts should become 
foundation trusts. They will 
still be NHS organisations, em-
ploying NHS staff. However, 
they will have greater freedom 
to meet local needs and will be 
held to account by local people 
who become trust members.

This is an exciting and im-
portant time for Kent Commu-
nity Health NHS Trust.  We de-
liver the majority of NHS care 
people receive in their own 
homes and in community set-
tings right across the county. 

We employ 5,400 staff in-
cluding doctors, community 
nurses, health visitors, physio-
therapists and a range of health 
professionals. We are responsi-
ble for the 12 community hos-
pitals around the county, 
which are very dear to the 
hearts of our communities. We 
spend £213m of public money 
to provide NHS care to you, 
your family and community.

We have been given the go 
ahead to consult with the pub-

lic on our plans to become a 
foundation trust and to start 
recruiting people to be mem-
bers. We aim to have an aver-
age of at least 500 members in 
each of our 12 council districts 
initially and eventually many 
more. These members will be 
eligible to vote for a council of 
governors from among them-
selves who will hold the trust’s 
board to account.

Of course the amount of time 
members will spend being in-
volved with us will vary. They 
could receive regular informa-
tion about the trust, or they 
could take part in consulta-
tions. They could get more in-
volved and become members of 
focus groups, for example, or 
even stand for election as a 
governor. The choice is theirs.

The most important thing is 
that as many people as possi-
ble, from all communities and 
backgrounds, become mem-
bers. The more people who are 
involved at a local level, the 

more we will be able to develop 
and design health services to 
meet the community’s needs.

I invite everyone to attend 
one of our 12 public meetings 
being held during September 
and October. One will be held 
in each of the 12 district or bor-
ough council areas, so there 
will be one near where you live. 
The first meeting takes place at 
Fleetdown Community Centre, 
Swaledale Road, Dartford, on 
September 5, from 2-4pm.

All the meetings will be ad-
vertised in this paper and are 
also at www.kentcht.nhs.uk/
foundationtrust along with de-
tails about how to take part in 
our public consultation and 
sign up to become a member. 
Or call the trust membership 
office on 01622 211970 for 
more details.

The consultation runs until 
Monday, October 22, 2012.

 David Griffiths is chair-
man of Kent Community 
Health NHS Trust.

KOS COMMENT
Uniform demands are  
too much right now
THERE is nothing more sobering for 
parents, nothing more likely to see the 
euphoria of a holiday wiped away, than 
going shopping for a school uniform. 

Not only does it involve a scrum in a 
bid to find those elusive trousers or 
jumper in the right shade of grey, but 
when you return home with bulging 
shopping bags you realise you’ve spent 
about the equivalent of that week you’ve 
just enjoyed in Majorca. 

Good, then, that there is pressure from 
the Citizen’s Advice Bureau for schools 
not to strike exclusive deals with certain 
stores and expect parents to pay through 
the nose. Yes, insist on the highest level 
of smartness and presentation. Just 
don’t insist parents are forced to pay a 
fortune to do so.

All hail our Herman
HOME baking is often perceived as the 
preserve of those with a strong grasp on 
culinary skills and the patience of a saint.

The Herman friendship cake craze 
may just change that. We at KOS have 
already become hooked. We think many 
more will fall under Herman’s spell too 
over the coming months.

BE PART 

OF YOUR
COMMUNITY

Advertise
here
Call

01303
817056
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History could 
repeat itself
I HOPE the 3,000 people that 
signed support for a heritage 
theme park in Margate are go-
ing to go every couple of weeks 
– because it will fail if not. 

Youngsters want state-of-
the-art rides, not junk bought 
from failed theme parks. 

An historical theme park 
next to a modern theme park 
might work. I hope it’s 
successful because Margate 
needs something badly. 

Adrian Ottley, Birchington

Manston’s on 
wrong path
ONCE Manston has been 
established as London’s 
overspill airport, how long 
before it becomes London’s de 
facto main airport? 

It has long been claimed 
that night flights are essential 
for Manston’s survival, so the 

pretence of the odd late 
running arrival is laughable. 

You only have to look at the 
‘Why Not Manston’ website to 
see how spurious the figures 
are. Once the precedence has 
been set, it’s ‘chocks away’. 

A couple more runways, an 
aeroplane overhead every 90 
seconds, 24 hours a day, 
massive increase in pollution, 
60-mile of queues of traffic to/
from London. Just think of the 
unnecessary ‘airport miles’ 
because of Manston’s location 
on the wrong side of London. 

Now if it were 60-odd miles 
north or west that would be a 
different matter.

Bill Stevens, Faversham

Get your facts 
right first, sir 
HERE in Ramsgate we are  
used to various politicians and 
developers trying to tell us we 
should welcome aeroplanes 
thundering over our heads all 
through the night.  

These range from some that 

are genuinely concerned 
Manston airport could create 
much-needed employment in 
the area; those that think no 
further than wanting a cheap 
and convenient base for their 
annual holiday flight; and the 
misguided and ill-informed  
like the leader of Kent 
Conservatives who famously 
forgot Ramsgate when he 
claimed there was nothing 
between Manston and the sea.

I’m afraid that Nicholas 
Reed, who you gave space to 
last week, appears to fall firmly 
in the latter category.

Manston has had at least 
two commercial operators – 
Wiggins and Infratil – with 
worldwide experience of 
airport operation. 

Both operators took on the 
airport knowing there was an 
existing ban on night-time 
flying, with partial relaxation 
for passenger flights from 
Europe and to America.  

Neither of these managed   
to attract a major passenger 
airline for any length of time. 

Infratil currently have the 

airport up for sale.
Two airline operators have 

attempted to run commercial 
passenger flights from 
Manston, both using different 
strategies and both heavily 
subsidised by the airport.  

EUjet ran flights to many 
European destinations which 
was great while it lasted, but 
sadly failed in bankruptcy.  

Flybe was more selective in 
its chosen routes, but once 
again failed after a few 
months, quoting Manston’s 
poor catchment area rather 
than lack of night flights as  
the reason.

So we are left with the 
possibility of freight flights, 
taking the sort of traffic that 
the other bigger airports reject. 
Inflicting loss of sleep for many 
for the sake of importing fruit 
and veg from Africa and the 
Middle East seems much less 
attractive; much less attractive 
because so little local employ-
ment would be created.

The best evidence of likely 
job creation comes from Kent 
County Council’s bid for 

multiple millions from the 
Regional Growth Fund. The 
bid was to improve rail links, 
create a Manston station     
and subsidise a daily feeder 
flight  to Schiphol airport in 
Amsterdam, all to create an 
estimated less than 30 jobs.  

Needless to say, the 
Government rejected the bid –
apart from welcome rail 
improvements cutting the 
journey time to Ramsgate.

So, we have an airport 
struggling to find a niche 
market, that even if successful 
would devastate Ramsgate 
and the far more secure 
prospect of jobs from the 
visitor economy. 

If only people like Mr Reed 
would study the brutal 
economic facts rather than 
wishful thinking.

Cllr David Green, 
Mayor of Ramsgate 

It’s parking for 
the select few
(RE: Medway Maritime car 

parking). So Mark Devlin is 
now saying that those patients 
on income support, jobseekers 
allowance and pension credit 
will now get subsided parking?

When did this come in? 
I, for one, have never heard 

of this before. This is a sop to 
justify the full charge for Blue 
Badge holders.

Further, I venture to suggest 
that this group of patients are 
the least likely to have a motor 
vehicle in the first place.

G Crawford, Gillingham

Limit to what 
is expected
I AGREED with your corre-
spondent that the imposition 
of a 50mph speed limit on     
the road near Yalding is 
inappropriate, but for com-
pletely different reasons and 
with great concern at the 
apparent misunderstanding 
from a driver. 

The letter reads as if 50mph 
is an increase on the previous 
limit when it is, of course, a 
reduction from the national 
limit for single track roads of 
60mph. 

If the imposition of a speed 
limit is widely perceived to 
indicate that a road has been 
officially assessed as safe at 
that speed then it is counter-
productive in achieving its 
presumed intention of 
improving road safety.

The appropriate speed for 
country roads varies rapidly 
from stretch to stretch and a 
corner where only 20mph or 
less is sensible can be followed 
by a straight open road where 
60mph is not inappropriate. 

To impose a limit of 40 or 50 
to cover both is pointless. 

If the corner is difficult to 
judge then it should have a 
triangle warning sign with an 
advisory speed limit below. 

An artificially low limit on 
the straight is likely to be 
ignored where there is no 
visible reason for it and 
encourage non-compliance 
with limits when they really 
are sensible. 

All these limits do is dupe 
people into thinking the road  
is suddenly safer and allow 
officials to claim they are doing 
something about road safety. 

I am not a member of any 
transport lobby, just an 
ordinary car driver who 
understands that speed limits 
do not make bad drivers good 
drivers, but can make good 
drivers illegal drivers. 

Leave the speed limits alone.
Peter Jull, Deal

Feedback  Letters/emails/twitter
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Lenders box clever with 
fixed rate mortgages

QWE HAVE been looking into 
getting a fixed-rate mortgage 
while interest rates are so low, 

but all we can find are loans that last 
for just two or three years and then go 
onto a higher variable rate. 

Do you know of any fixed-rate 
mortgages that last longer? 

AMORTGAGE lenders think the 
same as you – that interest rates 
will eventually rise. 

This is why you want a long-term 
loan at a rate fixed now, and for exactly 
the same reason, lenders will not offer 
more than a few years at today’s rates. 

The best I can find for you is a 
mortgage with a rate fixed until 2017. 

There are three big lenders that go 
this far – Nationwide, HSBC and 
Natwest. But they all have drawbacks. 

Nationwide will advance up to 70pc, 
but the interest rate is 3.39pc. 

HSBC’s rate is lower at 2.99pc, but it 
will lend only up to 60pc. 

Natwest charges 2.95pc and also 
lends only up to 60pc maximum, and 
the arrangement fee is a huge £2,495.

QA FRIEND died some years ago 
who had promised to leave me 
something in his will. 

I have received nothing and each 
time I raise the matter with the 
solicitors and executors I am told that 
the will has “not gone to probate yet”.

ANOT everyone makes a will.  
Lots of people do not leave 
enough to make a will worth-

while or they decide that if they die 
intestate – without a will – then their 
family will receive everything anyway, 
so they do not bother. 

If you are sure your friend left a will, 
then according to the Courts Service: 
“You should normally expect to find 
the probate record within the first   
year or two after the date of death,   
and if you have not found it within 
three years, you can usually assume 
that probate was not necessary.” 

When an application for probate is 
made, the will is held by the Probate 
Registry and is available for public 
inspection. So, despite what you have 
been told, your next move should be   
to check whether an application has 
been made. Call the Probate Registry 
Postal Searches Department on 0113 
389 6133 for details; there is a small 
cost for this. 

If a search produces nothing, 
instruct a solicitor to contact the 
solicitors who are administering the 
estate. 

As a possible beneficiary, you have 
the right to know where you stand.

QMY previous employer and I 
paid into a Santander pension 
plan for me, but since 2005 I 

have worked for an employer with its 
own pension scheme. 

I still have £28,000 sitting in the 
Santander plan, earning about £50 
annual interest. 

Santander says my money can be 
transferred only to another pension 
fund, and a financial adviser quoted 
fees of £1,000 a year for managing it. 

What do you advise?

AHAVE you asked your current 
employer whether the £28,000 
could be accepted as a top-up 

payment into its pension fund? 
This would be the simplest option. 
If this is not possible, consider 

starting a self-invested personal 
pension (Sipp). 

Low-cost Sipp managers include 
Hargreaves Lansdown (0117 980 
9926) and Sippdeal (sippdeal.co.uk). 
They let you decide where your money 
is invested, whether it is in shares, a 
deposit account or something different. 

Do not give up, though. A return of 
£50 on capital of £28,000 is not 
acceptable.

QI HAVE a younger sister and    
an older brother. If our parents 
leave no will, who inherits their 

house? Is it my brother, as the eldest? 
My brother and I are both married, 

but our sister lives with our parents. 
Does this make a difference?

AYOU would inherit in equal 
shares. Age differences, or living 
in the house, would not alter 

your equal rights.

QOUR daughter is getting married 
next spring. After the floods and 
torrential rain seen this year, we 

want to insure against bad weather 
forcing a change of plans. 

How do we go about this?

AA WEDDING insurance policy 
can cover your choice of risks, 
including bad weather or floods 

that cause a postponement or damage. 
Big names in this type of policy 

include Weddingplan (0844 412 
3115) and Debenhams (0844 573 
5975).

 If you have a personal-finance 
question, write to Tony Hetherington, 
MyMoney24, Prospect House, 
Rouen Road, Norwich NR1 1RE. 
We regret that neither Tony nor     
the MyMoney24 team can enter    
into personal correspondence.

Edited by Adam Aiken

Taking new ‘app-roach’ 
to getting car insurance

THE latest breakthrough in the world 
of car insurance technology is being 
given a test drive, with safe drivers 
set to make significant savings on 
their annual premiums.

Telematics – which until now has 
involved a ‘black box’ being fitted to 
a vehicle – is a form of motor insur-
ance that offers tailor-made premi-
ums based on a driver’s individual 
behaviour. Drivers are rewarded      
for sticking to the speed limit and  
how they do things such as corner 
and accelerate.

The growing popularity of telemat-
ics was highlighted recently with the 
news that Insurethebox – one of the 
biggest players in the black box mar-
ket – had sold its 100,000th policy.

But Aviva has now unveiled a new 
piece of technology that needs only a 
mobile phone, and which monitors 
your driving for just 200 miles.

The company says that drivers 
could save up to 20per cent thanks to 
this new technology, which is called 
Rate My Drive and comes in the form 
of a smartphone application.

After monitoring your driving for 
200 miles, it will turn the data into 
an individual score that will help     
determine your premiums.

“We believe this innovative use of 
smartphone technology will benefit 
all safe drivers, regardless of age or 
gender,” said Aviva retail director 
Steve Treloar.

“Unlike traditional black box 
telematics solutions, the Rate My 
Drive app needs only a small amount 
of data to create an individual driver 
profile. And because the app is free to 
download and uses the customer’s 
own smartphone, there is no need   
for motorists to have a black box in-
stalled in their car.”

All drivers who complete the Rate My 
Drive app trial will be given feedback 
on their driving as well as a quote.

And for motorists worried that 
their poor driving will hit them in the 
pocket, Aviva has pledged that poor 
scores will not result in their premi-
ums being hiked. Those drivers will 
simply not be eligible for a discount.

Sharon Flaherty, head of content 
and social innovation at Confused.
com, said the development symbol-
ised the changes within the insurance 
industry as it sought to take advan-
tage of technological advances.

“When it comes to motoring, al-
though telematics-type devices have 
existed for years, they are now be-
coming mainstream due to various 
factors,” she said.

“Rises in car insurance premiums 
over the past couple of years have 

meant drivers are seeking alterna-
tives to aid them in cutting motoring 
costs, prompting the insurance in-
dustry to hunt for solutions.”

Aviva has been carrying out inter-
nal trials over the past few months, 
and the insurer is now looking for mo-
torists to help trial the technology.

At the moment, the technology is 
available only for people with            
Android operating systems on their 

smartphones, although other oper-
ating systems will join the party at 
some point in the future.

Mr Treloar said: “We will ask those 
helping us to shape this new proposi-
tion to tell us what they think of the 
app and what improvements could 
be made to benefit the customer.”

If you are interested in taking part 
in the trial, visit www.aviva.co.uk/
ratemydrive.

Your smartphone could soon help you to cut your car 

insurance premiums. ADAM AIKEN reports…

ON THE ROAD TO HI-TECH SOLUTIONS
TELEMATICS has been around 
for some time, but it has really 
taken off over the past couple of 
years.

Whether Aviva’s Rate My Drive 
smartphone application is the 
next big thing will become clear 
over the coming months, but 
there is no doubt telematics is 
here to stay – news that should 
be welcomed by safe and reliable 
drivers.

Insurethebox, a leading 
provider of black box policies, 
said its research showed that 
telematics encouraged better 
driving and led to cutting the 
number of accidents involving 
young motorists by up to 40 per 
cent. Its findings were based on 
analysing more than 300 million 
miles of driving data from its 
customers.

Insurethebox policies involve 
drivers buying a fixed number of 
miles. A black box linked to GPS 
satellites is installed under the 
dashboard and monitors the car’s 
movements.

If the vehicle exceeds its 
allocation, the policyholder can 
buy additional miles, although 
that may not be necessary if the 
motorist has driven well. 

Drivers can also win extra 
miles of insurance based on the 

safety of their motoring. The data 
is used to help calculate renewal 
premiums, with price cuts for the 
best motorists.

Insurethebox said nearly two 
thirds of its customers saw their 
renewal quotes cut by an average 
of more than 20per cent after a 
year with the black box provider.

“We are delighted with these 
results because, apart from 
enabling cheaper motor insur-
ance, the main benefit to society 
of telematics is that it should 
improve driving behaviour,” said 
Insurethebox chief executive Mike 
Brockman.

“Our data prove conclusively 
that this is more than just a 
theory – it really does work.” 

Sharon Flaherty, at Confused.
com, said: “We should expect car 
manufacturers to make cars with 
telematics devices as standard.

“Aside from the fact they can 
give personalised car insurance 
premiums based on the driver’s 
behaviour – instead of general 
risk factors such as age, 
postcode and convictions – 
telematics double up as trackers 
so cars can be found if they are 
stolen. It makes sense that 
telematics technology will make 
its way into our lives on a more 
frequent basis.”
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Kent BRIDE Magazine
is on sale NOW!

Plus
• Real-life weddings • Venues • Bridal stores • Photographers • Florists • Wedding cars 
• Groom dress hire • Wedding cakes and so much more.

Over £5,000 of
prizes to be won

Glad
Rags

Your bride-to-be may have already 

looked around and discovered her 

dream dress, but have you started to 

think about what to wear? Whether it’s 

a traditional morning suit or a tartan 

kilt, there is plenty on the market from 

which grooms can choose.

Matching outfits for groom, best 

man and the page boys are a 

great fashion statement

www.mossbros.co.uk

The Flower of Scotland kilt  

is always a great choice for a  

Highland-themed wedding

www.mossbros.co.uk

It’s the groom’s day to show 

off his style as well

www.marksandspencer.com

A truly outstanding style for the groom

www.rogersmenswear.com
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The outfits of the bride and groom can 

complement one another perfectly

www.rogersmenswear.com

Stylish menswear is a hallmark of 

Marks and Spencer

www.marksandspencer.com

A morning suit looks good at 

any time of day

www.marksandspencer.com

The day is there for men 

to show their style, too

www.slaters.co.uk

A kilt really does look smart and stylish

www.slaters.co.uk

Matching designs can make a 

wedding picture look outstanding

www.slaters.co.uk
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or that feeling of true romance, 

Dan and Jo wanted a beautiful 

English country wedding.

So they chose historic Lympne 

Castle with its lovely gardens and 

views across the countryside.

And not even a small mishap with a 

bag, leaving Jo nothing to wear but her 

wedding dress the day after the 

ceremony, could spoil the greatest day 

of their lives.

The couple originally met through a 

mutual friend who had been trying to 

get them to meet for a few months.

Dan remembers the proposal: “I had 

not seen Jo for four days as she had 

been on a course. On the Sunday 

morning I woke up and realised I had to 

ask Jo to marry me and it had to be that 

day. Having already sought her father’s 

blessing prior to this, I went about 

organising things for her return that 

evening. I arranged candles and music to 

be on when she walked in the door. 

“However, Jo got home a bit sooner 

than I had planned on, but I was down 

on one knee when she opened the 

door. As she opened it, I asked her to 

marry me and luckily she said ‘Yes’ after 

the shock of everything wore off! 

“My aim had always been for the 

proposal to be a complete surprise, to 

avoid any chance of her thinking it was 

coming. I think I managed that.”

Happiness

REAL WEDDINGS

By Joanna Arnold (née Wassall)
Photography: Visages Photography

Dan managed a surprise 

proposal when he asked 

for Jo’s hand and what 

followed was a wonderful 

wedding at Lympne 

Castle – with special 

touches that reflected the 

venue’s historic grandeur 

and beauty.

Picture of
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projected ‘Dan & Jo’ on to one of the 

walls of the castle.  

“We were really keen that the day 

reflected us in small ways, where 

appropriate. For example, I did a 

reading before the meal which was 

inspired by A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream, and Dan’s musical tastes 

cropped up in our playlist throughout 

the evening – lots of Cher 

and Cyndi 

Lauper. There 

was a really 

nice ‘homemade’ 

feel to some 

aspects of the 

day – it gave us 

more control 

over what the 

day would look 

like and made our 

guests feel very 

included, too.

“We had quite a 

clear vision when 

we started out of a 

small, intimate 

country wedding.  

Top tip
Keep everything as 
light-hearted as 
possible. Once things get 
serious, you will both start feeling under pressure. 
Make sure to have allocated time away from the 
wedding planning – it can be fun but will start to 
take over your life, especially if you are planning 
over a short space of time.

Jo said: “We were very lucky to have 

so much help from my parents and our 

friends during the lead-up to the day – 

you find your friends have all sorts of 

hidden talents and you can get quite 

good at delegating!  

“Dan’s sister made our seating plan. 

We also had a friend who was able to 

pre-record and mix together our music 

for the evening, and one of 

my friends at work – I work 

in a theatre – loaned us 

two theatre lights that 

“We wanted things to look natural – 

English country flowers that looked like 

they had been gathered that morning 

from the garden, neutral colours so our 

photographs would not date, and 

period elements such as medieval 

reception music and a barn dance in the 

evening that complemented our venue.  

“We chose a springtime date because 

of all the beautiful flowers that would 

be out and we had our fingers crossed 

for a sunny, clear day. We were so 

lucky with the weather, especially as I 

was walking to the church!
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A DRIVE to sell Kent’s agricultural and 
horticultural industry across the world 
is to be launched in October.

The formation of Kent Rural plc was 
announced at this year’s county show 
and a working group is looking at how 
the county can obtain a greater part of 
the international marketplace.

It will be looking to promote all as-
pects of rural business, from conditions, 
climate and soil to an expert workforce 
and long experience of excellence in 
produce and livestock.

Among those working on the project 
is the High Sheriff of Kent, Michael Bax, 
who has many years’ experience of  
rural businesses.

“The annual turnover of the county’s 
agricultural and horticultural business 
is around £500 million,” he said. “If 
Kent Rural plc was a real plc, it would 
be ranked at around 60th in the FTSE 
100 Index, which is quite impressive.”

Bax says he is working to encourage 
investment in rural business by com-
panies that have not traditionally been 
associated with the countryside.

These include firms working in the 
fields of storage, transport, water- 
management and packaging.

“The economy has been going 
through tough times,” he said. “But I 

would like to see companies not previ-
ously involved with rural businesses 
coming to work with a sector which has 
come through the recession.

“Kent is the first county to go ahead 

and market itself in this way, so we are 
at the cutting edge of the business.

“Traditionally, the county is one of 
the most important in Britain when it 
comes to agriculture. The good soils and 

the climate combine to provide excel-
lent conditions for fruit, hops, vegetab-
les – although that area is slightly in 
decline due to imports – wheat, barley 
and livestock.

“But agriculture has been an inward- 
looking business and we want to reach 
out to other areas and bring in new  
investment.

“One of the things which has benefit-
ted us is the expanding populations and 
changing tastes in countries such as  
India and China.

“Farmers used to produce a surplus 
which would be swallowed up in things 
like the so-called butter mountain. Now 
that surplus is exported. There is de-
mand for UK produce from Asia. Not 
only are there many more people to 
feed, they are getting a taste for our  
produce. Where populations used to eat 
rice, now they want meat and bread.

“During the late 80s and 90s, farms 
were breaking even at best, but because 
of these factors most are in profit.

“Then there is the increasing demand 
for local produce, which is welcome.”

Bax said a change in the demographic 
make-up of farmers had given the in-
dustry a chance to progress.

“We have also seen a period when 
many farmers were getting close to 60. 
Well, now they are retiring and giving 
younger people the chance to run the 
businesses.

“Technical advancements have made 
it possible to regulate spraying and  
fertilising of crops on a metre-by-metre 
basis and most machinery is now highly 
computerised.

“Young people take to that sort of 
thing like ducks to water – and they are 
also extremely good at marketing them-
selves, which is increasingly important 
if you are looking to increase your share 
of the market itself.”

Kent Rural plc will be launched at the 
East Malling agricultural research  
centre on Friday, October 26.
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KEY PARTNERS

■ FOR ALL THE LATEST JOBS IN KENT – with more than 1,500 advertised – SEE OUR WEBSITE WWW.JOBS24.CO.UK/KENT

SUPPORTED BY

Business Week
K O S

online@www.businessforkent.co.uk  Your business is our business

CONTACT US…

If you have a business story or 
any news you think we should 
be covering in this section, 
reporter Nick Ames would 
like to hear from you. 
You can phone him on 01303 
817181, or alternatively email  
nick.ames@archant.co.uk.    

This week Nick Ames focuses on an innovative move to rebrand Kent and its rural 
business as an overall concern in an effort to attract inward investment from new 
sources. Traditionally, the county has been one of the most important in the UK for 
agriculture and horticulture – surprisingly, perhaps, it would rate in the FTSE 100 
if the figures were added together. We also take a look at how those who work the 
land are being urged to push for a greater say in its management.

Growing agricultural business

Put your rural knowledge to good use by supporting nature partnerships
THE Country Land and 
Business Association is urging 
farmers and landowners to 
become involved with the new 
Local Nature Partnerships 
(LNPs) across Kent, saying 
that those who own and 
manage the land must play  
a key part in the LNPs’ 
decision-making process.

The call follows the 

announcement by 
Environment Minister Richard 
Benyon of 41 successful LNPs, 
a Government initiative to 
include all sectors of society in 
the natural environment.   

CLA South East regional 
surveyor Tim Broomhead said: 
“We need people with genuine 
experience of the rural 
economy and land- 

management to contribute to 
LNP proposals in their area. 

“The association is already 
encouraging its members to 
engage with LNPs to ensure 
that equal attention is paid to 
all three pillars of sustainable 
development, including 
economic as well as social and 
environmental criteria. 

“Most importantly, we need 

to ensure that LNP designation 
does not stifle rural enterprise 
due to a tightening of planning 
regulations, which we have 
been assured by ministers is 
not the intention. This makes 
the need for a rural watchdog 
crucial. 

“The CLA has successfully 
shown that farmers and 
landowners provide numerous 

goods and services, including 
many environmental benefits 
that are undervalued and 
under-delivered as people are 
not prepared to pay for them. 

“This situation can only be 
improved if those who are 
charged with delivering the 
environment that the public 
wants have a say in how it is 
paid for and delivered.”

HIGH SHERIFF’S EXPERIENCE EMBRACES THE LAND

MICHAEL Bax was installed in the 
post of High Sheriff of Kent on April  
1, 2012.

The post is largely ceremonial  
but also concerns itself with law- 
enforcement and the judiciary. 

Bax has spent his business career 
advising farmers and landowners in 
Kent and East Sussex and is senior 
partner of the BTF Partnership, a 
land agency based at Challock.

He is a former pupil of King’s 
School, Canterbury, and qualified as  
a professional associate of the Royal 
Institute of Chartered Surveyors in 
1977, having attained a degree  
in estate management. 

Bax spent his early career with 
Prall, Champion and Prall in 
Tonbridge, becoming an equity 
partner in 1979. Then, following a 
merger in 1984 with Porter and Cobb, 

he took charge of agricultural and 
property matters at the newly- 
created Cobbs Property Services.

In 1986 Cobbs was taken over  
by General Accident and Bax was 
appointed director of agriculture and 
forestry for the South East region. In 

1988 he set up practice as a sole 
practitioner. A year later he was 
joined by an equity partner to create 
Bax Standen. 

Since 1998, after a reorganisation 
of the partnership, the practice traded 
as Bax Thomas French. Following a 
merger with two further firms – a 
commercial-property practice in 
Canterbury and a project-
management team in Hadlow – the 
company is now BTF Partnership and 
employs some 20 people at offices in 
Challock, Hadlow and Canterbury, 
advising farming clients and 
businesses across Kent and beyond.

Bax runs his own 225-acre farm 
between Ashford and Tenterden, 
including a 120-acre woodland grant 
scheme. He and wife Jan have two 
children, William and Sarah, and a 
granddaughter, Tabitha.



BUSINESSES are continuing to 
place themselves at risk of cy-
ber crime, according to experts 
at insurance broker Bluefin, 
following research that reveals 
a sharp rise in online criminal 
attacks.  

The warning comes as sev-
eral reports provide fresh evi-
dence of the scale of the threat 
faced by UK industry. 

A report by Cambridge Uni-
versity calculated that cyber 
criminals cost the UK £11 bil-
lion each year, while an Expe-
rian study released this month 
found that the trade in illegal 
data had already doubled in 
size compared with last year. 

As well as the immediate 
costs associated with a data 
breach, there is also potential 
damage to a company’s repu-
tation. According to another 
report compiled earlier this 
year, the average cost of a large 
organisation’s worst security 
breach is £110,000-£250,000 
and £15,000-£30,000 for a 
small business. 

Cyber crime refers to mali-
cious criminal activity targeted 
at individuals and businesses 
online and can include identity 
theft, fraud and extortion as 
well as the theft of intellectual 
property and data. As busi-

nesses across all sectors of the 
economy become increasingly 
reliant on the internet, the  
potential damage from cyber 
attacks has risen dramatically.  

Last year, following consult- 
ation with a number of cus-
tomers, Bluefin raised concerns 
that businesses of all sizes were 
being targeted. 

Managing director Richard 
Dyer said: “There is still a  
worrying lack of awareness 
over just how widespread  

cybercrime has become. Any 
business, large or small, that  
relies on the internet holds  
customer data or has  
commercially-sensitive intel-
lectual property is potentially 
at risk. This is no longer an  
issue that can be left to the IT 
department to deal with.

“Insurance companies are 
working hard to design policies 
that will protect businesses 
against the new and emerging 
threats arising out of e- 

commerce and internet tech-
nologies. However, it is impera-
tive businesses are aware of the 
risks and take appropriate steps 
to ensure they are prepared in 
the event they are targeted.” 
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Olympics helps 

Channel trains 

break records
LE SHUTTLE, the car- 
carrying trains run by 
Eurotunnel through the 
Channel Tunnel, has set a 
new traffic record. 

In the seven days up to 
Sunday, August 12, 74,292 
vehicles – cars, motorcycles, 
caravans and camper-vans 
–  and 776 coaches travelled 
in both directions between 
Folkestone and Coquelles, 
Pas-de-Calais. 

This is the most traffic 
seen in one week since the 
end of duty-free in 1999.

To manage this, 838 
Shuttle departures were 
needed, at five an hour.

At the same time, a new 
daily record was also 
achieved, with 15,152 
vehicles travelling across 
the Channel on Saturday, 
August  11, in both 
directions.

This follows the increase 
in traffic seen as a result of 
the Olympic Games, when Le 
Shuttle Continental bookings 
rose by 16 per cent for the 
period from Monday, July 
23, to Sunday, August 12.

There were 40 additional 
Eurostar departures during 
the Games. 

Jacques Gounon, 
chairman and chief executive 
officer of Groupe Eurotunnel, 
said: “In a highly-competitive 
market, this new record 
demonstrates the efficiency 
and flexibility inherent to 
the Le Shuttle service, the 
professionalism of our 
staff and the attraction of a 
transport system that is both 
fast and environmentally 
friendly.”

TRANSPORT

Ensure you’re up to date with staff law
EMPLOYMENT law is a minefield for many 
members of the business community as it is 
complex, constantly changing and has serious 
implications – especially in challenging  
economic times.

But help is at hand to clarify employment 
legislation at a workshop in Medway presented 
by leading South East law firm Furley Page.

The Employment Law Update 2012/2013 
workshop, run in partnership with Kent Invicta 
Chamber of Commerce, will be held on 
Thursday, October 18, and is open to chamber 
members and non-members, whatever the size 
of their workforce.

Leading the interactive workshop will be 
Andrew Masters, partner and head of 
employment at Furley Page. 

“This workshop will help employers and HR 
professionals keep up to date with the ever-
changing complexities of employment law,” said 
Masters. “As well as practical guidance, there 
will be question-and-answer sessions, so there’s 
plenty of opportunity for delegates to raise 
issues of concern.”

He will be joined by Amanda Okill, a senior 

solicitor who specialises in employment law, 
and financial planning manager Simon Ludden, 
who specialises in pensions and independent 
financial advice and will provide guidance on 

pension auto-enrolment.
The workshop is to be held at a new venue for 

2012, the Bridgewood Manor Hotel, Walderslade 
Woods, Chatham. Registration is from 8am, with 
the workshop starting at 8.30am and finishing  
at noon.

The Furley Page team will guide delegates 
through recent developments in employment 
law and offer practical guidance on how to 
prepare for change. The effects on HR policies 
and procedures and people management will 
also be examined. 

The team will cover new cases, employment 
reforms and the implementation of European 
Directives, while a light will be shone on the 
Coalition Government’s sweeping programme  
of change to employment law. 

An update will also be provided on pension 
auto-enrolment plans.

The workshop costs £35 to Kent Invicta 
Chamber members and £45 to non-members. 
To book, phone 01622 232707, email bookings@
kentinvictachamber.co.uk, or visit www.
kentinvictachamber.co.uk/furleypage to reserve 
a place.

PARTNERSHIPS

The other half 
is a key player 
in small firms
NEW research by Direct Line 
For Business reveals more  
than half (51 per cent) of UK 
tradesmen rely on so-called 
TWAGs (tradesmen’s wives 
and girlfriends) to help run 
their company. 

Despite TWAGs working on 
average two days a week – 
with one in four working three 
or more days a week – almost  
a third (31 per cent) of small- 
trade business-owners do not 
pay them any money at all. 

The research showed 46 per 
cent of small-business-owners 
relied on their partners to carry 
out general business 
administration, while one in five 
(19 per cent) employed their 
partner as a receptionist. 

More than one in seven (14 
per cent) relied on their 
partners to look after legal and 
accounting services. A further 
8 per cent of small-trade 
business-owners looked to 
their partners to carry out 
sales, marketing and new- 
business-generation work. 

Jazz Gakhal, head of Direct 
Line For Business, said: “Small 
businesses are crucial in re-
energising the UK economy. It 
is therefore heartening to see 
partners working together to 
sustain these small companies 
despite not being fully 
financially compensated. 

“It is clear that small-trade 
businesses are seeking 
voluntary help from their 
partners to avoid high legal, 
secretarial or IT support fees, 
but it is vital that these 
businesses ensure their 
partners are adequately 
covered in the event of  
an accident.” 

Insure your business 
against the high-cost 
risks of cyber crime
nick.ames@archant.co.uk

By Nick Ames

Business Week  For more business news go to businessforkent.co.uk

To help businesses 
combat online crime, 
Bluefin suggests five key 
points to consider: 
1. Review company-wide 
IT systems and ensure 
staff are aware of 
current best practice. 
2. Conduct a detailed 
risk assessment to 
identify any potential 
weak points in security 
and ensure all firewall 
protection and anti-virus 
software is up to date.
3. Examine insurance 
policies and consider 
whether specialist online 
fraud cover is required. 
4. Provide training to new 
and existing employees 
highlighting ways to 
improve data security.
5. Develop a series of 
contingency plans to 
help your business 
continue in the event  
of a data breach or  
other cyber crime.

BE PREPARED

LEADING: Andrew Masters, of Furley Page

DANGER: Cyber crime can hurt your finances and your reputation
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Training, courses and careers

Hitting the catwalk with 
stylish summer school 
to find next fashion icon
STUDENTS keen to follow in 
the footsteps of Karen Millen 
and study fashion at the Uni-
versity for the Creative Arts got 
a taste of what life might be  
like in a unique residential 
summer school.

Some 35 students from 
across Kent and beyond spent 
five days at UCA Rochester and 
lived like real students, learn-
ing new skills from the same 
expert lecturers and techni-
cians that send degree students 
to Graduate Fashion Week.

The aspiring fashion design-
ers, stylists and photogra-
phers, aged 14-19, 
created a portfo-
lio of work, 
which culmi-
nated in a 
memorable 
c a t w a l k 
show for 
family and 
friends. 

Summer 
school co-
o r d i n a t o r , 
Loreta Jarvis, 
said: “The week-
long residential 
school aims to inspire and 
engage young people who have 
a passion for fashion.

“It not only teaches them 
practical and theoretical skills 
but also builds their confidence 
and prepares them for life at an 
arts university.”

The outreach project re-
ceived its highest level of inter-
est this year and more than 
half of participants were from 
outside of Kent for the first 
time.

Ben Kidger, a summer school 
leader, said: “I have been a 

mentor and summer school 
leader at UCA for the last 11 
years and, every summer I  
witness the huge benefits that 
this course offers young, crea-
tive people.

“The end result is often life-
changing for them, as they pa-
rade down the catwalk in front 
of their friends and family, 
showing off the creations they 
have made – they always go 
away with a confidence that 
perhaps wasn’t there before.”

And Gabriella Hatley from 
Sittingbourne Community Col-

lege, added: “On the UCA 
summer school I 

learned how to 
draw in a more 

fashion relat-
ed style. I 
have en-
joyed the 
d y n a m i c 
drawings I 
have pro-

d u c e d , 
these have 

been used to 
record my in-

spiration and I 
have incorporated 

them into my final catwalk 
creation. It’s all been very  
inspirational.”

UCA’s Fashion School has 
produced household names in-
cluding Karen Millen and Zan-
dra Rhodes. Ms Millen became 
one of the high street’s best 
known names after growing up 
in Maidstone. Two recent grad-
uates are currently battling it 
out to design for Rihanna in 
Sky Living’s Styled to Rock and 
in 2009 Myrto Stamou won 
the prestigious Gold Award at 
Graduate Fashion Week. TWIRL: Could the next Karen Millen be just around the corner thanks to UCA?
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What is your business doing to help Keep Kent Working?Do you send employees on 
training courses to aid their      

personal development or run    
apprenticeship schemes? If you 
have a good news story email 

editorial@kosmedia.co.uk or call us on 01303 817136.

Still spaces to spare at top college
EAST Kent College – previously known as 
Thanet College – has revealed places are still 
available through clearing to study from this 
September on one of its new Higher National 
Certificate courses.

A new range of 10 HNCs are provided in 
partnership with Canterbury Christ Church 
University, and are an accessible and affordable 
alternative to university, with a direct route to 
the second year of a full degree. 

The new one-year courses, equivalent to the 
first year of an undergraduate degree, cross a 
range of subjects like business, creative arts, 
science, and technology.

The college said they have a strong  

work-related emphasis, and are perfect for 
anyone uncertain about university, or who  
has not had the results they hoped for. 

For those looking for an alternative to 
studying business at university, there is also the 
brand new Peter Jones Enterprise Academy, 
launching at the college this September. The 
enterprise and entrepreneurship course gives 
students the opportunity to launch a micro 
business, and be their own boss. 

Advisors will be at Canterbury Christ Church 
University’s Broadstairs campus on September 
4 and the East Kent College campus on 
September 5 from 4.30-6.30pm, and between 
the same times on September 12.

GCSEs not what 
you expected? 
Then don’t panic
GCSE students worried about missing out on the 
chance to study A-levels are being handed a 
lifeline by MidKent College. 

Young people who failed to achieve five A*-C 
grades at GCSE are invited to enrol on the new 
Level 2 Progression to A-Levels Diploma, which 
includes the opportunity to re-sit exams in GCSE 
English and maths.

Upon successful completion of the Medway 
course – based on a mixture of humanities and 
social science subjects such as history, politics, 
psychology, English and communication studies 
– students will be eligible to stay on at the 
college to study the A-levels of their choosing.

“We believe in giving young people a second 
chance, especially when it comes to their 
education,” said Emma Wilkinson, head of faculty 
for higher and academic studies at the college.

She adds: “This new course represents a 
fantastic opportunity for anyone who just missed 
out on achieving five A*-C grades at GCSE but 
still wants to study A-levels at a later date.

“Whether you did better or worse than 
expected in your GCSEs, there are many benefits 
to studying here.

“We are passionate about education and are 
fully committed to providing our students with 
the best teaching possible.”

To find out more about the courses on offer 
visit www.midkent.ac.uk.

THOUSANDS of apprentice positions are availa-
ble in Kent and the south east – and for  
those willing to travel, there are more than 
15,000 nationally.

This new data from the National Apprentice-
ship Service will be encouraging for those who 
have just passed their GCSEs in the county.

The apprenticeships range from nursing, IT, 
horticulture, business, life science, fisheries, le-
gal, and creative. And those on the courses get 
paid while learning.

Included are new higher apprenticeships, 
which provide up to degree-level qualifications 
for apprentices and enable employers, colleges 
and universities to deliver the advanced skills 
most critical for growth.

The average gross weekly pay for apprentices 
is £200. But London Economics has calculated 
the lifetime benefit of achieving a Level 2  
apprenticeship is extra earnings of between 
£48,000 and £74,000. The equivalent figure for 
a Level 3 apprenticeship is between £77,000 
and £117,000.

There are three levels of apprenticeship avail-
able. The first is the intermediate level, where ap-
prentices work towards work-based learning 
qualifications such as a Level 2 competence 
qualification, functional skills and, in most cases, 
a relevant knowledge-based qualification.

Next is advanced level, with those on the 
course heading towards work-based learning 
such as a Level 3 competence qualification, func-
tional skills and, in most cases, a relevant knowl-
edge-based qualification. And finally, there are 
higher apprenticeships, where they work to-
wards work-based learning qualifications. 

For more details, visit www.apprenticeships.
org.uk or call 08000 150 600. 

Train your way to 
success with an 
apprenticeship

OPPORTUNITY: HNCs are worth considering
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Final piece of £100m jigsaw will be 
icing on top of college’s renovation
THE final stages of Canterbury 
College’s multi-million pound 
redevelopment are coming to 
an end.

Work on the New Dover 
Road site began in summer 
2006, finishing this January, 
with the majority of the cam-
pus’ buildings being redevel-
oped. The latest project began 
with the demolition of H-Block, 
the last of the old teaching 
buildings, during the holidays.

In its place will be Block 17, 
a three-storey complex which 

will continue the college’s tra-
dition of award-winning build-
ing design. It will be home to 
the college’s supported learn-
ing provision, including a fully 
functioning training flat which 
will have a living room, kitchen 
and bathroom areas. 

Block 17 will also be the base 
of its higher education provi-
sion and will contain 30 new  
classrooms, art studios, lecture 
theatres, and a student com-
mon room.

The overall redevelopment 

project will have taken seven 
years and cost more than  
£100 million. 

The already-completed 
buildings feature four hair  
salons, a fully functioning 
training spa, a children’s cen-
tre, dance and drama theatre, 
motor vehicle centre, veteri-
nary nursing, sports therapy 
and student recreation facili-
ties. The building will be simi-
lar to the recently-opened A-
Block and be open next 
September.

Graduates on course for success 
thanks to AEG-backed foundation
YOUNGSTERS seeking a career 
working for one of the world’s 
biggest sports and entertain-
ment companies have begun  
to benefit from a partnership 
between the University of 
Greenwich and promotions gi-
ant AEG.

AEG owns the O2 Arena and 
teamed up with the university 
– which has a campus in Med-
way – to offer a foundation de-
gree in venues, events and hos-
pitality management.

And after two years of study, 

three students have graduated 
after receiving guidance from 
AEG staff as well as work place-
ments with the company.

Student Daniel Rolfe said: “I 
work as event hospitality man-
ager for the VIP areas of the 
O2. I saw the course advertised 
at work and felt it could be a  
big step forward for me, and it 
has been. 

“During the course we looked 
at the whole industry. When 
you’re in the middle of some-
thing you often don’t think 

about how and why you are 
doing things, so studying really 
opened the industry up to me.”

An AEG spokesperson said: 
“We are delighted with the suc-
cess of the programme. The 
ability to work with our local 
university and provide our em-
ployees with a formally-recog-
nised and industry-specific 
qualification is something not 
many companies can boast.

“The commitment of the  
individuals to succeed has been 
amazing.”

Why not push 
the button on 
a career in 
the field of 
electronics?
ANYONE interested in a career using electronics 
of almost any type can join one of the few 
remaining courses at North West Kent College.

It has Higher National Certificates (HNCs) in 
electrical and electronic engineering at the re-
developed Gravesend campus.

From September the college is also offering 
Higher National Diplomas and Higher National 
Apprenticeships. 

The HNC in electrical and electronic engineer-
ing is a two-year programme covering digital 
systems, analytical methods, electrical science 
and electrical and electronic principles.

It is a Level 4/5 qualification and covers a 
work-based project to allow learners to 
progress onto a HND or degree programme.

Once completing the course, students can 
progress into job areas such as medical 
engineering, electronic design and cybernetics, 
the college said.

Robert Haddon, 23, from Gravesend, works 
for Launch Diagnostics, a medical engineering 
company in Longfield. He came to North West 
Kent College in 2010 to complete a HNC in 
electrical and electronic engineering. Since 

completing his HNC, he has now been promoted 
to a field engineer. 

Scott Wilkins, curriculum manager for 
engineering, said: “We have a good history  
of students progressing from Level 3 and  
4 programmes and going on to university  
or straight into work. 

“We also have close business links with 
companies such as Coca Cola and BAE systems, 
which creates good links between our students 
and the industry.”

For more details visit www.nwkcollege.ac.uk 
or call 0800 074 1447.

BOOST: Students get to grips with the course

Nacro are offering free educational and training 

courses for 16-18 year olds. We can offer immediate 

starts in the following areas:

N
ac

ro

Training
Contact us at: 

Kent 

ME4 6BA

Tel: (01634) 818305

or Text "KOS" to: 

07973440756 or 

07870265553
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BACKING KENT’S FUTURE

Find out what opportunities school can offer you
KING’S Rochester is celebrating 
another year of top A-level results. 

About one-third of all passes were 
in the coveted A* and A brackets and 
62 per cent were top grades A* to B. 

More than 86 per cent of all  
passes were A* to C, and staff  
and pupils can also celebrate the 
fact that all of the 22 subjects taken  
this year achieved a 100 per cent 
pass rate, with 15 per cent of  
the 65 candidates achieving  

straight A* and As. 
The 40 per cent of students in the 

grammar stream at this broad-ability 
school achieved an average points 
score per pupil of 412.3.

At GCSE, more than 40 per cent 
of grades were A* or A this year and 
close to 70 per cent were A* to B 
– so good cause for celebration. 

Jacob Porter netted a straight  
11 A* and As, closely followed by 
classmates Stephen Green (10), 

Jacques Bestel (nine), Alexander 
Lindley (eight), Laurence Long 
(eight) and Charlotte Titmuss (eight). 
Gemma La Guardia and Olivia 
Blanning both gained 11 A* to C 
grades. 

Several academic departments, 
including mathematics, ICT, music, 
Latin and German, registered a 100 
per cent A* to C pass rate this year. 

If you would like to hear more 
about how King’s helps pupils  

to exceed their expectations  
academically, as well as supporting  
their musical, sporting, dramatic  
and other talents outside the  
classroom, you can visit the 
upcoming open morning.

 Jeremy Walker, the school’s new 
principal, will speak to visitors on 
Saturday, October 6, at 9.45am. 

Phone 01634 888590 or email  
admissions@kings-rochester.co.uk 
for further information.

Continue 
learning 
when you 
enrol in 
college
DIDN’T get the A-level grades 
you were expecting? 

Whether better or worse 
than you were hoping for, why 
not consider enrolling on an 
Higher Education course at 
MidKent College? 

The college offers a number 
of Higher National Diplomas/
Certificates and foundation 
degrees at just £5,700 a year – 
far less than the £9,000 
maximum charged by some 
universities.

What’s more, if you sign up 
for a full-time HE course today, 
you may also be eligible to 
receive a £1,000 progression 
bursary in the first year.

Director of HE development 
Stephen Batchelor said: 
“Money should not be a barrier 
to education, which is why we 
try to keep our course fees as 
low as possible.

“As the UK navigates its way 
through a double-dip recession, 
providing employability skills 
for our learners remains a key 
focus for MidKent College.

“We have designed a series 
of qualifications that will 
provide young people with the 
skills and abilities they need to 
be successful in building a 
career and gaining an edge  
in the ever-more crowded job 
market, making Higher 
Education a worthwhile long-
term investment.”

Should you enrol on an HE 
course at MidKent College, you 
will be guaranteed the highest 
quality of teaching. Part of the 
reason for that is that all of its 
courses are validated by either 
the University of Kent, 
Canterbury Christ Church 
University or Edexcel, and they 
are taught from state-of-the-
art facilities at the college’s 
Medway and Maidstone 
campuses.

Several new courses were 
recently added to the college’s 
existing HE offer, which 
includes HNC/Ds and/or 
foundation degrees in applied 
chemistry, business, building 
and civil engineering, 
information technology, 
engineering, qualifying to teach 
in the lifelong learning sector 
and childhood studies.

Among the subjects covered 
by the new courses are 
hospitality and event 
management, performing arts, 
security, entrepreneurship, 
sport and leisure management 
and health and social care.

 Visit www.midkent.ac.uk 
for more information.

An independent approach to 
getting the best from pupils
AN INDEPENDENT college is 
celebrating another great year.

Rochester Independent College 
students this year have won places 
at medical, dental and law schools 
and at institutions ranging from 
Central St Martins to the 
Architectural Association, UCL to 
Durham. A record three will go to 
Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Many students make the move to 
RIC after their GCSEs to maximise 
A-level grade potential.

They may have been very 
successful in Year 11, but some have 
been denied entry to their school 

sixth form or need to retake key 
GCSE subjects.

Harry Neilson, who will read 
philosophy at Sheffield, said: “My 
GCSE grades from Maidstone 
Grammar were not quite as good as I 
was expecting – I just didn’t try hard. 
I could have stayed but moved for 
sixth form. 

“I’ve been helped by the small 
classes – the teachers are 
passionate about their subjects and 
really know their stuff.”

Maneesh Dhillon joined with grade 
Es in chemistry and biology after a 
disappointing Year 12. After two 
years’ hard work, he graded ABB at 
A-level and has a place at Medway 
School of Pharmacy. 

James Weber from Sevenoaks 
was not allowed to do A-level 

biology at his previous school as he 
did not have the required GCSE 
grade A in the subject. He switched 
to RIC and now has A*BB at  
A-level and a place studying  
animal psychology.  

Laurence Routledge joined from 
Gad’s Hill School. He is now 
celebrating an impressive five  
A-levels – maths, further maths, 
physics, geography and drama – and 
has a place to study astrophysics at 
the University of Sussex. 

He said: “I was free to choose 
whatever subjects I liked because 
there were no option blocks. I was 
able to do more A-levels because 
RIC doesn’t waste time doing 
subjects like general studies or 
critical thinking – things the 
universities aren’t interested in.”

There are so many options when 
choosing next step after exams
FOR school-leavers, there are increasing options 
when it comes to finishing full-time education 
armed with GCSEs and A-levels.

The increase in university tuition fees means 
that further study is not the only item on the 
agenda as many businesses are looking to recruit 
directly to the workplace. 

Employers in finance, retail and transport 
management have reported an increase in  
interest among school-leavers in taking their 
first step on the career ladder rather than using 
the next few years to obtain a degree.

This trend is illustrated graphically by the 
website notgoingtouni.com – set up as a service 
for young people considering options other than 
further study. 

The site has had 150,000 visitors so far this 
year, compared with 100,000 for the equivalent 
time in 2011. 

Part of the reason is that students starting  
university for the first time this summer will be 
the first to pay up to £9,000 a year for a degree. 

But another aspect that has changed is the  
increased opportunities that many companies 
are offering for part-time study along with real 
workplace experience – and a paid salary. CHOICES: School-leavers don’t have to go to university… colleges have so many options to consider, or there’s work!

nick.ames@archant.co.uk

By Nick Ames

WELL DONE: Harry Neilson is one 
of the many high-achieving students 
to have completed their study at 
Rochester Independent College
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Full Time Administrator
This full-time position involves ensuring that
administrative and organisational systems are
maintained to support the educational provision provided
by Amacsports based near Canterbury.  The applicant
will provide PA support to their Line Manager; deal with
enquiries; assist with the preparation of programme and
course handbooks; relevant assessment paperwork etc;
assist the team with administrative paperwork off-site on
occasions; deal with student, supplier, staff and external
agencies' enquiries. An excellent telephone manner is
required along with good typing and Microsoft Office
skills.  Good record keeping is essential, using
spreadsheets and databases.  To be actively involved in
individual cases and to have a good working knowledge
of office work. An Enhanced CRB is required (carried out
by Amacsports Ltd).

Salary: £13,000 - £17,000 
(depending on experience)

Start Date: 10 September 2012
Interview Date: 5 September 2012
Closing Date: 31 August 2012 17:00

To apply submit a completed application form and 
equal opportunity monitory form available from
www.amactraining.co.uk/about/recruitment
Completed form only to be posted to:- 
Jeanette Saunders, AMAC, 2 Denne Hill Business Centre,
Womenswold, Canterbury, Kent CT4 6HD

WELLNESS COACHES
REQUIRED

We are a Health & Nutrition companylooking
for serious people who want to earn £500-

£1000+ per month full/part-time working from
home. Full training and support available.

01622 671716

TO ADVERTISE:
TELEPHONE: 01303 817040
FAX: 01303 817004
EMAIL: appointments@kosmedia.co.uk

• Accounting and Finance
• Admin, Secretarial, PA
• Agriculture/Horticulture
• Architects, Surveyors
• Banking and Insurance
• Call Centres
• Cleaning and Domestic
• Construction
• Customer Services
• Education and Teaching

• Entertainment
• Environment
• Fashion, Hair, Beauty
• Health and Safety
• HM Forces and Defence
• Hospitality and Catering
• Human Resources
• IT, Telecoms
• Law Enforcement/Security
• Legal

• Maintenance
• Management and Business
• Manufacture, Production
• Marketing and PR
• Mechanical/Engineering
• Media, Creative, Design
• Medical and Carers
• Public Sector
• Recruitment
• Retail

• Sales
• Science and Pharmaceutical
• Shipping and Offshore
• Skilled Trades
• Sports and Fitness
• Transport and Delivery
• Travel and Tourism
• Veterinary/Animal Services
• Voluntary Work
• Warehousing and Logistics

PUBLIC/ COMMUNITY APPOINT

Hourly Paid Engineering Reviewing Officer/Assessor
Ref: SESS
Hourly Rate: £12.06 - £15.54 per hour
Medway Campus

We are looking for an energetic, self-motivated and forward-thinking individual
who has both the industrial knowledge and experience of working with
Engineering Work Base Learners. The post will require an effective team player
who is innovative and accommodating to liaise with employers in the co-
ordination of training programmes, assess and review candidates' progress on
Intermediate and Advanced Level Apprenticeship frameworks. You will require
D32/D33 or A1 Assessor Awards and Vocational Qualifications relevant to trade.
D34 or V1 Verifiers Award would be desirable, but not essential.

Closing date: 12 noon, Thursday 13 September 2012

MidKent College based in the Medway Towns and Maidstone is seeking
to appoint outstanding individuals in the following areas:. 

Hourly Paid Electrical Installation Course
Tutor/Leader Ref: SESS
Hourly Rate: £23.44 - £27.22 per hour
Medway Campus

We are looking for an enthusiastic and experienced Psychology lecturer to join
our Access to Higher Education team. They will need to have experience of
teaching Psychology, preferably to adult learners. The successful candidate will
hold, or be willing to work towards, a recognised teaching qualification.

The College is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of young
people and vulnerable adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this
commitment. Any offer of employment is subject to a Criminal Records Bureau
check in accordance with the College procedure.

Application forms and further details are available from www.midkent.ac.uk.
Alternatively, please e-mail job.applications@midkent.ac.uk.  For individuals
without access to e-mail or the internet please call the HR department on 01634
383102 (24 hour answer machine).  In all communication with the College please
quote the appropriate job title and reference number.

Closing date: 12 noon, Thursday 6 September 2012

F/T Senior Spa Therapist
& Promotions Supervisor

to work as part of our Spa Team based in
Kalmora Spa near Goudhurst in Kent.

The successful candidate must have a recognised
qualification such as NVQ Level 2 and 3 or equivalent

with experience in a salon or spa.
Own transport is essential due

to remote location.

Call 01580 212953

MidKent College based in the Medway Towns and Maidstone is seeking to appoint
outstanding individuals in the following areas:. 

Hourly-paid Lecturer in Psychology Ref: SESS
Hourly rate: £23.44 - £27.22 per hour - Maidstone Campus
We are looking for an enthusiastic and experienced Psychology lecturer to join our Access to Higher
Education team. They will need to have experience of teaching Psychology, preferably to adult
learners. The successful candidate will hold, or be willing to work towards, a recognised teaching
qualification.

The College is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of young people and vulnerable
adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment. Any offer of employment is
subject to a Criminal Records Bureau check in accordance with the College procedure.

Application forms and further details are available from www.midkent.ac.uk.  Alternatively, please e-
mail job.applications@midkent.ac.uk.  For individuals without access to e-mail or the internet please
call the HR department on 01634 383102 (24 hour answer machine).  In all communication with the
College please quote the appropriate job title and reference number.

Closing date: 6 September 2012

Our new and improved CV upload service sends you jobs
which fit your CV, helping you find your perfect match

Look local with 

Professional CV looking
for someone unafraid of
a passionate and driven
personality. Dedicated to
beginning a fast-paced
relationship with long
lasting commitment.
Looking for a partner
who values my devotion
and challenges me.

Find me at
jobs24.co.uk
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fast

To advertise in 
this section call: 

01303 817056

Fill your job
vacancies fast
To advertise in this
section call: 01303 817056
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Technical Sales
Executive

We are looking for highly motivated
individuals with charisma and confidence
who are passionate about cars and have
proven experience of building rapport with
customers.
You will be the first point of contact for all
inbound enquiries and will use your
technical understanding to provide accurate
information before securing their business.
You will need to have great attention to
detail as you will be invoicing completed
jobs and liaising with our technicians for
progress on repairs and stock availability to
give customers the most up to date
information.
BBA Reman has a very dynamic
environment and one day is rarely the same
as the next.
To succeed in an environment as fast paced
as ours, enthusiasm and energy are a must.
There'll be challenging targets to meet and
plenty of responsibility to keep you busy.
If you're ready to take things up a gear then
send your CV and a covering letter to

careers@
bba-reman.com

The Best Connection
UK's No 1 Driving Agency (Non-Franchised)

Drivers Wanted!!
LGV C+E

LGV C
7.5 T

Full and part-time work!
Immediate starts!

Newly qualified drivers welcome!
Call Jim or Sam on 01622 664999

BLACK TIE FOODS
are looking for

Trainee SALES PEOPLE
in the Kent and Sussex area.

If you are looking for
excellent rates of pay,
a company vehicle and
good prospects with full
training provided
call us now on

0800 848 8507

Senior Care Assistant
REQUIRED FOR ELDERLY 

RESIDENTIAL HOME IN FOLKESTONE

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN RESIDENTIAL CARE OF
THE ELDERLY AND HAVE A MINIMUM OF NVQ 3

IN HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE

POST IS SUBJECT TO ENHANCED CRB
DISCLOSURE, COST TO BE MET BY APPLICANT

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

JULIA ON 01303 254019

Volunteer Mentors Wanted
Do you have four hours a month

to help a child in care? 
Mentors urgently needed. 
For more information visit 

www.reconstruct.co.uk 
or call 0800 3891571 

MARKETING ASSISTANT

Erith company Versapak International is
recruiting a Marketing Assistant.

Experience within a marketing department,
preferably in a marcomms or product
management role, is desirable but not

essential.  If you have a good eye for detail
and a positive "can do" attitude then we

would like to hear from you.

The role would suit somebody looking for
part-time hours although full-time

applications would be considered.  Salary is
dependent on skills and experience.

To apply please email
recruitment@versapak.co.uk 

with a CV and cover letter.

~

To advertise in
this section

01303 817056

Job hunters
this way
● Search and find Jobs updated daily

● Upload your CV and let recruiters find you

● Easy online job application tools 

● Register to receive the latest jobs delivered to your inbox

To advertise
in this
section

01303
817056
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PUBLIC
NOTICES
To advertise call
0208 477 3739

PLANNING

THE MAIDSTONE BOROUGH COUNCIL
Town and Country Planning Act

Notice of Applications
MA/12/1316/S - 17, NORTH STREET, SUTTON VALENCE, MAIDSTONE, KENT, ME17 3AP - Change of
use of A1 shop to C3 dwelling house including alterations to the front elevation, construction of a balcony
and conversion of outbuilding to garage. Reason: 1, 2  

MA/12/1407/S - LITTLE ADDLESTEAD, BENOVER ROAD, YALDING, MAIDSTONE, KENT, ME18 6EY -
Erection of a detached garage and biomass boiler room. Reason: 1  

MA/12/1449/N - HOMESTALL FARM, LOVE LANE, HEADCORN, ASHFORD, KENT, TN27 9HJ -
Construction of a steel portal framed agricultural building adjoining the existing farm yard, for hay, straw
and machinery storage. Reason: 1  

MA/12/1461/S - THE BULL INN, LINTON HILL, LINTON, MAIDSTONE, KENT, ME17 4AW - Retrospective
planning application for creation of timber decking. Reason: 1, 2  

MA/12/1466/S - BYDEWS FARM COTTAGE, FARLEIGH HILL, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT, ME15 0JB -
Change of use of existing outbuilding/shed to annex ancillary to existing house. Reason: 1  

MA/12/1495/N - LEADING CROSS GREEN FARM, HEADCORN ROAD, LENHAM, MAIDSTONE, KENT,
ME17 2HS - Listed building consent for the erection of first floor extension over existing single storey
side extension, reconfiguration of roof structure of existing rear extensions to form double gable end,
internal alterations, replacement of side and rear windows with painted timber casements, restoration/re-
use of existing Kent peg tiles to both roofs and walls, insertion of new window on east elevation and
replacement of cement mortar on front and side elevations with lime mortar. Reason: 3  

MA/12/1498/S - THE GODLANDS, STRAW MILL HILL, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT, ME15 6XB -
Installation of 15,000 litre cylindrical self blinded diesel tank. Reason: 2 

Reasons for advertisement key:

1 - Applications affects the setting of a Listed Building.

2 - Application affects the setting of a Conservation Area.

3 - Application is for Listed Building Consent.

Copies of applications listed may be seen at Maidstone Gateway,
Maidstone during office hours (Monday to Wednesday 8.30am to 5.30pm, Thursday 8.30am to 7pm,
Friday 8.30am to 5.30pm and Saturday 9am to 1pm). Any representations should be made in writing to
me by no later than 16th September 2012, quoting the application number.

Rob Jarman, Head of Development Management, Maidstone Borough Council, Maidstone House, King
Street, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6JQ. Dated: 2nd September 2012

THE MARINE AND COASTAL
ACCESS ACT 2009 

AND THE MARINE WORKS
(ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

ASSESSMENT) REGULATIONS 2007
(as amended)

APPLICATION FOR: The construction of a new road
bridge across the River Medway and associated works
Notice is hereby given that Chris Hall of Trenport
Investments Limited, 3rd Floor, 86 Jermyn Street, London,
SW1Y 6JD has applied to the Marine Management
Organisation to undertake a regulated activity under Part
4 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
The application is to: Construct a new road bridge across
the River Medway and to conduct ground improvement
works on the East and West banks of that river.
A copy of the application and environmental statement, or
as the case may be, supplementary information, is
available for inspection during normal office hours for free
at both Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council, Gibson
Building, Gibson Drive, Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent
ME19 4LZ and Medway Council, Gun Wharf, Dock Road,
Chatham, Kent ME4 4TR for a period of 42 days from the
date of the first notice, 26 August 2012.
Copies of the environmental statement may also be
inspected free of charge and by prior appointment at the
offices of the Marine Management Organisation,
Newcastle upon Tyne.
Copies of the environmental statement or environmental
statement supplementary information may be viewed on
line in the Public Register at
www.marinemanagement.org.uk/publicregister
Representations or objections in respect of the application
should be made in writing, giving an address to which
correspondence relating to the representation or objection
may be sent, to the Marine Management Organisation,
Marine Licensing Team, Lancaster House, Newcastle upon
Tyne, NE4 7YH, or alternatively emailed to
lillian.sandeman@marinemanagement.org.uk , within 42
days of the date of date of the first notice, quoting
reference MLA/2012/00214
The Marine Management Organisation will pass to the
applicant a copy of any objection or representation we
receive.

Town and Country Planning Acts
The Council is required to give notice of the following applications 

12/02358/LBC 1 Nevill Park Royal Tunbridge Wells, Broadwater
- Listed building consent - removal of redundant external staircase and steps plus upper ground
utility room. Extend the existing lower ground floor garage and utility areas. Construct new upper
ground floor breakfast room, utility area and new rear terrace with conservatory extension.
Formation of new opening in position of existing arch (LB)

12/02307/FUL NatWest 89 - 93 Mount Pleasant Road, Culverden
- Installation of wall mounted condenser unit (CA)

12/02366/LBC Tower Cottage Bedgebury Road, Goudhurst
- Listed Building Consent: Demolish non-load bearing wall between kitchen & lounge; New
insulated concrete ground in kitchen & lounge on damp proof membrane; Rebuild wall in same
position off new dpc (LB)

12/02375/FUL 1 Marlingate Cottages Bedgebury Road, Goudhurst
- Conversion of The Granary building to a dwelling (LB)

12/02379/LBC 1 Marlingate Cottages Bedgebury Road, Goudhurst
- Listed Building Consent: Conversion of The Granary building to a dwelling (LB)

12/02380/LBC Holly House Cranbrook Road, Goudhurst
- Listed Building Consent: Repairs to south end wall connected to condition 5 of
TW/08/03242/LBC works already carried out (LB)

12/02028/FUL Steam Cottage Water Lane, Hawkhurst
- Replacement effluent treatment unit for 9 properties (LB)

12/02357/HOUSE Tanyard House Goudhurst Road, Horsmonden
- Removal of existing gate posts and erection of new timber gate posts, timber 5-bar entrance
gate and timber close boarded gate (LB) (CA)

12/02360/LBC Tanyard House Goudhurst Road, Horsmonden
- Listed Building Consent: Removal of existing gate posts and erection of new timber gate posts,
timber 5-bar entrance gate and timber close boarded gate (LB)

12/02376/LBC Heath Stores Grocers The Heath Stores, Horsmonden
- Listed Building Consent: Removal of internal partition wall. Reforming an internal wall to create
an opening to install a goods lift (both walls to rear). Removal of a mezzanine wooden storage
area. Sealing of loading bay door (LB)

12/02201/HOUSE Green Lane Cottage The Slade, Lamberhurst
- Additional oak garage (Revision to previously approved application TW/11/01115) (CA)

12/02236/LBC The Pantiles Hotel The Pantiles, Pantiles & St Marks
- Listed Building Consent - Ground floor internal alterations to renew kitchen including a 2m long
x 1m high serving hatch with fire shutter; Remove bar and existing ladies toilets; Alter size of
function room to include new male and female toilets: Convert existing ladies toilets into food
preparation area; Remove internal lobby doors and replace glazed entrance doors with black
painted panel doors (works started) (LB)

12/02279/FUL Calverley Grounds Mount Pleasant Avenue, Park
- 5 Year Temporary change of use for siting of ice rink, skate change marquee, external lighting,
christmas chalets and associated plant and equipment, for a period of 9 weeks from November,
December and early January (CA)

12/02353/HOUSE 32C London Road Southborough, Southborough Town Council
- Replacement windows and weatherboard panels to front elevation(CA)

(DEVPLN) Departure from the Development Plan (PROW) Affecting A Public Right of Way (CA)
Affecting a Conservation Area (LB) Affecting a Listed Building (MAJOR) Major Applications
(MAST) Mast Applications (EIA) Applications Accompanied by an EIA Statement. 

You may view these applications on our website (www.tunbridgewells.gov.uk), at the The Old Fire
Station, Stone Street, Cranbrook or at Gateway, 8 Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells. We accept
comments online, by email to planningcomments@tunbridgewells.gov.uk or in writing to the
address below. Comments should be made within 21 days from the date of this notice, although
we may accept them after this date. 

You should quote the reference and be aware that we make all comments available for
inspection, placing them on the file and publishing them on the internet. We do not publish
signatures, telephone numbers or email addresses on the internet.

Jim Kehoe
Head of Planning Services
Town Hall, Royal Tunbridge Wells, TN1 1RS

Dated: 1 September 2012

BE PART OF YOUR COMMUNITY Advertise here Call 01303 817056  wwww.kentnews.co.uk

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE Call 01303 817056 
www.kentnews.co.uk
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PREMISES/ GOODS LICENCES

Sale of Former Dunkirk Primary School, Dunkirk

Faversham, Kent (“the Property”)

This is a notice made by The Kent County Council (“the Council”) under

S.3 of the Reverter of Sites Act 1987 (“The 1987 Act”).

The Council is the freehold owner of the Property, which it intends to sell. 

The Council owns the Property pursuant to:

i) a Conveyance dated 14th November 1887 made between Henry

Woollright and The School Board for the Ville of Dunkirk; and 

ii) a Deed of Grant dated 4 February 1845 made between Baron Sondes

and the Incumbent and Churchwardens of Christ Church in the Ville of

Dunkirk.

The Property is subject to rights of reverter, having been transferred to the

Council’s statutory predecessor for educational purposes under the School

Sites Act 1841 (“the 1841 Act”). The Property therefore reverts to the

original grantor’s estate if it ceases to be used for the purposes for which it

was transferred.

The Council closed the school operating on the Property on 31 March 2008.

Under the 1841 and 1987 Acts, the Council now holds the Property on a

statutory trust for the successors in title to Henry Woollright and Baron

Sondes. 

Anyone considering themselves to be a beneficiary under the statutory trust

affecting the Property should inform the Council of their claim by writing to:

Catherine Lloyd

Kent County Council Legal Services

Sessions House

Maidstone

Kent County Council ME14 1XQ

before midnight on Thursday 6th December 2012

The Council intends to make an application to the Charity Commission

pursuant to S.2 of the 1987 Act to extinguish the rights of any beneficiaries

(being the successors in title of Henry Woollright and Baron Sondes) under

the statutory trust and establish a scheme to apply the monies for such

charitable purposes as the Charity Commissioners specify.

WARNING

Any person considering themselves a beneficiary 

under the statutory trust affecting the Property 

and wishing to oppose the extinguishment of their

rights should notify the trustees of their claim in 

the manner and time specified in this notice. 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR 
PLANNING PERMISSION

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE)

(ENGLAND) ORDER 2010

NOTICE UNDER ARTICLE 13

KCC/TM/0304/2012 - Proposed development at
Blaise Farm Composting Facility, Kings Hill,

West Malling, Kent, ME19 4PN.

New Earth Solutions Group Ltd is applying to Kent
County Council for planning permission for the
erection of a canopy structure and siting of a container
to provide an ancillary workshop facility for a
temporary period of up to 3 years. 

You may view this application at Tonbridge & Malling
Borough Council, Gibson Building, Gibson Drive,
Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4LZ.

KCC/TM/0293/2012 - Proposed development at
Celcon Blocks Limited The Ightham Sandpits,

Borough Green Road, Ightham, Sevenoaks,
Kent, TN15 9JB.

H + H UK Ltd is applying to Kent County Council for
planning permission for installation of an additional
slurry silo.

You may view this application at Tonbridge & Malling
Borough Council, Gibson Building, Gibson Drive,
Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4LZ. 

Alternatively, details of all applications can be
viewed on Kent County Council's website at
www.kent.gov.uk/viewapplications or at our offices
in Maidstone at the address below during all
reasonable office hours.

We accept comments online via our website, by email
to planning.applications@kent.gov.uk or in writing to
Planning Applications Group, Kent County Council,
First floor, Invicta House, County Hall, Maidstone,
Kent, ME14 1XX within 21 days from the date of this
notice. Please quote the application reference
number and note that comments may be drawn to the
attention of Council Members, the applicant and other
interested persons and may include publishing on the
Borough Council website.

Sharon Thompson

Head of Planning

Applications Group

Kent County Council

Dated: 2 September 2012

THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE)

(ENGLAND) ORDER 2010

The following applications have been submitted for
consideration by the Council:

Y12/0747/SH - Gainsborough Court 22 Grimston Gardens
Folkestone Kent CT20 2UB - Felling of an Atlas Cedar situated
within a conservation area.

Y12/0710/SH+ - 35 Prospect Road Hythe Kent CT21 5NN  -
Crown reduction of an Oak tree subject of Tree Preservation
Order No. 13 of 2012 comprising the reduction in height and width
by 3 metres.

Y12/0745/SH - The Old School School Lane Newington
Folkestone Kent - Retrospective application for conversion of an
existing extension into a self-contained ground floor flat
(resubmission of application Y12/0441/SH).

Y12/0746/SH - The Old School School Lane Newington
Folkestone Kent - Conversion and extension of existing store to
form a holiday let (resubmission of application Y12/0333/SH).

Y12/0743/SH# - Land To The Rear 74 High Street New Romney
Kent  - Extension to time limit of planning permission
Y08/0758/SH for the erection of a block of 6 No. 3 storey dwellings
with parking to ground floor and associated access and turning
facilities.

Y12/0755/SH+ - 75 High Street Hythe Kent CT21 5AJ  - Listed
building consent for internal alterations to separate 1st & 2nd floor
from ground floor to include blocking of opening and enclosure of
staircase.

Any representations should be made in writing to the Head of
Planning, Shepway District Council, Civic Centre, Castle Hill
Avenue, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 2QY or emailed to
planning@shepway.gov.uk. Comments should be made in writing
within 21 days from the date of publication. It should be noted that
any representations received will be made available for public
inspection.

Some applications can be viewed at other locations in addition to
the Civic Centre, Folkestone. The applications are marked as
follows:

# - The One Stop Shop, Magpies, Church Approach, New
Romney

+ - Hythe Town Council Offices, Stade Street, Hythe

Applications can be viewed and comments made online at
http://searchplanapps.shepway.gov.uk/online-applications/.

The applications marked (*) do not accord with the provisions of
the development plan in force in the area in which the land to
which the application relates is situated.

C Lewis, Head of Planning
Shepway District Council

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990

PLANNING (LISTED BUILDINGS AND
CONSERVATION AREAS) ACT 1990

Swale Borough Council as Local Planning Authority has received
the following applications which are being advertised to ascertain
the views of persons living near the sites and other interested
parties.  The proposed developments relate to one or more of the
following:

2. The proposed development may affect the Listed Building or
it's setting.

3. The application is for a Major Development.

REPRESENTATIONS IN RESPECT OF THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATIONS MUST BE MADE BY 17 SEPTEMBER 2012

SW/12/1011:
Formation of new rear access road and extension to trailer park to
serve the Kemsley Paper Mill, together with security cabin -
Northern Access Road, Kemsley Paper Mill, Off Barge Way,
Kemsley, SITTINGBOURNE; REASON 3

SW/12/1023:
Amendment of condition (xxi) appended to planning permission
SW/95/544 and condition (xxi) appended to planning permission
SW/00/0014 to enable loading, offloading and delivery of goods to
take place between 0630hrs and 2300hrs Mon-Sat and 0830hrs and
1830hrs on Sundays and Bank Holidays in connection with use of
the site as a retail store - Aldi Foodstore Ltd, East Street,
SITTINGBOURNE; REASON 3

SW/12/1025:
To renew permission to erect boundary fence approved under
reference SW/09/0640 - 1 Nelson Gardens, FAVERSHAM;
REASON 3

SW/12/1042:
Advertisement Consent for 3 externally illuminated fascia signs
and 7 non-illuminated vinyl signs - Costcutter Supermarket, 84-
84a High Street, EASTCHURCH;  REASON 2

Particulars of the proposal(s) can be obtained from Planning
Services, Swale Borough Council, Swale House, East Street,
Sittingbourne, where copies of the applications and all documents
submitted with them may be inspected during office hours; any
representations should be made in writing to this address.

James Freeman
Head of Planning 

Licensing Act 2003
Notice of application 

for a Premises Licence
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that I Mr Munur Kaya
have applied to Barrow Borough Council for a new
premises licence in respect of the premises known as
Marmaris 2, 36 Cavendish Street, Barrow-in-furness, LA14
1PZ as follows:
Late Night Refreshment:
From 23:00 to 05:00 Monday to Saturday
From 23:00 to 00:00 Sunday
Any person wishing to make representation in respect of
the above activities may do so by writing to Licensing
Manager, Barrow Borough Council, Town Hall, Duke
Street, Barrow-in Furness, Cumbria, LA14 2LD by 20
November 2011.
A copy of the application is kept by the Barrow Borough
Council, Licensing Manager, Barrow Borough Council,
Town Hall, Duke Street, Barrow-in Furness, Cumbria,
LA14 2LD. The application can be viewed Monday to
Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm, except bank holidays.
It is an offence knowingly or recklessly to make a false
statement in connection with an application. The
maximum fine for which a person is liable on summary
conviction for making a false statement is a Level 5 fine on
the standard scale.

PLANNING

It pays to
advertise

Call
01303 817150
www.kentnews.co.uk

ARCHANT KOS MEDIA LTD
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Advertisements will be accepted only on the express condition that the
advertiser warrants that the advertisement does not in any way contravene any
existing legislation and in particular the Trade and Description Act 1968 and the
Consumer Credit Act 1974.

2. It is the responsibility of all advertisers to ensure that all advertising meets all
forms of government legislation and Archant KOS Media Ltd (the “media
owner”) takes no responsibility for liability in errors and omissions to the
content of our media.

3 All rates quoted are subject to VAT at the rate currently in force at the time the
advertisement appears.

4. All rates within the annual advertising agreement will be rate protected for 12
months from the first date of publication under the signed agreement.

5. Any unsuitable material posted on any website belonging to Archant KOS Media
Ltd by the advertiser or any associated third party will be removed or refused.
All passwords and security supplied to the advertiser by Archant KOS Media Ltd
in relation to the use of the posting of material via the media owner’s online
administration tool will be the responsibility of the advertiser. The advertiser
indemnifies Archant KOS Media Ltd against any damages as a result of misuse
of these privileges by either the advertiser or any third party given password
privileges by the advertiser.

6. Archant KOS Media Ltd reserves the right to change passwords intermittently to
ensure the overall and ongoing security of its websites within the public
domain.

7. Copyright and licenses for voice-over/music/photography or film for advertising
promotions or otherwise within the various forms of media in print, online and
moving film owned by Archant KOS Media Ltd must have been sought, verified
or paid for by the advertiser where applicable. Approval or permissions must
have been given by any potential beneficial owner voice-over or music. The
advertiser must be able to verify any statements or claims (promotional or
otherwise) in relation to their products/services promoted within any of the
media offerings belonging to Archant KOS Media Ltd.

8. Where shrinkage of an advertisement occurs for whatever reason, the
advertisement will be charged to the nearest full centimetre where it relates to
the media owner’s printed publications. This will NOT apply to full-page
advertisements, which remain full pages even after shrinkage.

9. Archant KOS Media Ltd reserves the right to omit or refuse any
advertisement/commercial/web content without notice or explanation. In these
terms the word “advertiser” shall be construed to include any person or
organisation placing an advertisement on behalf of another.

10. A guarantee of insertion cannot be given and the media owners shall not be
liable for any loss or damage caused by any error inaccuracy within your
marketing content. In no case shall the total liability of the media owner for any
error or omission exceed the price charged by the media owners for that
advertising.

11. No liability is accepted for any loss or damage alleged to have arisen through
delay in forwarding replies to Box numbers, however caused, nor for the loss or
damage to any artwork supplied.

12 Claims for any error or inaccuracy in your media messages with Archant KOS
Media Ltd must be made in writing to the accounts department within 10 days
of publishing.

13. Archant KOS Media Ltd accepts no responsibility for any errors or omissions
made on their websites by the advertiser.

14. Archant KOS Media Ltd has the right to cancel the advertiser’s annual
membership without notice should the advertiser deliberately publish out of
date material or content on any of the media owner’s online digital platforms.
Archant KOS Media Ltd will seek to recover, in full, all outstanding invoices in
relation to the signed annual membership as a result of the advertiser’s
negligence in this regard and reserves the right to claim damages for any
potential vexatious action via the advertiser.

15. Advertisers are requested to check their advertisements after the first insertion.
The media owner will not be responsible for any errors on subsequent
insertions, which have not been advised to them in writing.

16. A minimum of one month’s notice must be given in writing for any cancellation
of the signed annual advertiser’s agreement. Upon cancellation, all discounts
from Archant KOS Media’s standard effective media advertising rate card (July
2008-June 2009) will be recalculated and adjusted accordingly in line with
Archant KOS Media’s standard media rate card (effective July 2008-June 2009)
and will reflect the revised length of commitment denoted by the advertiser’s
written cancellation. Any surcharges, refunds or costs in relation to the
production of the advertiser’s TV commercial for the commitment set out within
the advertiser’s agreement will be met in full by the advertiser as per Archant
KOS Media’s standard media advertising rate card (July 2008-June 2009).
Discounts will be reapplied and any refunds or surcharges will be paid by either
party within 30 days of the advertiser’s written cancellation. Any other
advertising placed must give a minimum of seven days’ written notice and any
discounts given for series bookings will be forfeited by the advertiser upon
cancellation.

17 Seasonal contracts, Your Professional classified advertisements or any uplift
advertising within the annual contract with the advertiser will be invoiced in full
- at rate card - on receipt of any written cancellation of this contract within the
12-months.

18. All uplift advertisements must be booked in at least three months in advance of
publication and will be subject to availability. All dates booked will be on a
firstcome, first-served basis.

19. The advertiser must agree to the date and time of filming of any online TV
advertising commercial supplied by Archant KOS Media Ltd within the
advertiser’s agreement, (Platinum, Gold, Silver standard of commercial).
Should, for any reason, the advertiser not be available at the agreed time
without giving sufficient notice (at least 48 hours), Archant KOS Media Ltd
reserves the right to charge for any further TV production at its standard
published hourly rate should the advertiser still wish to use Archant KOS Media
Ltd’s production services to complete its TV commercial or photographic
imagery included in the advertiser’s agreement. The advertiser will approve and
accept that there are only two choices of voice-over and music offered by
Archant KOS Media Ltd. Should an advertiser wish to use other voice-overs or
non-copyright free music it is the responsibility of the advertiser to pay the PRS
rights should they be required to do so. Any changes to or failure to approve
the TV production by the deadlines agreed between both parties will result in
Archant KOS Media Ltd being given permission by the advertiser to replace the
TV commercial with pictures or stills from a choice of photography supplied by
the media owner until the advertiser can supply a TV commercial produced at
their own cost and risk outside of this agreement. The advertiser also accepts
and agrees that this action would not reduce the value or cost of their
membership. Any cost of changes required to the TV commercial throughout
the advertiser’s agreement will be borne by the advertiser outside of this
agreement.

20. Each advertiser accepts that their ranking and position within Archant KOS
Media Ltd’s search engine will be equal to those within their category (Platinum,
Gold, Silver, Bronze, etc) other than they will be ranked based on the search
engine criteria of optimisation within their level (Platinum, Gold, Silver or
Bronze).

21. Any delivery claims made by the advertiser or discount vouchers published
within the print or online media of Archant KOS Media Ltd and any action as a
result of the public or otherwise is the sole responsibility of the advertiser. Any
claims resulting from this via Archant KOS Media Ltd must be met by the
advertiser.

22. a. All credit accounts due for payment shall be notified to the Advertiser by the
30th day following the date of the invoice, time to be of the essence. All sums
due to Archant KOS Media Ltd shall be paid in full, and the Advertiser shall have
no right of set off in any circumstances.
b. In the event that payment is not received by Archant KOS Media Ltd or RBS
Factoring by the due date, the media owner shall be entitled to suspend all
further advertising until payment is received and/or repudiate the contract and
make any surcharges for breaking the contract.
c. In the event that payment is not received by Archant KOS Media Ltd by the
due date, the media owner reserves the right to charge interest on all overdue
balances calculated on a daily basis at the rate of two per cent above the
minimum lending rate of National Westminster Bank Plc from time to time in
force.
d. Not withstanding anything in these terms and conditions or implied to the
contrary, in the event of the Advertiser ceasing to use the services of Archant
Archant KOS Media Ltd (for whatever reason), the whole amount of monies due
from the Advertiser to the date of cessation shall fall due for immediate
payment.
e. The Advertiser will be liable for all costs incurred by Archant KOS Media Ltd
in the recovery of debts not paid by the due date.
f. Payment may be made by cheque, credit transfer, direct debit, cash and any
major credit card.

23. Any discount which Archant KOS Media Ltd may have agreed with the
Advertiser shall be forfeited in the event of failure by the Advertiser to complete
the contract or to meet the above credit terms.

24. Advertising Agency commission will be allowed to those advertisers recognised
by the Newspaper Society, but shall not exceed ten per cent and will be subject
to the terms of that recognition. This commission will not be allowed if the
Advertising Agency fails to meet the terms.

25. All private advertisements and certain categories as laid down by Archant KOS
Media (Publishing) Ltd must be prepaid.

26 The Advertiser agrees to indemnify Archant KOS Media Ltd in respect of all
costs, damages or other charges falling upon the media owners or any of the
companies within the Archant KOS Media Group as the result of legal action or
threatened legal action or threatened legal arising from the publication of any
advertisement or advertising promotion.

27. An order for an advertisement shall amount to acceptance of these terms and
conditions, and any condition placed on an order by an Advertiser shall be null
and void in so far as it conflicts with them.

28 Copyright in advertisements produced wholly or partially by the media owners
belong to Archant KOS Media Ltd. Advertisers may not reproduce such
advertisements without the media owner’s written consent.

All terms and conditions stated above are in place to protect the advertiser, the
media owner and the communities they serve within the public domain as well as
the beneficial rights of individuals and organisations. Archant KOS Media will
endeavour to always act reasonably in applying its terms and conditions.
Effective from June 2008

Apple Barn, Hythe Road, Smeeth, Ashford, Kent TN25 6SR
Tel 01303 817040 Fax 01303 817004

Email: info@kosmedia.co.uk

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Award winning publications
www.kentnews.co.uk
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PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY

PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY & VILLAGE GREENS

PROW - IN THE BOROUGH OF SWALE

NOTICE OF CONFIRMATION OF MODIFICATION ORDER
WILDLIFE AND COUNTRYSIDE ACT 1981

DEFINITIVE MAP AND STATEMENT
FOR THE COUNTY OF KENT 

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL (ZR81 (PART) HARTLIP) 
DEFINITIVE MAP MODIFICATION ORDER 2006

On 15 August 2011 the Kent County Council confirmed
the above Order without modifications.

The effect of the Order as confirmed is to modify the
Definitive Map and Statement for the area by deleting
that length of Public Footpath ZR81 which commences
from NGR TQ 8417 6383 (Point A), running on the
western side of the boundary for 61 metres in a
northerly direction to NGR TQ 8419 6388 (Point B) and
adding that length of Public Footpath ZR81 with a width
of between 1.2 and 1.5 metres commencing from NGR
TQ 8417 6383 (Point A) running on the eastern side of
the boundary for 61 metres in a northerly direction to
the aforementioned Point B. 

All distances are approximate, all directions are general.

A copy of the Order as confirmed and Map may be seen
free of charge during office hours at the offices of Swale
Borough Council, Swale House, East Street,
Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 3HT or at the Kent County
Council, Countryside Access Service, Invicta House,
County Hall, Maidstone, Kent ME14 1XX. Copies of the
Order and map may also be purchased there.

This Order became operative as from 15 August 2011 but
if a person aggrieved by the Order desires to question
the validity thereof or of any provision contained therein
on the grounds that it is not within the powers of
Section 53(3)(c)(i) or 53(3)(c)(iii) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981, or that any of the requirements of
Schedule 15 to the Act have not been complied with in
relation to the confirmation of the Order, he may, under
Paragraph 12 of Schedule 15 to the Act, within 42 days
from 2nd September 2012 make application for the
purpose to the High Court.

PROW - IN THE DISTRICT OF THANET 

NOTICE OF THE INTENTION TO MAKE AN ORDER 
TO TEMPORARILY CLOSE PUBLIC FOOTPATHS TM35,
TM37 AND PUBLIC BRIDLEWAY TM35A 
IN THE PARISH OF BIRCHINGTON 

PUBLIC FOOTPATHS TM35, TM37 AND PUBLIC
BRIDLEWAY TM35A (PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC)
TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 SECTION 14(1),
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC 
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Kent County Council intends to temporarily close the
following from 21st September 2012

1) Public Footpath TM35 between the junction with
Footpath TM36 (NGR TR 279 693) and the junction
with Public Bridleway TM35A (NGR TR 290 682)

2) Public Bridleway TM35A between its junctions with
Footpaths TM35 (NGR TR 290 682) and Public
Footpath TM32 (NGR TR 291 682)

3) Public Footpath TM37 between Ingoldsby Road and
the junction with Essex Gardens / Devon Gardens.    

The paths will be closed at the following time: 

01:00 hrs Sunday 23rd September and 05:00 hrs
Monday 24th September

Further short periods of closure will be required within a
three month period which will be signed on site. 

The paths are to be closed because works are planned on
the railway tracks and there is a likelihood of danger to
users.

There is no alternative route. 

For detailed enquiries please contact: Louise Adams

Countryside Access Service
Kent County Council
Invicta House
County Hall
Maidstone
Kent
ME14 1XX Dated: 2nd September 2012

PROW - IN THE BOROUGH OF ASHFORD 

NOTICE OF THE MAKING OF AN ORDER TO TEMPORARILY
CLOSE PUBLIC FOOTPATHS AE363 AND AE639 IN THE
PARISHES OF SEVINGTON AND MERSHAM

PUBLIC FOOTPATHS AE363 AND AE639
(PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984, SECTION 14 (1)
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Kent County Council has temporarily closed the
following public Footpaths from the 24th August 2012

• Public Footpath AE363 between Highfield Lane & Blind
Lane.

• Public Footpath AE639 between Highfield Lane and the
junction with Public Footpath AE337A (NGR TR 037 408)

The paths will be closed for a maximum of six months,
although it is expected that they will reopen before the
1st October 2012.

The paths are to be closed because the laying of water
mains is planned on or near them and there is a
likelihood of danger to users.

The alternative route is via Blind Lane, Public Footpath
AE364, Public Footpath AE344, Church Road, Public
Footpath AE340 and Public Footpath AE639 and will be
signed for the duration of the closure.

For detailed enquiries please contact: Melvyn Twycross

PROW - IN THE DISTRICT OF SEVENOAKS

NOTICE OF THE MAKING OF AN ORDER TO
TEMPORARILY CLOSE PUBLIC FOOTPATH SR457 

IN THE PARISH OF PENSHURST

PUBLIC FOOTPATH SR457
(PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984, SECTION 14(1),
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY
RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Kent County Council has temporarily closed Public
Footpath SR457, between Spring Hill (B2188) and a
point approximately 140 metres to the east (at NGR TQ
523 413) from the 27th August 2012.          

The path will be closed for a maximum of six months,
although it is expected that it will reopen before 11th
December 2012.

The path is to be closed because works are planned on
or near it and there is a likelihood of danger to users.

The alternative route is along the southern and eastern
side of the works area and will be signed for the
duration of the closure.     

For detailed enquiries please contact: Mrs N Biddall

VILLAGE GREENS - IN THE DISTRICT
OF SEVENOAKS

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

COMMONS ACT 2006 - SCHEDULE 2
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR THE AMENDMENT OF 
THE REGISTER OF COMMON LAND

Application has been made to the Registration
Authority, Kent County Council, by Mr. I. Marsh under
Paragraph 7 of Schedule 2 of the Commons Act 2006
and in accordance with the Commons Registration
(England) Regulations 2008. The application has been
made on the basis that the area of land concerned was
wrongly registered as Common Land. The effect of the
application, if successful, is to remove land from the
Register of Common Land for unit number CL82, as
described in the Schedule below.

The application may be inspected at the offices of Kent
County Council at the address below. Please contact the
Commons Registration Team on 01622 221568 to make
an appointment prior to visiting to ensure that a
member of the team is available to assist you.

Any person wishing to make representations regarding
the application should send a written statement of the
facts upon which the representation is based to the
Commons Registration Team at Kent County Council,
either by post at the address below or by email to
commons.villagegreens@kent.gov.uk, so as to arrive no
later than Monday 15th October 2012. Please quote
reference CAA17/CL82. Representations must include
the name and postal address of the person making
them and the nature of their interest (if any) in the land
affected by the application. They must also be signed
by the person making them and state the grounds on
which they are made.

Please note that any representations that are to be
taken into account by the Registration Authority in
reaching a decision on the application cannot be
treated as confidential and may come into the public
domain during the processing of the application. Copies
of any objections or representations received will be
forwarded to the applicant for comment and may be
disclosed to other interested parties, including the
Planning Inspectorate where the case is referred to it for
determination.

Description and effect of the application

The application seeks to amend the Register of
Common Land for unit number CL82 at Sevenoaks by
removing from the registration a parcel of land of
approximately 0.85 acres (0.34 hectares) comprising
part of the garden of the property known as 'Keveral' at
Windmill Road in the town of Sevenoaks.

For further information, please contact

Kent Countryside Access Service,

on 0845 345 0210 (M0n-Fri 8am-8pm)

or visit www.kent.gov.uk/countrysideaccess

This document is available in alternative formats and can be explained in a range of languages.

Get 20% off all
PhotoBook orders

Turn your photos into a beautifully bound PhotoBook

Visit wwww.yourphotobooks.co.uk to find out 
how to use and make your own PhotoBook

Use codeARCH20

From holiday snaps, to baby photos, wedding albums 
to birthdays, cherish all your precious moments 
by creating your own PhotoBook today!
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To place your notice here call the Kent Public Notice team on 01303 817056
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For further information, please contact

Kent County Council Highways and Transportation,

on 08458 247 800 (local rate)

or visit www.kent.gov.uk/highways

THE KENT COUNTY COUNCIL 

(VARIOUS ROADS, DOVER DISTRICT)
(WAITING RESTRICTIONS AND STREET PARKING PLACES)
CONSOLIDATION (AMENDMENT NO 16) ORDER 2012

Notice is hereby given that KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
propose to make the above named Order under
sections 1(1), 2(1) to (3), 3(2), 4(1) and (2), 32(1), 35(1),
45, 46, 49 and 53 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act
1984, and of all other enabling powers, and after
consultation with the chief officer of police in
accordance with Paragraph 20 of Schedule 9 to the Act:

The effect of the Order will be to prohibit waiting at the
following locations:- 

Dodd’s Lane, Dover On the northwest side of the
road. From the end of the
existing waiting restrictions at
the southwest end of Dodd’s
Lane, for a distance of 13m in a
north easterly direction.
On the end of the existing
waiting restrictions at the south
west end of Dodd’s Lane, for a
distance of 15m in a north
easterly direction.

Maxton Road, Dover From the end of the existing ‘at
any time’ waiting restriction at
the junction of Maxton Road
and Mount Road, extending 7m
in a south westerly direction.

Temple Side, Temple On the north east side of the 
Ewell road. From the boundary of

no.72 Target Firs and no.2
Temple Side, for a distance of
10m in a north westerly
direction.

Dover Road, Walmer On the north west side of the
road. From the boundary of
nos.219/221 Dover Road, for a
distance of 36m in a north
easterly direction.

Northcote Road, Deal At the north end of the road,
along the north end of the road
for 6m, and extending 8m on
each side of the road from the
north end of the road.

Canterbury Road,  On both sides of the road.  From 
Wingham the boundary of no.1 and no.2

Canterbury Road, in a north
easterly then easterly direction
for a distance of 60m.

Sea Street, On the south west side of the 
St Margaret’s-at-Cliffe road, from the boundary of

Dutch Oven and Meadow View,
in a north westerly direction for
41m.

Full details are contained in the draft Order which,
together with the relevant plans, any Orders amended
by the proposals and a statement of reasons for
proposing to make the Order may be examined on
Mondays to Fridays at Kent County Council, Javelin Way
Ashford, Kent, TN24 8DH, between 8.30am and 5.00pm,
and at Dover District Council, Council Offices, White
Cliffs Business Park, Whitfield, Kent, CT16 3PJ during
normal opening hours.

If you wish to offer support for or object to the proposed
Order you should send the grounds in writing to Traffic
Schemes Team,, Kent County Council Highways and
Transportation, Ashford Highway Depot, 4 Javelin Way,
Henwood Industrial Estate, Ashford, TN24 8AD or by
email to traffic.schemes@kent.gov.uk by noon on
Monday 24 September 2012.

HIGHWAYS - GRAVESHAM AREA

HERON HILL LANE, MEOPHAM 
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of Essential carriageway patching , Kent County
Council has made an Order prohibiting through traffic
on Heron Hill Lane, Meopham , on or after 3 September
2012 for up to 3 days or until the works have been
completed.

The road will be closed from David Street to 160 meters
west of the juction.  

There will be no access for through traffic between the
junctions with David Street to 160 meters west of the
juction.

HIGHWAYS - MAIDSTONE AREA

MORRY LANE, EAST SUTTON
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because it is necessary to install a new drainage
system, Kent County Council intends to make an Order
prohibiting through traffic on Morry Lane, East Sutton,
on or after 17 September 2012 for up to 3 weeks or until
the works have been completed.

There will be no access for through traffic from the
junction of Chartway Street for approximately 25 metres.

HIGHWAYS - ASHFORD AREA

CHURCH HILL, CHILHAM
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY
RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of works to lay phone ducting in the
carriageway, Kent County Council intends to make an
Order prohibiting through traffic on Church Hill,
Chilham, on or after 23 September 2012 for up to 5 days
or until the works have been completed.

The road will be closed in the vicinity of the junction
with The Square.

The ‘No Entry’ from A252 Maidstone Road into Church
Hill will be suspended to allow access.  

The alternative route is via Taylors Hill and A252
Maidstone Road.

HIGHWAYS - CANTERBURY  AREA

GUILDFORD ROAD, CANTERBURY
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of carriageway patching works, Kent County
Council has made an Order prohibiting through traffic
on Guildford Road, Canterbury, on or after 3 September
2012 for up to 5 days or until the works have been
completed.

The road will be closed in phases for its entire length.  

The alternative routes are via Martyr’s Field Road,
Heaton Road and Zealand road or via Oxford Road,
Lancaster Road, Zealand Road and Heaton Road.

HIGHWAYS - DOVER AREA

BELSEY LANE, EWELL MINNIS
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of works to provide a new water supply, Kent
County Council has made an Order prohibiting through
traffic on Belsey Lane, Ewell Minnis, on or after 3
September 2012 for up to 3 days or until the works have
been completed.

The road will be closed between the junctions with
Ferne Lane and Greenwich Lane.  

The alternative route is via Ferne Lane, Warren Lane and
Belsey Lane.

HAWKSDOWN, WALMER
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of carriageway patching works, Kent County
Council has made an Order prohibiting through traffic
on Hawksdown, Walmer, on or after 3 September 2012
for up to 2 days or until the works have been
completed.

The road will be closed between the junctions with
Dover Road and White Acre Drive.  

The alternative route is via Hawksdown, Hawksdown
Road (with the agreement of the Residents’
Association), Gram’s Road and A258 Dover Road.

SANDOWN ROAD, THE QUAY AND KNIGHTRIDER STREET,
SANDWICH (PROHIBITION OF DRIVING)
TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of gas mains replacement works, Kent County
Council has made an Order prohibiting through traffic
on various roads in Sandwich, on or after 3 September
2012, as shown below.

SANDOWN ROAD - closed from 3 September for up to 2
weeks, between Grange Cottage and the junction with
Manwood Road.

THE QUAY - closed from approximately 17 September for
up to 2 weeks, between Quay Cottage and the junction
with Knightrider Street

KNIGHTRIDER STREET - closed from approximately 24
September for up to 7 weeks, between the junctions
with The Quay and Sandown Road

SANDOWN ROAD - from approximately 5 November 2012
for up to 12 weeks (with an anticipated closedown over
Christmas), between the junctions with Knightrider
Street and Manwood Road

Only one road will be closed at any one time.

The dates of the phases are approximate guidelines
which may vary subject to weather, ground conditions
and the progress of the works.  The exact dates will be
notified to local residents and signposted on site.

The alternative route for all phases is via the respective
sections of Sandown Road, Knightrider Street, The
Quay, High Street, The Chain, Galliard Street, (Harnet
Street and The Strand in reverse), New Street and St
George’s Road. 

The alternative route is via Chartway Street, Charlton
Lane.

PLUM TREE LANE AND HILL GREEN ROAD, STOCKBURY
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of drainage works, Kent County Council has
made an Order prohibiting through traffic on Plum Tree
Lane and Hill Green Road, Stockbury, on or after 3 and
10 September 2012 for up to 1 week or until the works
have been completed.

There will be no access for through traffic on Plum Tree
Lane between the junction of Hill Green Road and West
Wood Road and on Hill Green Road between the
junction of Yelsted Road and The Street.

The alternative route for Plum Tree Lane is via Hill Green
Road, The Street, South Street Road, West Wood Road
and for Hill Green Road is via The Street, South Street
Road Yelsted Lane. 

TESTON LANE, TESTON
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of maintenance tamping and RSM inspection
by Network Rail, Kent County Council intends to make
an Order prohibiting through traffic on Teston Lane,
Teston, on or after 23 September 2012 for up to 1 day
between 07.00hrs and 23.00hrs or until the works have
been completed.

The road will be closed from A26 Tonbridge Road to
Teston Country Park.  

The alternative route is via A26 Tonbridge Road, Farleigh
Lane, Station Road, B2010 Lower Road, Teston Lane.

THE KENT COUNTY COUNCIL

(VARIOUS ROADS) (BOROUGH OF MAIDSTONE)
(VARIOUS TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS)
(CONSOLIDATION) (AMENDMENT NO. 1) ORDER 2012

The Kent County Council in exercise of their powers
under Sections 82 (2); 83 (2); and 84 (1) and (2) of the
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 and of all other
enabling powers, and after consultation with the chief
officer of police in accordance with Part III of Schedule 9
to the Act of 1984, has made an Order to:-

1. Modify the following Order:
The Kent County Council (Various Roads) (Borough
of Maidstone) (Various Traffic Movements)
Consolidation Order 2000

2. Introduce Prohibition of Right Turns from the roads
specified in Column 1 into the road specified in
Column 2:

Column 1 Column 2

1. Brunswick Street East 1. Upper Stone Street

2. Upper Stone Street 2. Old Tovil Road

3. Introduce Prohibition of Left Turns from the roads
specified in Column 1 into the road specified in
Column 2:

Column 1 Column 2

1. Brunswick Street 1. Upper Stone Street

This Order is to formalise restrictions already in place
and does not introduce any new restrictions.

Full details are contained in the Order which, together
with the relevant plans, any Orders amended by the
Order and a statement of reasons for making the Order
may be examined during normal office hours Mondays
to Fridays at Kent County Council, Sessions House,
Maidstone, Kent, ME14 1XX and at Ashford Highway
Depot, Henwood Industrial Estate, 4 Javelin Way,
Ashford, Kent, TN24 8AD

Any person wishing to question the validity of the Order
or any of the provisions contained therein on the
grounds that it is not within the powers of the relevant
enabling Act or that any requirement of any such
enabling Act or of any regulations made thereunder
have not been complied with may within 6 weeks from
the date on which the Order was made make
application to the High Court for this purpose.

HIGHWAYS - SEVENOAKS AREA

RABBITS ROAD, SOUTH DARENTH

(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC

(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of new gas service installation, Kent County

Council intends to make an Order prohibiting through

traffic on Rabbits Road, South Darenth, on or after 17th

September 2012 for up to 5 days or until the works have

been completed.

The road will be closed outside The Retreat at the

junction with Skinny Lane and Shrubbery Road.

There will be no access for through traffic between the

junctions with Skinny Lane and Shrubbery Road.

The alternative route is via: Rabbits Road, Canada Farm

Road, Green Street, Green Road, St Margarets Road,

Holmesdale Hill, Shrubbery Road and East Hill.

HIGHWAYS - SHEPWAY AREA

BARTHOLOMEW STREET, HYTHE

(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC

(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of works to provide a new gas supply, Kent

County Council intends to make an Order prohibiting

through traffic on Bartholomew Street, Hythe, on or

after 17 September 2012 for up to 5 days or until the

works have been completed.

The road will be closed at the rear of 29B High Street.  

The alternative route is via Hillside Street and Old

Malthouse Hill

HIGHWAYS - SWALE AREA

NELSON STREET, FAVERSHAM 

(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC

(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

To allow phone ducting to be placed in the carriageway,

Kent County Council intends to make an Order

prohibiting through traffic on Nelson Street, Faversham,

on or after 20 September 2012 for up to 1 day, between

9.30 am and 3.30 pm.

The road will be closed outside property numbers 2 & 3.

The alternative route is via The Mall, Preston Lane and

Preston Grove.

SCHOOL LANE, IWADE

(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC

(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of works to provide services for a new

development, Kent County Council intends to make an

Order prohibiting through traffic on School Lane, Iwade,

on or after 17 September 2012 for up to 12 weeks or

until the works have been completed.

The road will be closed between property numbers 66

and 90.  

The alternative route is via Sheppey Way, Stockfast Lane

and High Oak Hill.

HIGHWAYS - THANET AREA

STAR LANE, BROADSTAIRS

(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984

AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC

(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of road widening and improvements, Kent

County Council has made an Order prohibiting through

traffic on Star Lane, Broadstairs, on or after 3

September 2012 for up to 6 months or until the works

have been completed.

The road will be closed between the junction with

Manston Court Road and Nash Road.  

The alternative route is via Manston Court Road, A256

Haine Road and Nash Road.

HIGHWAYS
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For further information, please contact

Kent County Council Highways and Transportation,

on 08458 247 800 (local rate)

or visit www.kent.gov.uk/highways

HIGHWAYS - TONBRIDGE & MALLING,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND SEVENOAKS AREA

THE KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
(VARIOUS ROADS, TONBRIDGE & MALLING,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND SEVENOAKS)
(TEMPORARY PROHIBITION OF TRAFFIC)
TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984
AS AMENDED BY ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION
(SPECIAL EVENTS) ACT 1994 SECTION 16A

Kent County Council gives Notice that owing to the
likelihood of danger to the public whilst an event is
being held on the highway. Kent County Council
intends to make an Order; the effect will be to
temporarily prohibit the use of Vehicles travelling on
the roads detailed below.

The Order will become effective on Sunday 23rd
September 2012. The event is planned to last 1 day
between 09:00hrs and 14:30hrs.  These restrictions
will be effective when the appropriate signage is in
place.

Nothing in the Order will apply to: 

• Any Vehicle being used for Ambulance purposes,
Coastguard/RNLI, Fire Brigade or Police services. 

• Anything done by a Statutory Undertaker vehicle
in connection with an emergency repair. 

• Anything done with the permission or at the
direction of a KCC traffic Marshall, Event
Organisers or a Police Constable in Uniform.

Schedule 

Road Name: Brook Street, Tonbridge
Extent: From Hayesbrook School to Upper

Haysden Lane

Road Name: Molescroft Way, Tonbridge 
Extent: Entire Length 

Road Name: Upper Haysden Lane, Tonbridge &
Bidborough, Tunbridge Wells

Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Haysden Lane, Bidborough, Tunbridge
Wells

Extent: From Brook Street to Ensfield Road

Road Name: Ensfield Road, Bidborough, Tunbridge
Wells & Leigh, Sevenoaks

Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Lower Green, Leigh, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: B2027 High Street, Leigh, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: B2027 Hildenborough Road, Leigh,
Sevenoaks

Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Rings Hill, Hildenborough, Tonbridge
Extent: Stocks Green Road to Lower Street

Road Name: Lower Street, Hildenborough,
Tonbridge

Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Philpots Lane, Leigh, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Coppings Road, Leigh, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Compasses Hill, Leigh, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: B2027 Tonbridge Road, Leigh,
Sevenoaks

Extent: Entire length

Road Name: B2027 Penshurst Road, Sevenoaks
Extent: Entire length

Road Name: Lower Haysden Lane, Bidborough,
Tunbridge Wells & Tonbridge

Extent: Entire length

The purpose of the closures is to facilitate The
Tonbridge Half Marathon.

HIGHWAYS - TUNBRIDGE WELLS AREA

BROOMHILL ROAD, TUNBRIDGE WELLS 
(PROHIBITION OF DRIVING) TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC 
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because of gas mains replacement, Kent County
Council has made an Order prohibiting through traffic
on Broomhill Road, Tunbridge Wells, on or after 3
September 2012 for up to 7 weeks or until the works
have been completed.

The road will be closed from Oriel Cottage for 45m
towards Speldhurst Road.  

The alternative route is via Lower Green Road,
Etherington Hill, Speldhurst Road.

WHETSTED ROAD, CAPEL (PROHIBITION OF DRIVING)
TEMPORARY ORDER 2012

THE ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT 1984 
AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC 
(TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Because it is necessary to install a new water main
over the railway bridge, Kent County Council has
made an Order prohibiting through traffic on
Whetsted Road, Capel, on or after 3 September 2012
for up to 26 days or until the works have been
completed.

The road will be closed at the railway bridge.  

The alternative route is via B2017 Badsell Road, A228
Maidstone Road, Whetsted Road.

John Burr
Director Kent Highways
Invicta House
County Hall,
Maidstone
Kent ME14 1XQ Dated 2nd September 2012 

HIGHWAYS
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John
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ay
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g a night
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He died
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Richar
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ith the
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Openef
fect

will brin
g

£80mil
lion

tocoun
ty

THE O
pen Golf to

urnam
ent is

expecte
d to in

ject £8
0 million

into th
e coun

ty’s eco
nomy.

The pr
ojected

figure
for the

Sandw
ich spor

tingeve
nt, held

at

the Roy
al St Ge

orge’s G
olf Club

,

is near
ly doub

le that
genera

ted

during
the 20

03 Ope
n, held

at

the sam
e east K

ent cou
rse.

Dover
and Deal c

ouncill
or

Nigel C
ollor, w

ho chairs
the

multi-c
ouncil

Open c
ommit

tee,

said he
hoped

all of e
ast Ken

t

would
record

higher
returns

from the eve
nt that

runs fr
om

July 14
-17.

Speakin
g at a p

re-Ope
n press

confere
nce in

Sandw
ich Gu

ild-

hall on
Thursd

ay, Cll
r Collo

r

said: “
In 2003

the econom
ic

impact
of theO

penwa
s£17.6

m

[in east Ke
nt]. W

e hope
to in-

crease
that th

is year
, despi

te

the diff
icult fin

ancial
times.

“We had 1
83,000

visitors
in

2003
and we estima

te that

more th
an 200

,000 pe
ople wi

ll

come
this year.

We think

17,500
cars w

ill use
the par

k

and ride and 17,000
people

will use
the tra

in.”

KCC’s
head of spor

t, leisu
re

and the
Olymp

ics, Chr
is Hesp

e,

said
there

were
many

compli
cated f

actors
taken into

conside
ration

to reac
h the p

re-

diction
of £80

m for the
whole

county
, but th

e recen
t succe

ss

of British
golfers,

like Rory

McIlro
y, Luke

Donald
and Le

e

Westwoo
d, had played

a

signific
ant par

t in bo
osting

in-

terest –
and vis

itor nu
mbers

–

in the c
oming

contest
.

Englan
d’s Luke

Donald
is

curren
tly ranked

numbe
r one

in the w
orld, w

ith fello
w coun-

tryman
Westwoo

d in second

place, w
hile No

rthern
Ireland

’s

young
golfing

prodigy
, 22-

year-ol
d McIlroy

, has sh
ot up

to third in the ran
kings a
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Sound of 
silence

The Boy With 
Tape On His 
Face has a lot 
to say about 
keeping quiet

Kent Weekend

 Sample a rare taste of Persian before it’s gone - food and drink 
p48 Increasing problems for first-time buyers - property p53 Ford 
maxes out with the small MPV that has a lot of space - driving p57

PLUS:

Bob Dylan 
exhibition 
shows his 
other art 
SEE PAGE 51 SEE PAGE 52

Tchaikovsky’s 
music comes 
to the stage

SWAN 
LAKE

SEE PAGE 46
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This quiet, family-run park is walking distance from Westwood
Cross shopping centre and just 2 miles from Broadstairs.

Facilities include 
heated indoor pool, gym, launderette and bar/restaurant

Small pets welcome. Not suitable for children.

Brand new holiday homes 
from £32,000 
Luxury holiday twins 
from £80,000

Call

01843 823207
or

07815 823207
www.bradgatepark.co.uk

Live the dream
at BEAUTIFUL

Experience the difference

Situated 2 miles from Broadstairs and walking
distance to Westwood Cross Shopping Centre.

NOW
OPEN
ALL

YEAR!

The View Guest House, with it's Art Deco Style exterior and contemporary
interior, is the perfect place to stay on the East Kent Coast.
The guest house is ideally located within easy reach of Margate's Old Town where you will find the
newly opened dynamic Turner Contemporary.The area is also well known for its many art galleries
and quirky bars and restaurants.
Upon your arrival you will be greeted by your host who will show you around the beautifully finished
interior, which you are free to enjoy and relax in for the duration of your stay.Your bags will be carried
to your room where you will be able to unwind with complimentary refreshments and chocolates.
The guest house is also the perfect location for entertaining. A number of packages are available for
dinner parties and private functions 
It is our aim that our guests enjoy a restful stay within a casual, relaxed ambience mixed with a dash
of luxury.

20 Palm Bay Avenue, Margate CT9 3DQTel: 01843 299878 www.theviewguesthousemargate.co.uk

NOW OPEN



THE INTERVIEW Sam Willis

S
ILENT performers have a rich 
history in the comedy world, with 
the likes of Buster Keaton and 
Charlie Chaplin being household 
names around the globe. 

Now there is one more to add to 
that list – The Boy With Tape On His Face.

“Ironically enough,” he said, “word of mouth 
is getting out.”

Stand-up comedian Sam Willis, better known 
as ‘The Boy’ or ‘Tape Face’, is coming off the 
back of a third year of sell-out performances at 
the Edinburgh Comedy Festival, a Royal Variety 
performance and an ever-increasing number of 
TV appearances. 

All this with out a single word being uttered. 
The 35-year-old has bagged awards from 

Chortle as “breakthrough act” in 2011 and 
Fosters as “best newcomer” in 2010, along with 
a string of gongs showing his notoriety in his 
native New Zealand and adopted Australia.

He is keen to reveal how his show differs from 
others in his genre: “I describe my show as 
stand-up comedy without talking, so if you like 
stand-up comedy then you will like my show. 

“I use the same sort of formats as a regular 
gig, with set-ups then punch lines, but my 
difference is that I am on stage for an hour with 
a bit of gaffer tape over my mouth.”

Audience participation is key to Willis’s 
routine and in live comedy it can always be 
dangerous to use audience members – they are 
unpredictable. But he uses the crowd to keep 
participants in check.

“Most people are really keen to play along 
and get into it. When they get up on stage there 
is an initial fear of being in front of an audience 
for some, but once they realise the people are 
supportive the stage becomes a much safer 
place to be, which is really nice.

“I use props and people to create the jokes. 
Because of the show I do, there is no real wrong 
way to do it. So people getting up on stage have 
got a very small job as part of the gag. 

“The key is getting them into the right place 
at the right time for the joke to work,” he said.

But for those who have never seen him, the 
show is by no means silent. In fact, The Boy’s 
new 38-date tour, which sees him come to The 
Marlowe Theatre in Canterbury, features a 
gunfight, a battle with Darth Vader and 
bringing John Lennon back to life.

“There is a huge amount of music in the 
show. When I do a key joke, then a key piece of 
music will suddenly play that will make it 
funnier and sillier.

“A lot of the time I get my inspiration from 
the music first when I am writing material. So 

when I hear one of those nostalgic 80s 
songs, then I will start working on a 
bit, just based around that song. 

“I tend to limit my music tastes for 
the show to 80s and 90s because that 
is the target audience I am trying to 
create that nostalgic feeling for.

“Modern music is all good and 
fine, but for me there is not a great 
deal of comedy value in it.”

Recent appearances on ITV’s 
Comedy Rocks have helped to 
propel him into the UK 
spotlight, but, as Willis 
explains, this was never 
the intention in the 
beginning.

   In fact, it was a magic set the 
comedian received as a child that set 
him on his way to becoming an 
apprentice to a clown in Timaru, his  
home town in New Zealand. 

“After learning a few tricks, I 
knocked on the door of our local 
clown and asked if he would take me 

on, and he did.
“He taught me all the basics of uni-

cycling and stuff like that and through 
this my passion became juggling. 

I wanted to be a juggler in 
Las Vegas – that was 

my big goal.”
Willis then did 

the one thing that 
all parents tell you 

not to do.
“I discovered 

a few towns up 
from where I 
lived there was 

a circus school. So 
I literally ended 
up dropping out 
of school and 
ran away to 

circus school. It 
was great fun.
“I juggled for two 

years and ended up 
staying at the school 

to teach juggling. 
“It was there I got 

interested in the circus 
sideshows and the 

‘freak show’… all that Coney Island sort of stuff.  
I loved it all,” he said.

Willis perfected the art of hammering a nail up 
his nose and other stunts before finding himself 
on stage performing “weird carnival tricks”.

“I was making a career out of doing all these 
stunts and talking a lot of comedy, but I suppose 
I got bored of the sound of my own voice and 
decided to try something completely new and 
shoved tape over my face.”

And so The Boy character was born… almost.
“When I went on stage the first time as the 

new character I had it all planned out and I 
walked out and completely ruined it by talking 
to the audience. So the next night on stage I put 
the tape on my face to stop the urge to talk – so 
it was actually born out of necessity than a 
character-driven choice.

“The tape I use is pretty industrial – I ship it 
from Australia to the UK. It is a high-grade 
quality gaffer tape that you could probably stick 
a small child to a wall with.”

Now based in Essex, Willis is taking the UK by 
storm, but he will never completely give up on 
his circus-esque roots.

“I mostly focus on the tape-face stuff because 
it has taken over my life a wee bit, which is fine 
because I really enjoy it. 

“But it’s still nice to sometimes go out on to 
the street, yell for an hour, shove my arse 
through a tennis racket and cut a cucumber up 
on someone’s stomach. 

“People have no idea that at night I put a bit 
of tape on my face and be quiet for an hour – 
they are very contrasting characters. 
Occasionally, people ask if I am Tape Face, and I 
say no. It’s like a reverse Superman type thing.”

And, like many comics, The Boy also has his 
heroes and influences from the comedy world.

“The comedy I enjoy the most is the likes of 
Jimmy Carr because they are incredibly wordy. 
It’s almost the polar opposite of what I do. I 
don’t want to just sit down and watch three 
hours of Charlie Chaplin. There was always 
something quite sneaky about Chaplin – he is 
willing to steal the loaf of bread to win the girl 
over, but I like Buster Keaton… he was happy to 
let life tread all over him, which always quite 
endearing to me.”

When it comes to the future, and what is in 
store for audiences, Willis keeps it nice and 
simple:

“I will keep doing this until I get bored with it 
and evolve it into something else.”
■ The Boy With Tape On His Face comes to 
The Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury, on 
Tuesday, September 25 (phone 01227 
787787 or visit www.marlowetheatre.com)

Witnessing the 
superb silence
Joe Bill meets The Boy With Tape On His Face 

– an unusual comic making a big noise around 

the UK… by not actually saying anything at all

When I do a key 
joke, then a key 
piece of music 
will suddenly 
play that will 
make it funnier 
and sillier…
WILLIS, ON HIS ACT
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Full English breakfast

Morning Coffee

Lunches

Teas

Full details at: www.courtyardbrogdale.co.uk
Tel 01795 530013

Located at Brogdale Farm, Faversham, 
The Courtyard Restaurant Cafe is open seven
days a week offering a full menu for breakfast,

morning coffee, lunches and cream teas.

Daily specials reflect Kent seasonal produce. 

All served by Emma and her team in a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere which is clearly popular

with both regular customers and new visitors.

Children’s Play Area Gift Shops 
Orchard Tours Ample free parking

“Good co
oking

ser
ved in

 a

rel
axed,

fri
endly

atm
osp

here
”
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New-look White Lion 
will roar once more 
THE White Lion in Selling has been transformed 
by a couple who fell in love with it while 
stopping off for a drink en route to France.

The countryside watering hole has been 
extensively refurbished by new tenants Lisa and 
Anthony Chesterton in a £40,000 project backed 
by Faversham brewery Shepherd Neame.

Lisa said: “Anthony and I used to split our time 
between the summer in County Clare in Ireland 
and the skiing season in France. We spent a 
night locally en route and the pub was 
recommended to us. After popping in for a drink 
we were totally bowled over. It’s everything we 
wanted – a great location, bags of potential.”

FOOD & DRINK Flavours of Kent To be included on this page, please email 
features@kosmedia.co.uk

■ Patogh  
2 Effingham Street, Ramsgate CT11 9AT 
Telephone 01843 852631

Pick Persian… before it’s gone

E
VER eaten Persian? If you have, 
you are – at least from my 
experience – one of a favoured few. 
If you haven’t, firstly you’re 
missing out, and, secondly, one 
opportunity to do so is probably 

soon to be taken from you.
Patogh (say it without the ‘h’) in Ramsgate is 

one of very few Persian restaurants in Kent to 
come up on a quick internet search, which of 
course goes some way to explaining the lack of 
people who have tried it, but sadly the ‘To Let’ 
sign adorning its façade serves notice that this 
rich culinary tradition is about to have even less 
a presence in the county.

Patogh’s days are numbered, you see, not 
because it hasn’t been a success but because its 
proprietor has so much work on elsewhere that 
he is unable to devote the requisite time to it.

And so it was that I ventured out on my own 
journey into Persian cuisine. Once I’d overcome 
the shock of that To Let sign (this had been a 
long-intended meal), I took a table with my 
guest and chatted over the options with the 
proprietor’s pleasant and informative son, who 
was doing the waiting.

He suggested the mixed starters, which was  
a happy chance as we had already pretty much 
decided on these anyway. For me, the pick of 
the bunch was salad olivier, comprising potato, 
eggs, peas, Persian luncheon meat, gherkins 
and mayonnaise, although the kofteh berenji 
(balls of minced lamb, lentils, rice and dill served 
with a tomato sauce) and the mini mince 

kebabs were also good, apart from the limp and 
ageing lettuce on which the latter were served.

My guest focused her attentions on the 
kashke bademjan (aubergine topped with herbs, 
fried garlic and onions “with a speciality sauce 
made from whey”) – and there were certainly 
no complaints from her as she tucked into the 
first section of her birthday meal.

It was at the second section – the mains – that 
I did that most irritating thing… having asked 
someone’s advice, I promptly discarded it.

The waiter’s nod had been that for this, our 
first taste of Persian, we should go with the 
kebabs. Perhaps it was this (I’m sure 
unintended) implication that I was a culinary 
novice who should play safe that pushed me 
towards what he termed the stews.   

Hence I elected for the ghaymeh (diced lamb 
cooked with dahl lentils in a tomato sauce 

topped with thin chips and served with saffron 
rice), while my companion chose zereshk polo 
(breast of chicken cooked in a tomato sauce 
served with saffron rice and topped with 
caramelised barberries).

The one recommendation we did follow was 
the addition of shirin topping (caramelised 
almonds, pistachio, carrot, orange peel and 
barberries) – it was excellent and added 
handsomely to what should always be the most 
important part of a meal. 

My cheery companion heartily enjoyed her 
dish, while I was satisfied, if not overwhelmed, 
by mine. A rogue herb or two – purely a 
personal thing, of course – worked against it a 
little and, truth is, I should have taken that 
advice and gone with a great big plate of kebabs.

Such a statement is not intended flippantly. 
Patogh food is good and, quite simply, I like 
kebabs. Perhaps I missed a bit of a trick.

My overall impression of Persian food was not 
– as had been ventured and indeed might have 
been expected, given the geography – of a cross 
between Turkish and Indian. Rather, this was 
something all on its own and bore only difficult 
comparison. Some will like it, some will not.         

Thing is, if I want to get it right next time, I’d 
better hurry, as had you, if you want to try out 
Patogh. Or I suppose you could alway buy it…

Dave Mairs 

RESTAURANT REVIEW
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Street fair
Join cavemen 
and Queen Vic
Addington Street, Ramsgate
Sunday, September 9
01843 596 194
www.whitstablebiennale.com

QUEEN Victoria – or at least 
someone dressed to look 
very much like her – will be 
one of the star attractions at 
this year’s Addington Street 
historical fair in Ramsgate.

The fair has been running 
for 25 years, but the holding 
of this year’s event had looked 
unlikely until friends Carol 
Mortlock and Phyllis Leaney 
decided the show must go on.  

Now visitors can look 
forward to street entertainers 
(including Punch and Judy), 
stalls hosted by anyone from 
cavemen to 1950s folk, face-
painters and live music. 

The area will be closed to 
traffic for the event, which runs 
from 10am to 4pm, when the 
raffle will be drawn.

The fair is being supported 
by Elephant Windows. 

All money raised will be 
given to Kent Air Ambulance.     

Professor in da house
Just be good to Green
Winter Gardens, Margate
Saturday, October 20, at 7.30pm
Box office 01843 292795/296111
www.margatewintergardens.co.uk

FREESTYLE ace and UK rapper Professor 
Green is bringing his live tour to Margate’s 
Winter Gardens.

Green, real name Stephen Manderson, made a 
name for himself as a battle MC from Hackney, 
London, winning the prestigious freestyle  
Jump-Off tournament twice in a row.

But now Prof Green is a hit-maker, having 
penned three albums and a host of Top-10 hits. 
He often samples classic songs on tracks like Be 
Good To Me, which he recorded with Lily Allen, 
and Need You Tonight, based on the hook of the 
INXS song of the same title.

Tickets for Professor Green’s Margate gig are 
priced at £20 and on sale now.

Shaun’s up for 
a life of crime
The Ladykillers
The Marlowe, Canterbury
Tue to Sat, September 25-29
01227 787787 
www.marlowetheatre.com

A HIT adaptation of the 1955 
Ealing comedy The Ladykillers 
is coming to The Marlowe. 

Starring Kent actor and 
Marlowe favourite Shaun 
Williamson, the play tells the 

story of eccentric little old lady 
Mrs Wilberforce, who lives 
alone in a strange lopsided 
house in King’s Cross. 

Her life is turned upside 
down by the arrival of 
Professor Marcus and his 
four friends, who make up 
the most unlikely group of 
criminals. Planning the heist 
of a security van, they plan to 
use Mrs Wilberforce as cover 
and involve her unwittingly in 
the plot. 

The Ladykillers is adapted by 
Graham Linehan, best known 
for writing TV shows Father 
Ted and The I.T. Crowd. 

Wild music
Bringing Ibiza 
style to Kent
Port Lympne Wild Animal 
Park, Ashford
Fri to Sun, September 14-16
www.thezooproject.com

A SLICE of countryside is to be 
transformed into a pumping 
Ibiza-style festival with help 
from Port Lympne Wild 
Animal Park.

Classic Ibiza entertainment 

group The Zoo Project will 
bring 50 top electronic and 
dance artists straight from the 
Balearic Islands to thousands 
of fans at the safari park, near 
Hythe. 

The group, who operate a 
weekly club night at an 
abandoned zoo in the hills of 
Benimussa in Ibiza, host a 
festival in the UK every 
summer and this time the 
venue has been chosen in Kent.

Revellers can enjoy sets 
from the likes of DJ Sneak, 
Scuba, Sasha, Ben Klock, 
Norman Nodge, Visionquest, 
Prosumer and Raresh.

To be included on this page, please 
email features@kosmedia.co.ukYOUR WEEKEND Follow us @KOSLeisure #KOSWeekender

or http://www.kentnews.co.uk/leisure
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Class cabaret
Performers at  
stage festival
Memorial Theatre, 
Broadstairs
Friday, September 7
0845 2626263

THE autumn season at the 
Sarah Thorne Theatre Club 
opens with a pioneering 
cabaret festival.

 Curtain-up on Friday, 
September 7, features award-
winning star Brigitte Rene, 
who presents The Mosaic Cat 
Festival, a three-day mixed- 
arts cabaret bash.

Rene, winner of the 2011 
Best Cabaret Award at The 
Adelaide Festival and who 
lives in Broadstairs, performs 
on both sides of the world and 
has five slots in the Mosaic Cat 
festival, including playing the 
part of Marlene Dietrich.

Also on the bill is Back To 
Back Bacharach, an act of 
music and theatre written and 
arranged by Graeme Davies 
and Jamie Moore that tells the 
first part of the Burt Bacharach 
story. Tickets cost £16 for 
Sarah Thorne Club members 
and £18 for non-members.

Top DJ’s Royal date
Roni Size at Star Hill
Royal Function Rooms, Rochester
Saturday, November 17
Tickets £18, on sale now
www.preservationsocietypresents.co.uk

BRITISH record-producer and DJ Roni Size is 
the latest to confirm a gig in Medway at the 
initmate Royal Function Rooms.

The former Mercury Music Prize-winner 
will play to some 200 people at the venue on 
Rochester’s Star Hill, supported by Dynamite 
MC and Kids Unique on Saturday, November 17.

Size came to prominence in 1997 as the 
founder and leader of Reprazent, a drum-and- 
bass collective who won the Mercury Prize for 
their album New Forms.

The DJ was in Kent only last month as he 
played the Dance Stage at the successful 
Lounge On The Farm festival in Canterbury.

Tickets are on sale online now.

Sausage Time
Harry Hill back 
from the burp
The Marlowe, Canterbury
February 7, 2013
01227 787787 
www.marlowetheatre.com

COMEDIAN Harry Hill will 
be starting his first live tour 
for six years at The Marlowe 
Theatre next year. 

The self-styled floppy-
collared loon is back with 

his Sausage Time show that 
promises proof that God exists, 
a section just for Tongans 
and a chance to catch up on 
Harry’s Nan’s latest ailments. 

Stouffer the Cat returns 
and there is a debut stand-
up spot by Gary, Harry’s son, 
recognisable for his role as 
Alan Sugar in Harry Hill’s TV 
Burp.

As star of the hit show, 
Hill established himself in 
the Saturday prime-time TV 
schedules fronting a staggering 
11 series, which scooped three 
BAFTA awards and two British 
Comedy Awards.

Bob Dylan art 
goes on show
Tour memoirs
Castle Gallery, Bluewater
Open now
01322 380038
www.castlegalleries.com

SINGER-SONGWRITER Bob 
Dylan has his new-limited 
edition artwork showcased at 
Bluewater’s Castle Gallery.

One of the most important 
cultural icons of this century, 

Dylan is an acclaimed singer 
and songwriter, but more 
recently he has been breaking 
into the art world with his 
collection of prints entitled The 
Drawn Blank Series. 

The latest eight-piece 
collection includes the launch 
of the new piece House on 
Union Street, signed by Dylan. 

The launch includes seven 
additional limited-edition 
graphics, including Dad’s 
Restaurant, Truckstop and 
Vista from Balcony. The pieces 
were created during Dylan’s 
world tour between 1989 and 
1992.
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September Adult Child
Thurs 13th Camden Lock & River Cruise 27.00 19.00
Sat 15th De Panne 22.50 19.00
Sun 16th London eye, Carvery Lunch 

River Cruise 66.00 59.00
Thurs 20th Boulogne 26.50 19.00
Sun 23rd Westfield Stratford Shopping Centre

or London 17.00 14.00
Tues 25th Eltham Palace, Gardens

& Rangers House 46.00 43.00
Thurs 27th Portsmouth 21.00 16.00
Sat 29th Cycle Show - NEC Birmingham 46.00 43.00
Sun 30th Bruges 35.50 29.00

October
Mon 1st Afternoon Cite Europe 16.00 12.50
Thurs 4th Olympic London Explorer 37.00 33.00
Sat 6th De Panne 22.50 19.00
Tues 9th Hampton Court Palace 33.00 26.00
Sat 13th Knitting & Stitch Show 28.00 22.00
Mon 15th Westfield Shopping Centre

& BBC TV Tour 29.00 19.00
Tues 16th Dobbies 9.50 9.50
Wed 17th Autumn Colours Tour 14.00 9.00
Thurs 18th Boulogne 26.50 19.00
Fri 19th Wisley Gardens

- A Taste of Autumn Festival 29.50 25.00
Sun 21st Bruges 35.50 29.00
Sat 27th Halloween at Disneyland Paris 77.00 69.00
Mon 29th Bank of England Museum & London 23.00 18.00
Tues 30th Warner Bros. Studio Tour London

- The Making of Harry Potter  23.00 18.00

Call today!
01303 27 26 25
www.crosskeys.uk.com

Day Trips

Book Now for Christmas 
Markets & Events!! 

Sat 17th Nov Blenheim Christmas Living Crafts 39.00 33.00
Tues 20th Nov Christmas Shopping at

Harrods & London Lights 17.00 14.00
Sun 25th Nov
/ 9th Dec Bruges Christmas Market 35.50 29.00
Thurs 29th Nov Winchester Christmas Market 29.00 22.00

And much much more!
Please visit our website for details
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YOUR WEEKEND
Soap star flies 
in for panto
Jennifer Ellison
Churchill Theatre, Bromley
Friday, Nov 30-Saturday, Jan 6
08448 717620
www.atgtickets.com/bromley

FORMER Brookside actress 
and model Jennifer Ellison 
will be playing Peter Pan in 
this year’s Churchill Theatre 
Christmas panto.

After recently impressing on 

ITV’s Dancing On Ice, Ellison 
will slip on the tights once 
more to become the leader of 
the lost boys in Neverland.

Studying dance from the age 
of three, Ellison is a talented 
dancer, singer and actress 
although is probably best 
known for her role of Emily 
Shadwick in Brookside. 

Starring alongside her 
will be children’s favourites 
Andrew Agnew (Balamory’s 
PC Plum) as Captain Hook’s 
sidekick Smee and CBBC 
presenter Gemma Hunt as 
Tinkerbell. 

Tickets from £15-£26.

Russian ballet
Tchaikovsky’s
Swan Lake
Central Theatre, Chatham
Sunday, October 21
01634 338338
www.whatsonmedway.co.uk

THE magic of Swan Lake is 
brought to Chatham by the 
Russian State Ballet and 
Opera House.

Tchaikovsky’s classic will 
be sure to enchant audiences 
as it has done since it was 
first performed at Moscow’s 
Bolshoi Theatre in 1877.

The ballet tells the story of 
Odette, a young princess who 
is turned into a swan by an evil 
sorcerer and can only be saved 
by her prince’s everlasting love 
and eternal devotion.

 Swan Lake promises to 
impress ballet-lovers by 
showcasing the outstanding 
skills of the production’s 

45 dancers. The show will 
entertain adult and child story-
lovers alike with its vibrant 
portrayal of this classic tale.

Charity bash 
at cathedral
What a ball! 
Canterbury Cathedral Lodge
Friday, September 14
01843 291235
canterburycathedrallodge.org

WHY not take in the stunning 
sites of Canterbury Cathedral 
while helping to raise money 
for a very worthy cause?

The Cathedral Lodge will be 
hosting a charity ball on Friday, 
September 12, featuring food, 
drinks and live entertainment 
to raise cash for the Great 
Ormond Street Children’s 
Hospital in London.

For those turning up in  
formal dress, there will be a 
drinks reception from 7pm  
followed by a three-course 
banquet and music from  
local band Rubber Biscuit.

Tickets are priced at £49 
each, but if you book a shared 
table for 10 guests the price 
will be £450 (£45 each).

The evening will wrap up 
at about 11pm. For more 
information or to reserve a 
ticket, email Jo Thompson at 
CharityDinner@mail.com.

Rocking the Red Lion
Slam Cartel
Leo’s Red Lion, Gravesend
Friday, September 7
www.reverbnation.com/leosredlion or www.slamcartel.com

LONDON rockers Slam Cartel 
take their UK tour to Leo’s 
Red Lion in Gravesend next 
month as part of their latest 
track launch.

New single Breathe has al-
ready become a favourite with 
Slam fans and has now been 
released to buy on digital sites. 

Slam Cartel have been 
steadily gathering notori-

ety with the public for their 
true rock sound, combining 
hardcore hooks and rocking 
riffs heavily influenced by the 
likes of The Cult, Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers, Guns’n’Roses and the 
Foo Fighters.

The group’s LP Handful of 
Dreams has aired on Planet 
Rock radio since its 2011 
launch.



HOMES To read this and other property 
stories visit our property blog @

…or smartphone users 
can scan this QR code

Higher rents ‘hurting 
the UK’s economy’
RENTS hit a new record high in July, according 
to the latest buy-to-let index from LSL Property 
Services. 

And although this might be good news for 
landlords, in reality it is another symptom of the 
country’s poorly-performing property market, 
say economists.

The average rent is now £725 per month 
according to LSL – up 2.8 per cent compared 
with a year ago. The figure varies across the UK 
and even across Kent, with areas such as 
Tunbridge Wells and Sevenoaks approaching the 
figures associated with London.

Areas such as Thanet, Medway and Swale 
were comparable with those in the lower 
category across the country, such as the North 
East and South West.

Analysts agree that rising rents are not good 
news for the economy. The first thing this 
means is that more people have less money to 
spend after they have paid for a roof over their 
head every month.

Economic forecasters say rising rents are  
just another squeeze on the cash-flows of 
consumers – which is not what the UK economy 
needs right now.

And it is argued that rising rents are indicative 
of something else… they are demonstrating that 
houses still cost too much. 

One reason for this, according to experts, is 
that banks are scared of mortgages turning bad 
and don’t want to give too much money to 
people wanting to buy houses at the moment. 

Hence the numbers of people renting is    
going up and the increased demand for rental 
properties is pushing up rents.

Fear that first-time buyers being 
priced out of the housing market
HOUSE prices have increased three times as 
much as the average income over the last           
decade, according to the latest research from the 
National Housing Federation. 

And this means that first-time buyers are find-
ing it increasingly harder to get on to the hous-
ing ladder – one of several factors making the 
market consistently sluggish

In 2001, the average price of a home was 
£121,769, with the average salary £16,557, 
whereas today the average house price has 
soared to £236,518, an increase of 94 per cent. 

Wage inflation has failed to match this rise, 
with the average salary rising to just £21,330, 
an increase of 29 per cent. 

Banks currently require a deposit of £59,129 
on an average 75 per cent mortgage. This figure is 
almost three years’ pay at an average salary. 

Back in 2001, first-time buyers could obtain 
90 per cent mortgages, making the average de-
posit £12,177, the equivalent of just nine 
months of a then-average salary. 

The amount of deposit needed for a mortgage 
has gone up by a massive 386 per cent during 
that time. 

Eleven years ago, the ratio between average 
house price and salary was 7.4, but by 2011 it 
had risen to 11.1 

David Orr, chief executive of the National 

Housing Federation, said: “These shocking        
figures show that it is getting increasingly hard-
er for millions of people to buy a home of their 
own in the current climate. 

“With the gap between income and house 
prices growing ever wider, people can often feel 
like they have to win the Lottery to be able to    

buy in their local area. A shortage of homes 
means the price to buy them is being pushed 
ever higher by the market, and out of reach of 
millions of hard-working families. 

“Unless we start building more homes people 
can truly afford to match the demand, this will 
only get worse.” 

nick.ames@archant.co.uk

By Nick Ames
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Got a question
about property?
Get advice from our
property experts and
share your own property
tips in AskMe, our new
Q&A section.

WELCOME TO THE ALL-NEW 24homes .co.uk
your local property portal
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Kent at your service
Email us at classified@kosmedia.co.uk              Telephone us on 01303 817150 Fax us on 01303 817001To Advertise

Construction
Take-Off’s,

Material Scheduling &
Estimating Services for
Developers, Builders &

Subcontractors.
Contact Nick on
07800 872823 or

01795 590855

BUILDING SERVICES

MAP DESIGN AND BUILD
Whatever your building needs,

MAP Design and Build have the answer
We can design and build:
Extensions ~ Renovations
Conservatories and Orangeries
Decorations ~ Loft Conversions
Dig downs and Basement Conversions

For free advice call now on 

01233 860 059
or email us on frontdesk@mapdesignandbuild.com for your
clear and easy way to understand obligation free Quotation

Dealing with
all planning and
Building Control
approvals, all

covered with our
written 10 year

Guarantee

BUILDING SERVICES

Payne and Son
Electrical
Service

www.payneandsonelectrical.co.uk

Part P registered 
established 20 years

07931-869263
01795-553633
01227-250077

Installation - Maintenance
All Insurance work undertaken

ELECTRICIANS

AMEND GARDEN SERVICES

07767 082522 01227 283719
For a free and friendly quote, call Mike on

• Paddocks, Meadows & Greens Mowed
• Regular Grass & Hedge Cutting

• Garden Clearance • Lawn Treatments
• Weed Control•All gardening work covered 

• Seasonal Leaf Clearance

GREAT DEALS FOR BLOCK
PAVING & PATIO CLEANING

Covering Herne Bay, Whitstable,
Canterbury, Thanet & the surrounding areas

GARDENING / LANDSCAPING

Create MAXIMUM storage whilst using LESS space!

07725 952521
www.aa-gliderobes.co.uk

• Made to measure sliding
wardrobe system

• Free design & quotation
• Fitted interiors to customer

requirements 
• Matching bedroom

furniture available
• Safety backed mirror or

wooden panel doors
• Choice of solidwood or

laminated frames

A&A
GLIDEROBES

A&A
GLIDEROBES

GENERAL SERVICES

GENERAL SERVICES

• K.C.C. licensed waste carriers
• Fully insured and CRB checked.
• Quality items donated to charity.

Call us with confidence on:-  
• 07971 849358 • 01843 593938 
• 01227 290527 • 01304 340091
www.a-to-b-transport.co.uk

e-mail atobtransport@fsmail.net

HOUSE CLEARANCE

SSUUMMMMEERR  SSPPEECCIIAALL
WWIITTHH  NNOO  SSUUPPRRIISSEESS

The old fire station Portland Road,

Hythe, Kent CT21 6EG

01303 268100

ALL your vehicle needs...

MOT'S • SERVICE REPAIRS

AND MAINTENANCE TYRES •

FERODO APPROVED BRAKE

SPECIALISTS • FAULT

DIAGNOSIS • COMPUTER

DIAGNOSTICS FOR MANY

MAKES VEHICLE RECOVERY

WIPE AWAY HIDDEN
COSTS THIS SUMMER

MOT'S • SERVICE REPAIRS

AND MAINTENANCE TYRES •

FERODO APPROVED BRAKE

SPECIALISTS • FAULT

DIAGNOSIS • COMPUTER

DIAGNOSTICS FOR MANY

MAKES VEHICLE RECOVERY

WIPE AWAY HIDDEN
COSTS THIS SUMMER

MOTORS

MERIDIAN
VEHICLE

CLEARANCES
CARS,VANS,TRUCKS MPVS

BEST PRICES PAID FROM
£130+£1500

FULLY LICENSED AND INSURED
NO COMEBACKS

ALL PAPERWORK DONE BY US
PHONE LINES OPEN 8-8

7 DAYS A WEEK

07932 878509
01634 648088

MOTORS

Membership
No. 00976

Fully accredited
dog trainer and

behaviourist
Please Tel.

01795 532400/
07506 190675

PETS

L.PLUMBING
• FREE estimate service
• FREE call-out (24 hours)
• FREE phone advice
• FREE 1 hour response

Skilled plumber on-call
DIRECT LINE TO ENGINEER

07707 057555

PLUMBING

TJ Plumbing &
Heating Services
• Service and installation
• Replacement and repair
• Gas fires, combi boilers, water heaters & cookers
• Fully insured and reliable service

01795 475391 • 07912 940875

Boiler Service £50
Landlords Certificate £60

Boiler Breakdown Cover £5.99

PLUMBING

MULTI SKILLED TRADESMAN
Painting, decorating,

plumbing, tiling, brickwork
No job too small

GSI PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
Tel. John on
01227 - 363192
07842 - 147215
john.pye1@talktalk.net

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

SECURITY

TM

SHREDDING

SECURITY
SHREDDING

SERVICE

0845 071 2351

www.castlesremovals.co.uk     

Prevent fraud and securely destroy ...

YOU DROP WE SHRED ORWE SHRED YOU WATCH ORYOU SHRED WE WATCH

SECURITY AND ALARMS

Recently retired teacher offers
maths. tuition to GCSE and A
level standard. £25 per hour.

Contact telephone

01303 894822 
or email

michaelbeere@aol.com.

TUTORS

VENUES
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Fully Installed on an offer price of £650.00 (normal price £1,100.00) Subject to a 3-year
maintenance contract @ £70.00 + vat per annumSystem can be connected to a central monitoring
station for Police and key holder responseThis offer is limited to 20 systems only, so call 01227 458999
and reserve your system using promotion code KOS999. All site surveys are free in Kent, Sussex, Essex
and London.

Howfield Security & Fire 3 Simmonds Road Wincheap Canterbury Kent CT1 3RA
T: 01227 458999    E: info@howfield.com    www.howfield.com

If you have an: Intruder alarm system, fire alarm system, CCTV system, access control system or fire
extinguishers then we can maintain and certificate them. 

1x Control Panel & Keypad 1x External Siren

1x Door Contact        1x Vibration Detector/Contact        1x Smart Key
3x Passive
Infrared

Detectors
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Price:
£12,995
Driving appeal:
Not yet driven
Image:

Space:

Value:

Running costs:

Reliability:

How green?:

Best rival:
Vauxhall Meriva
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Adam is ready to 
launch on to the market

Snap up a bargain in 
the Honda summer sale

Toyota is breaking 
boundaries with advert

First GEAR
MOTORING NEWS

New Range 
Rover has 
lost weight, 
so cutting 
emissions

DON’T LIKE

‘‘‘‘
NOT SURE

‘‘‘‘
REALLY LIKE

editorial@kosmedia.co.uk

By Steve Loader

VAUXHALL designers must have thought they 
had cracked it with the latest Meriva.

The masters of MPV flexibility designed their 
second-generation junior MPV to have a rear 
door that not only hinged to the rear but also 
swung unusually wide – a potential godsend to 
mums strapping in baby.

But arch-rival Ford strikes back this month 
with an all-new competitor, the B-Max (from 
£12,995) that not only has sliding rear doors 
but also does away with fixed centre side pillars 
– the strengthening is incorporated instead in 
the edges of the front and rear doors.

It’s not just parents who will love this  
1.5-metre-wide side opening but people who 
need to move the occasional bit of furniture, 
have elderly passengers, or like their sport and 
have loads of kit to stash aboard.

The arrangement also makes access easier in 
crowded streets or narrow parking bays.

Ford calls it the Easy Access Door System – 
well, they’d have to find some fancy name that 
also lends itself to abbreviation, wouldn’t they?

Apparently, the brand’s engineers went 
undercover to observe drivers in their daily 
routine – going shopping or picking up their 
children from school – to understand exactly 
what customers wanted from a compact car.

Apart from the door system, they also 
designed an easily-reconfigured seat system, 
with 60/40 split rear seats that fold flat with a 
simple one-hand, one-motion mechanism.  

The front passenger seat can also be folded, 
creating an extensive flat-load floor capable of 
swallowing loads up to 2.34 metres long.

Combined with the generous side access, this 
makes it particularly convenient to load bulky 
items such as flat-pack furniture or bikes.

An adjustable floor in the boot creates a flat 
load space when the rear seats are lowered, 
with extra room below to hide valuables.

With all this flexibility, Ford believes the  
B-Max can not only capture existing MPV-users 
but many who would like to downsize from 
larger conventional cars – as many as 40 per 
cent of B-Max customers are expected to be in 
this category.

The UK market-leader has another card to 
play, too, in the form of an advanced voice- 
control system called Sync, allowing users to 
connect mobile phones and music players by 
Bluetooth or USB, make hands-free telephone 
calls and control music and other functions, all 
by using voice commands.

The powertrain choices are impressive, too, 
both petrol and diesel options delivering some 
excellent economy potential for this class: the 
120PS (199bhp) 1.0-litre Ecoboost petrol 
(£18,195) records an official combined 
57.7mpg, while the flagship diesel, the 95PS 
(94bhp)1.6 TDCi, returns 70.6mpg.

Fiesta underpinnings ensure it’s no mug in 
the handling department, either, despite the 
extra height and commanding driving position.

Ford maxes out on small MPV 
that offers you lots of space

… the boxy styling. It’s practical, but many MPV- 
buyers still want some style. Vauxhall’s Meriva 
and the Citroën C3 Picasso look sharper.

… Ford always gets the look when creating  
practical cars – witness the current C-Max  
seven-seater and the unlamented Ford Fusion.

… how Ford has gone back to basics in trying to 
work out what people really want. Despite the 
styling, the B-Max should be a big hit.

‘‘‘‘
ROOM TO 
MOVE: The 
open B-Max is 
built to make 
it easier to 
access the 
rear seats, as 
demonstrated 
by Ford 
designer  
Erika Tsubaki
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IN a range with so many trim and engine permu-
tations, you may be forgiven for overlooking the 
twin-turbo diesel option added to the Insignia 
earlier this year.

But the new BiTurbo speaks volumes for Vaux-
hall’s ambition to snap at the heels of premium 
marques like BMW and Audi.

Both German brands offer silky and potent six-
cylinder diesel engines, but Vauxhall cannot 
now justify such investment since opting out of 
selling big executive flagships like the Senator 
and Omega – though the Insignia does a pretty 
good job of straddling that and its own more 
mainstream D-segment.

Vauxhall’s solution to the engine conundrum, 
then, is to add an extra turbo to the Insignia’s 
everyday four-cylinder 2.0-litre diesel, boosting 
output from 160 to 195PS (193bhp). The result 
is a car that responds like a six-cylinder as the 
smaller turbo spins up at low revs to deliver pull-
ing power quickly before the main turbo joins in. 

It all seems so effortless and, when paired with 
the all-wheel-drive of the upmarket VX-Line 
Sports Tourer test car and a slick six-speed gear-
box, it can gobble up the cross-country miles and 
hit 60mph in just 8.6 seconds.

Significantly, Vauxhall has also supported the 
extra power by fitting its FlexRide adaptive 
damping as standard on all Insignia BiTurbos – 
normally a £790 option on front-wheel-drives. 

FlexRide automatically tunes the dampers  
according to how the car is being driven and can 
also be set to tour and sport modes to sharpen 
the driving experience still further.

On 4x4 versions like ours, FlexRide is also 
linked into the car’s Torque Transfer Device 
(TTD) to deliver exceptional traction, grip and 
control to a level likely to flatter the driver.

And while the official combined fuel consump-
tion, as ever, looks optimistic at 50.4mpg, this is 
an economical sporting car that should give the 

Germans a fright once you get past the equally 
optimistic £32,390 list price and have a haggle.

OK, the issue of badge snobbery comes into 
play here; you would need a serious discount to 
offset the Vauxhall’s greater depreciation as well 
as persuade you not to buy a premium badge, 
but I always make a case for the Insignia’s style.

It was a worthy winner of the European Car of 
the Year title in 2009 and heralded a string of 
excellent designs from Vauxhall’s British design-
er Mark Adams and his team.

The saloon/hatch looks like a four-door coupé, 
while the rakish Sports Tourer is the slickest  
estate on the market yet still practical, and the 
much-discussed blade detail abaft the front 
wheel is a master touch suggesting power.

Apart from the performance flagship VXR, the 
VX-Line trim on the test car is also as sporty as 

you can get and includes – as you may have 
guessed – lots of VXR kit such as the front spoiler, 
side sills and rear skirt and spoiler plus a leather-
covered three-spoke sports steering wheel,  
leather-covered gearknob and dark headlining. 

With the addition of the test car’s £1,145 per-
forated leather sports seats, with electrically- 
adjustable front ones, the roomy cabin is smart.

Vauxhall has conducted a major upgrade of  
its interiors over recent years to the point where 
it has surpassed a couple of so-called premium 
marques and pulverised many mainstream rivals.

The Insignia’s is well organised with quality 
alloy trimmings and an upmarket finish, com-
plemented by decent ride quality and refined 
cruising ability and great passenger and load- 
carrying practicality across all three body styles 
– in short, it’s a car worth spending time in.

BiTurbo adds premium power

WORTH A 
LOOK: The 
4x4 Sports 
Tourer is a 
choice that 
offers drive 
experience 
and style

editorial@kosmedia.co.uk

By Steve Loader

First GEAR

Image:
Space:
Value:
Reliability:
How green?:
Road tax: £135
Best rival: Audi A4 Quattro
Kent dealers:
Perrys Canterbury 01227 710333 
Whitfield, Dover 01304 827500
Broadstairs 01843 600777
Caffyns Ashford 01233 504604
Pomphreys Sittingbourne  
 01795 476222
Hidsons Rainham 01634 376526
FG Barnes Maidstone   
 01622 755531
SLM Tunbridge Wells  
 01892 597629
Whitmore’s Sevenoaks  
 01732 450123
Chislehurst 0208 302 0911

INSIGNIA BITURBO 2.0CDTi SRi VX-LINE 4x4 SPORTS TOURER: PRICE £32,390  

MOTORING NEWS

MOTORING Visit carsforkent.co.uk

VAUXHALL opens order books 
on its eye-catching Mini and 
Fiat 500 rival, the Adam, when 
the Paris Motor Show opens on 
Thursday, September 27.

As with the two retro stars, 
the Adam will offer a high level 
of customisation over and 
above three trim levels likely  
to meet most tastes – Jam 
(fashionable/colourful), Glam 
(elegant/sophisticated) and 
Slam (racy/sporty).

The eve of 
Adam is near

NOT short of media praise, 
Toyota’s GT86 sports coupé,  
is now making the most of  
a multi-million-pound  
advertising splash.

The ‘real deal’ ad features  
a computer-generated man  
who, tired of living in an artificial 
world, finds the GT86 and  
uses it to break out into the  
real world.

And all to the strains of the  
classic Edith Piaf song Non,  
Je Ne Regrette Rien.

Toyota GT86 
is real deal

HONDA has been staging a 
summer sale ahead of the 62-
plate change and also running 
a daily draw on the brand 
website, with prizes ranging 
from a car or motorcycle down 
to other Honda products such 
as a lawnmower.

Top showroom deals are 
likely to be the new Honda 
Civic hatchback, pictured,  
or run-out bargains on the 
soon-to-be-replaced third- 
generation CR-V SUV.

Honda sale 
time launches
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Scan with your
Smartphone to view 

all our used car stock
with pictures and full

specifications.

Call us NOW for full stock list!

OUR QUALITY USED CAR SELECTION
Vauxhall Ex Demonstrator Selection Only
11 61 AGILA SE, Blaze Red...................................................................£9,995
10 60 AGILA 1.2 SE AUTO, White .........................................................£8,995
11 61 AGILA SE, Steel Silver ...............................................................£10,495
11 11 CORSA EXCITE 1.2 3dr, Black Sapphire ......................................£9,995
11 11 CORSA EXCITE 1.2 3dr, Pepper Dust...........................................£9,995
11 61 CORSA S 1.0, Flame Red ............................................................£9,495
11 11 CORSA 1.4 SXi AUTO 5dr, Star Silver .........................................£9,995
11 61 CORSA S 1.0, Glacier White ........................................................£9,495
11 61 CORSA S 1.0, Chilli Orange .........................................................£9,995
11 61 CORSA 1.2 EXCITE 3dr, Lime Green..........................................£10,495
12 12 CORSA 1.2 ACTIVE 5dr, Pepper Dust ........................................£10,995
12 12 CORSA 1.2 ACTIVE 5dr, Sovereign Silver ..................................£10,995
12 12 CORSA 1.2 ACTIVE 5dr, Sovereign Silver ..................................£10,995
12 12 CORSA VXR BLUE, Arden Blue..................................................£16,995
12 12 CORSA 1.2 LTD 3dr, Black Sapphire..........................................£12,495
12 12 CORSA EXCLUSIV CDTi 1.3 5dr, Flame Red................................£9,995
11 61 ASTRA 1.6 ACTIVE, Technical Grey ...........................................£14,995
11 61 ASTRA 1.4 EXCITE, Silver Lake .................................................£13,995
12 12 ASTRA GTC TBO 1.4 3dr, Silver Lake ........................................£16,995
12 12 INSIGNIA CDTi EXCLUSIV 2.0 5dr, Technical Grey ....................£17,495
12 12 ZAFIRA EXCITE 1.8 5dr, Star Silver ...........................................£15,995
12 12 ZAFIRA TOURER 1.4 TBO SRi, Carbon Flash.............................£19,995
12 12 COMBO L1 H1 SPORTIVE, Midnight Black.....................£11,995 + VAT
12 12 VIVARO SPORTIVE LWB 2.0, Star Silver........................£15,995 + VAT
Used Vauxhall Corsa Selection Only
08 08 CORSA DESIGN CDTi 1.3 3dr, Silver ...........................................£7,280
08 58 CORSA SXi A/C 1.4 3dr, Star Silver.............................................£5,995
09 09 CORSA ACTIVE 1.2 3dr, Metro Blue ............................................£6,995
09 09 CORSA ACTIVE 1.0 3dr, Flame Red.............................................£6,395

10 10 CORSA ENERGY 1.2 3dr, Flame Red ...........................................£7,435
11 61 CORSA VXR 1.6 3dr, Arden Blue ...............................................£13,995
11 11 CORSA EXCITE CDTi 1.3 3dr, Glacier White ................................£9,495
11 11 CORSA EXCITE 1.2 5dr, Black Sapphire ......................................£8,995
12 12 CORSA LTD 1.2 3dr, Black Sapphire..........................................£11,995
12 12 CORSA ACTIVE 1.2 5dr*, Pepper Dust......................................£10,495
12 12 CORSA LTD 1.2 3dr*, White .....................................................£11,995
12 12 CORSA ACTIVE A/C 1.2 5dr* Technical Grey ............................£10,495

* Available from 29 September 2012

Used Vauxhall Astra Selection Only
08 08 ASTRA DESIGN TWINTOP CDTi 1.9D 2dr, Air Blue .....................£8,495
08 08 ASTRA BREEZE+ 1.6 5dr, Ultra Blue ..........................................£6,495
08 08 ASTRA BREEZE 1.6 5dr, Ultra Blue..............................................£6,495
09 59 ASTRA SXi SPORTS HATCH 1.6 3dr, Flame Red .........................£6,995
10 10 ASTRA EXCLUSIV 1.6 5dr, Blue ..................................................£8,995
11 11 ASTRA SRi CDTi 1.7 5dr, Black Sapphire ..................................£12,995
11 11 ASTRA EXCLUSIV TOURER 1.3 5dr, Sovereign Silver ................£12,985
12 11 NEW ASTRA ACTIVE 1.6 5dr, Sovereigh Silver ..........................£13,995
Used Vauxhall Agila Selection Only
10 60 AGILA SE AUTO 1.2 5dr, Steel Silver...........................................£8,495
Used Vauxhall Insignia Selection Only
10 60 INSIGNIA SRi CDTi 2.0 5dr, Black Sapphire ..............................£11,995
11 61 INSIGNIA EXCLUSIV TOURER 2.0 5dr, Technical Grey ..............£15,995
Used Vauxhall Zafira Selection Only
11 61 ZAFIRA EXCITE 1.8 5dr, Star Silver ...........................................£11,995
Used Vauxhall Meriva Selection Only
10 61 MERIVA EXCLUSIV TBO 1.4 5dr, Silver Lightning ......................£11,995

DUE SOON Only
06 06 VECTRA CDTi EXCLUSIV AUTO 1.9D 5dr, Star Silver ..................£4,995
08 58 AGILA DESIGN AUTO 1.2 5dr, Lemon Grass ...............................£5,995
09 09 INSIGNIA SE CDTi 2.0 5dr, Star Silver.........................................£9,995
COMMERCIALS +VAT
11 60 CORSAVAN SPORTIVE CDTi 1.3 2dr, Star Silver .........................£6,995
12 12 COMBO SPORTIVE CDTi 1.3D 5dr, Polar White .........................£10,695
12 12 COMBO SPORTIVE CDTi 1.6 5dr, Magnetic Silver .....................£11,495
12 12 ASTRAVAN CDTi SPORTIVE 1.7D 3dr, Star Silver .....................£10,995
12 12 ASTRAVAN SPORTIVE 1.7D 3dr, Sovereign Silver .....................£11,695
12 12 MOVANO L3 H2 CDTi 2.3 5dr, White.........................................£17,995
11 61 VIVARO SWB SPORTIVE CDTi 2.0 5dr, Star Silver ....................£12,995
12 12 VIVARO SPORTIVE SWB 2.0 5dr, Midnight Black......................£14,495
12 12 VIVARO SPORTIVE SWB 2.0 5dr, Midnight Black......................£14,495
Other Makes Used Selection Only
04 04 FORD GALAXY GHIA 1.9 5dr, Silver............................................£4,995
05 05 HYUNDAI ACCENT 1.6 5dr, Blue .................................................£2,995
05 55 HYUNDAI TUCSON 4x4 Di 2.0 5dr, Metallic Blue ........................£6,995
07 07 MINI ONE 1.4 3dr, Blue...............................................................£6,995
05 05 MITSUBISHI COLT 1.1 3dr, Red ..................................................£3,195
07 57 NISSAN MICRA VISA 1.2 5dr, Red..............................................£4,995
05 05 RENAULT CLIO DYNAMIQUE 1.2 3dr, Blue..................................£3,495
05 05 RENAULT SCENIC EXPRESSION 1.6 5dr, Silver ..........................£3,350
04 54 SKODA FABIA 1.2 5dr, Blue ........................................................£2,995
07 07 VW TOURAN DIESEL 1.9 5dr, Blue .............................................£7,995
04 04 CORSA ENERGY 1.2 3dr, Star Silver............................................£3,195
06 06 CORSA SXi A/C 1.4 5dr, Ultra Blue..............................................£2,995
06 06 TIGRA 1.4 2dr, Star Silver ...........................................................£4,795
09 58 ASTRA DESIGN AUTO 1.8 5dr, Black Sapphire............................£4,995
02 52 ZAFIRA COMFORT AUTO 1.8 5dr, Star Silver ..............................£2,750



WWestberestberee
GarageGarage

MOT and Service from £89.99
Servicing & Repairs To All Makes of Vehicles

Repairs Tyres Exhausts MoT
Accident Repair Centre

01227 714715 
01227 712381

Island Road Hersden,
Canterbury, Kent CT3 4JD

CAR SERVICE 50% CHEAPER THAN MAIN DEALER

A first class service that’s second to none
MOT
TEST
£29.99

inc FREE
Retests

Monday - Saturday 8.00 - 5.30
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Range Rover is star weight-watcher
editorial@kosmedia.co.uk
By Steve Loader

JAGUAR has been a pioneer of lightweight-  
aluminium body construction, so it’s no surprise 
that sister brand Land Rover’s all-new Range 
Rover benefits from the same.

And it can now claim to be the world’s first 
SUV to get a lightweight all-aluminium mono-
coque body structure.

It’s not hard to see why the luxury 4x4  
adopted it, either: along with aluminium chassis 
elements, it means the new RR is a whopping  
39 per cent/420 kilos lighter than before and  
delivers much-needed CO2 emissions savings – 
there ought to be a motoring weight-watcher-of- 
the-year prize.

It’s the fourth-generation Range Rover since 
the original arrived more than 40 years ago as a 
three-door runabout offering farmers, land- 
owners and the construction industry something 
with Land Rover off-road ability but far more 
comfort on- and off-road.

Subsequent generations, though, have made 
it a luxury brand within a brand while retaining 
ultimate 4x4 off-road ability – something the 
aluminium construction can only enhance by 
giving the car a lower centre of gravity when 
tackling inclines.

Land Rover says the weight saving and a re-
engineering of the air suspension have enhanced 
the car’s on-road ability; the luxurious ride is  
retained, but the car now delivers flatter, more 
confident, cornering.

But while a revolution was taking place in 

construction, the new Range Rover styling is  
deliberately evolutionary – there are no great 
surprises about the way it looks.

A revamped version of Land Rover’s Terrain 
Response system is also retained to automati-
cally assess current driving conditions and ter-

rain and select the most suitable vehicle settings.
And while the car’s passengers will ride in 

luxury, the new Range Rover has already  
done the hard yards to ensure durability and  
reliability; development vehicles covered mil-
lions of miles of arduous tests in more than 20 

countries, exposed to extremes of climate and 
road surfaces. 

Order books are now open and customers 
have the choice of a supercharged V8 petrol  
engine or TDV6 and TDV8 diesel engines, with 
delivery expected in early 2013.

FOR SALE 
MERCEDES SLK 200

KOMPRESSOR

2005 registered. Black with cream leather
interior, heated seats, air scarf,  air conditioning'
76,000 mls, full service history, new tyres brake

pads, and discs recently fitted.
£8,995.00

Telephone 07702 637295

SERVICING (upto 3 years old)
Under 1599cc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £125
1600cc - 1999cc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £145
2000cc - 2299cc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £165

SERVICING (over 3 years old)
Under 1599cc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £89
1600cc - 1999cc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £109
2000cc - 2299cc  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £130

MOT TEST (when done with service)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£30
ANTI-FREEZE  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£35
AIR CON REGAS  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£49
TYRES (free fitting, valve & balance)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £29
BATTERIES (3 year warranty)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from £59

For vehicles over 2300cc please call for a quote, all offers are for a limited time only.
Terms and conditions apply

YOUR ‘ALL MAKES’ SERVICE CENTRE IN THANET
YOUR ‘ALL MAKES’ SERVICE CENTRE IN THANET

• KIA  •  HYUNDAI  •  VOLKSWAGON  •  CHEVROLET • 
• CITREON  •  FIAT  •  HONDA  •  TOYOTA  •  MAZDA •

• FORD  •  AUDI  •  VOLVO  •  MINI  •  VAUXHALL •
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